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Introduction ...Bob James
'What Is Anarchy', D.A. Andrade, in Liberty (Boston) May 28, 1887
(extract)
Joseph Symes, Photograph, Australasian Secular Association
'Melbourne Anarchist Club Manifesto', D.A. Andrade, May 1886
'Constructive Anarchy', D.W. Brookhouse, Honesty, April to August, 1887
Editorial, 'The Jubilee', (probably D.A. Andrade), 'Honesty', June, 1887
'What Is It to be an Anarchist?', J.D.(onovan), 'Honesty', June,1887
'Voluntary Communism', Robert Beattie, 'Honesty', October, 1887
'Land Nationalisation, State Socialism and Modern Socialism', W. R.
Winspear, in 'The Australian Radical' May 26, 1888 (extract)
'An Anarchist Plan of Campaign', D.A. Andrade, November, 1888
'Ingersoll On Marriage and Divorce', Alice Win, in 'The Australian Radical',
April, 1889
'State Education', J.A. Andrews, in 'The Australian Radical', June, 1889
'Revolution and Physical Force', W.R. Winspear, in 'The Australian Radical',
June, 1889
'Revolution and Physical Force', J.A. Andrews, 'The Australian Radical',
July-August, 1889
'Vive Anarchy', E.J. Brady, - Poem, published from 1890 in various places
'The Single Tax', J.A. Andrews, 'The Australian Radical', April, 1890
Letter on 'Voluntary Co-operation' to 'Commonweal and Workers
Advocate', Robert Beattie, November, 1891
William Lane on Anarchism in 'Working-Mans Paradise' (extract)
William Lane, as 'John Miller', 'Mates' in 'the (Wagga) Hummer', January,
1892 (extract)
'Manifesto to Australian Workers'(almost certainly J.A. Andrews) pamphlet
reproduced in 'The (Brisbane) Worker', August, 1892
'Labor Song' or 'Hear Tigers Snarl', Arthur Desmond, reproduced in
'Commonweal and Workers Advocate' January, 1893
'Handbook of Anarchy', J.A. Andrews, mid 1894. With an introduction by
Bob James from the 1985 publication in pamphlet form.
'Anarchy' J.A. Andrews, letter to Daily Telegmph, probably mid- 1894
'Authority, Law and the State', J.A. Andrews, Pamphlet, October 1895
'Invicta Spes' (Unconquerable Hope), J.A. Andrews, 'The Bulletin', October
12, 1895
'The Anarchist', 'Wyvis'(i.e. A.C. McKay) in 'The Bulletin December, 1895
'On Decision Making', J.A. Andrews, probably 1896
'Reason and the Social Question', J.A. Andrews, 'Reason', January, 1896
'Let Us Increase Our Exports', J.A. Andrews, 'Reason', March, 1896
'The Social Question not a 'Class' Question', J.A. Andrews, 'Reason' March,
1896
'Hard Cash', Drawing in 'The (Sydney) Worker', November, 1893
'On the Social Question', Dr Fauset MacDonald, in 'The (Sydney) Worker',
July, 1896
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Introduction ... by Bob James
Australia's Anarchist History (to be spelt out in a forthcoming book).
At least as early as the 1840's the term 'anarchist' has been used as a slander by conservative
spokespeople, e.g. against both Henry Parkes, and J.D. Lang, for their republican views by
W.C. Wentworth. Writers of the time and later historians, often sympathetic to the positive
side of anarchism have sometimes veered to the other extreme of seeing aboriginals, convict
rebels, expansionist squatters, and working-class rebels as, at least, incipient anarchists. At
certain periods of social 'crisis' (i.e. for the status quo) eg. that from which the present
collection is taken, the media have used 'anarchist' and 'anarchism' indiscriminately and often,
to boost sales or to blacken opponents of their benefactors.
One result of the many uses to which the term could be put was that contemporary references
abound, this presumably being one measure of public awareness that the creed existed. The
many attempts to slander anarchism or anarchists are also a measure of the danger to vested
interests it was perceived as representing.
The first anarchists organisation in Australia was the Melbourne Anarchist Club, established
in 1886, almost at the same time as the Haymarket (Chicago) explosion occurred. Such was
the deliberate and inevitable misrepresentation of this event, that it is doubtful if the Club
would have been established, at least publicly, if the 'Haymarket affair' had occurred a
fortnight earlier.
'... With one possible exception, the trial of the eight Chicago anarchists is the
most dramatic in all labour history.' (Ernie Lane, 'Dawn to Dusk, p.16)
The Club was the most important offshoot of the Australasian Secular Association begun and
energised in Melbourne by Joseph Symes, largely through 'the Liberator'. Many radicals grew
through the free-thought movement and the Andrades, for example, were early staunch
supporters of the dynamic Symes, until they perceived the need to widen the range of
atheism's critiques (See 'What is Anarchy?) At once, the ASA split into hostile camps and
years of vituperation followed which damaged both group's credibility.
Influenced by the mainstream individualist trend, which came to Australia largely via
Benjamin Tucker's 'Liberty' and his translation of Proudhon's works, Melbourne's anarchists
moved through an initial stage of generalised anti-authoritarianism to (most clearly - there
were numerous differences of opinion within the group) enunciate akin to what is today
labelled 'anarcho-capitalism.' They insisted they were socialists, while retaining the notion of
private property to cover the worker's right to his/her own product. This they regarded as
inviolate, but sophistication produced development and opposition, both attended by Club
splits.
The Club's first major split was in mid-1888, when seceders left because of a uniquely
Australian version of individualist-anarchism, articulated mainly by David Andrade, as had
been the earlier position, and based on the use of labour notes measured in time units not in
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labor product units. This group was thus in conflict with a 'Brookhouse-group' which retained
the Tucker- model.
They were both eventually opposed by a communist anarchist group, Jack Andrews in
particular, which insisted on commonality of produce-ownership and thus access to society's
goods on the basis of need. This difference was the context of the second split in late 188889, which marked the virtual end of the Club, though meetings continued sporadically till
1896.
The communist-anarchist group largely shifted to New South Wales, the individualists
remaining in Melbourne, though many dropped out of sight at this point. Two significant
figures in Melbourne radicalism, 'Chummy' Fleming and John White belonged to neither
tendency definitely but tended to the communist side.
Outside the two cities of Sydney and Melbourne, information about anarchists is less visible,
the definitional lines are more blurred and 'anarchism' is most easily identified by the statusquo newspapers with worker-outrage, while workers' newspapers spend vast numbers of
column inches discussing co-operation, mateship and democracy without always using the
label anarchism.
David Andrade insisted on maintaining a public stance, widening his sphere of interests and
setting an example of self-reliance and grass-roots activism. He developed a detailed scheme
to put many thousands of persons on the land in co-operative villages, and in 1894 he left
Melbourne for the Dandenongs to put theory into practice. Unfortunately the family were
burnt out in 1895 and though he continued to maintain a semblance of hopeful struggle for a
couple of years, he gradually declined physically and mentally and spent his last 25 years in
'a home'.
'Chummy' Fleming continued his struggle for Melbourne's unemployed alongside John White
and others, against the Trades Hall Council, labor politicians and technological change.
'Chummy' took as vehicle, for the period here covered, for his regular public speaking, the
single-tax and free-trade movement. Later in the nineties he became heroically, obstinately
anarchist, living out his political life as the anarchist presence in May Day marches and on
the Yarra Bank and his physical life in extreme penury.
John White preceded him to the grave, believing in the message but doubting the capacity of
the masses to benefit from the theory's wisdom. (I have no writings for either White or
Fleming in this collection).
Robert Beattie, H.E. Bach, Larry Petrie, and a number of non-English speakers became part
of a loosely organised network of propagandists, in all States (except perhaps Tasmania)
roughly centred on the Schellenberg farm at Smithfield, just out of Sydney. This group held
anarchist 'conferences', (attended I believe by a large number of the Sydney labor activists,
eg. Rosa, MacNamara, Batho, Holman, etc. and on at least one occasion by an overseas
organiser); printed and distributed many thousands of handbills, newsletters and books, and
seeded numerous oppositional groups to the prevailing regime. One such group was the
Active Service Brigade, and another into which a lot of effort was put in its early stages was
what is now called the ALP.(ie the Australian Labor Party.)
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Because of the largely 'invisible' nature of women, and the lack of public discussion of
personal relations, the position of Rose Summerfield, Rose de Boheme (Mrs A.J. Rose-Soley)
Creo Stanley and Alice Win is problematic, though I am sure significant.
The Sydney groups took the brunt of repressive legislation and jaundiced legality,
culminating in 1893-1895 with the 'Hard Cash', 'Justice' and Andrews trials, all for sedition,
libel or for being likely to endanger public order. There were, during the period 1890-95,
numerous 'strike-leaders' jailed and the position of the philosophy of anarchism and of
individual anarchists is also significant in these 'class-war' acts.
Since the masses didn't rise either for the labour movement or for anarchism, and since 'New
Australia', William Lane's anarchist scheme involving hundreds of people split almost as
soon as it arrived in South America, optimism gave way to mere doggedness or despair.
The End of the Dream:
Disillusion about the likelihood of rapid social change set in quickly. Large scale struggles
against capital had virtually ceased, unionism was on the decline and talk of armed uprising
had all but disappeared by the end of 1895. Andrews renounced mass propaganda work;
Desmond had left the country; the Lane mystique was effectively eroded by the South
American 'failure', though Petrie, Beattie, Summerfield, and Ernie Lane, were still to reach
'New Australia'; the Socialists were thinking of leaving the Labor Party for a more principled
and militant organisation and the Village Settlement panacea was hardly discussed. 'Singletax', (i.e., belief in a single-tax on the unimproved value of land to replace all present state
interferences with economic life) as a movement had collapsed. Only the drive for women's
suffrage was still increasing in momentum.
Some anarchists, like Fleming, White and Dwyer, who worked with the unemployed, the
homeless and the system's other most visible victims, continued, year in and year out to
agitate. It is as though the ones with the biggest hopes crashed soonest, while the steadier,
more pragmatic ones bore the defeats and the slights more philosophically.
These few carried the notion of libertarianism, voluntary co-operation, mateship, selfmanagement, call it what you like, on into the 20th century, but their legacy to their many
unknown inheritors has yet to be recognised.
The Philosophy
This collection of readings is from the period when Anarchism was most strongly identified
with violence, mainly through media concentration on the activities of 'propagandists of the
deed' in Europe. Ever since, proponents of the philosophy have had to struggle against the
very negative image successfully created in most people's minds by their enemies. As will be
seen from these writings 'Australian' anarchists did not necessarily disavow violence, but the
part it plays in their philosophy was neither as simplistic nor as anti-life as claimed.
Many writers acknowledge the impact of the small group, mainly male, who brought fear to
Northern Hemisphere holders of wealth and privilege from 1885 to approximately 1910, but
the impact is usually seen as transitory. The acts themselves have been considered out of
context when considered at all, and the individuals, labelled anarchists by most, have almost
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never been considered worthy of study as individuals, and never that I know of, as part of a
broad, social movement, which had, and still has, insurrection as one of its options.
Australian anarchists have not been mentioned in such books, and in books about the
Australian labour movement anarchists have rated little more than a mention in footnotes. (So
far, no history of peoples' liberation movements, - which is a truer reflection of anarchism's
interests than the labour movement, have been written) I believe this to be an inadequate
representation for a number of reasons:
1. The self-declared anarchists were often pivotal figures in significant activist
groups, and influential in the intellectual development of the labour
movement; this narrower movement failing to achieve much beyond the
establishment of an allegedly representative party, precisely because the
ultimate relevance of the anarchist philosophy was not perceived or made
clear enough.
2. Anarchism's basic tenets were held by and privately espoused by a far larger
number of labour spokespeople than is generally accepted. These people were
unwilling 'to come out' as anarchists.
3. The ideas of voluntary co-operation and self- management were also widely
discussed and attempted by many thousands of 'ordinary' people, who did not
see what they were doing as anarchism.
4. The threat posed by the anarchists and the use made of the 'terrorist' message,
as though it was the anarchist message, and indeed the labour message, were
important parts of the conservatives' behaviour at the time, and are important
analytic tools for an understanding of the way the establishment protected
itself.
The anarchists failed to develop mass support because they failed to prevent themselves
being identified simply with physical violence, their enemies thereby implying that physical
violence was not systemic in the 'straight' world; that it only occurred when legally
constituted authorities acted in clearly demarcated situations for the good of society as a
whole which had given a mandate to those same authorities so to do.(None of this circular
argument was the reality, of course, and anarchists' strongest argument was that they were for
radical change precisely because the 'present' system was so permeated with violence)
Secondly, anarchists failed to prevent themselves from accepting the black and white
arguments of their enemies, as to the nature and significance of physical force. There were
many permutations of force, some more final than others, and J.A. Andrews, for one, perhaps
the best known anarchist at the time, felt that the spirituality (non-materialness) of life,
needed to be accepted and assimilated in some way into the discussion. Still, in the
materialist context alternatives to assassination and/or bombings were available, needed to be
explored and would ultimately be more effective eg. immobilisation or neutralisation. These
were rarely considered. Thirdly, the philosophy of co-operation as the antithesis of
competition and voluntary co-operation as the antithesis of enforced co-operation or
collectivisation failed to be effectively presented.
Those who actually carried out individual acts of aggressive self defence, in the belief that
they were carrying out anarchist policy, were not in their actions characteristic of the
philosophy which in its idealism is co-operative and pacifist, and in its theory rural-based or
'of the land'. Propaganda of the deed was promulgated as the appropriate strategy at a
particular time, and later replaced with a different strategy. (Syndicalism or anarchist
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organisation of industrial workplaces is also in my view, strategic rather than fundamental
philosophy.)
On the other hand the actualisers of the strategy were creatures of their time and cannot be
disregarded whether politically aware or not. They were one result of newspaper
concentration on violence in the labour-capital struggle, which itself resulted in a polarisation
of reformers into the 'labour' camp. Together, these made adequate airing of differences in
detail very difficult.
Demands by a strengthening union movement and the possibility of insurrection meant the
powers of the capital- controlled State were called upon to protect the 'status-quo' under the
guise of protecting 'law-and-order'.
Despite achieving the modification of some of the worst industrial excesses, the workingclasses came to accept or not to question the tory view of organisation and of negotiation.
Within the 10 years of this record, the struggle was removed from the streets to the cloisters
of the Parliamentary system, and a few years later a conservative constitution was imposed
via a conservative Federal Parliament.
In losing sight of, or conceding defeat in the struggle with capital, the masses acquiesced in
their own powerlessness, 'voted' to continue the hierarchies of society and of the family, and
turned away from the solution offered to them - co-operation.
Dozens of projects were actually tried, involving hundreds of people, the largest single
attempt being 'New Australia' established by William Lane in Paraguay, in 1893.
Unfortunately, compounding other difficulties was a basic confusion in the theory itself,
which made success virtually impossible.
The way to the dream (a peaceful, satisfying, co-operative society) and the dream itself had
two variants and many people used the same words for both or failed to see the relevance of
distinguishing the two before starting.
Words like 'the State' were sometimes used to indicate a particular group of people, with
special power controlling the rest of the population, and sometimes used to indicate 'the
people as a whole', thus words like 'the State' could be used by libertarians to indicate a
benevolent, democratic situation, and sometimes a hierarchic, elitist, authoritarian situation.
Similarly, the dream's achievement (less often discussed) was sometimes managed
voluntarily, sometimes by proscription.
In saying that Australia's anarchists, with a few exceptions, failed to perceive these and other
difficulties, I am not downgrading their contribution relative to their northern counterparts. In
fact the weaknesses and the strengths in the two areas seem to parallel one another, as does
the actual progress of the struggle.
Generally speaking the anarchists were on the labour side of the struggle, and acted as union
organisers too. The non-communist anarchists (called 'individualists' by all but communist
anarchists who saw themselves as the true individualists) spoke of voluntary co-operation as
the goal but so emphasised formalised contact between producers as to appear not to be part
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of the anti-capital movement at all. David Andrade was contradictory on this as are the
anarcho-capitalists of today, but Andrade insisted he was a socialist.
None of the self-avowed anarchists were ever convicted for violence against property, person
or the State, although Petrie languished in jail for 5 months in connection with the 'Aramac'
explosion. Some of the fired wool sheds, fences or attempts to derail trains or kidnap 'scabs',
or skirmishes with troopers sent to protect 'scabs' may prove to be the work of politically
aware revolutionaries, as opposed to enraged unionists or frustrated 'travellers'. There is
evidence that the correlation of direct action with anarchism reached well into the country
areas via the travelling propagandists, newspapers and union networks. On the other hand,
arming for self-defence and retaliatory measures against the bosses' were seen by many as
simple commonsense.
The point at which the State supported the employers' conspiracies with troops and special
constables is the point at which the methods of the propagandists proved inadequate, and
defeat in this struggle is the major reason the co-operative movement failed. There are a
number of elements:
Firstly they were unable to counter the message of the establishment media, and this has to do
with the state of Australian society of the time. Secondly, they were unable to provide
personal examples of living, harmonious communities able to provide protection from the
State and able to provide physical and emotional support for one another when crisis
threatened. This has to do with the speed of events, the lack of experience of the stresses
involved and with the gaps in the theory as then understood (see below). Thirdly, the State
and its supporters had far too many resources and key people could be picked off easily and
the rest cowed with military might. Fourthly, the mood of the large body of reformists rarely
reached the pitch of passion which in Europe (France e.g.) produced sparks capable of
burning down regimes. The labour spokespeople on the whole were publically concerned to
argue their case logically, reasonably and thus prove more worthy because more clearly
correct than the 'unscrupulous' opposition who used force in lieu of argument and indulged in
conspiracies because they were devious. The mass of workers were concerned with rights and
believed 'legal' means would be sufficient. Thus they tended to Parliamentarism and State
Socialism.
So strong was the 'status-quo' that public militants could be labelled 'anarchists,' the
philosophy trivialised and discounted, and the distorted image used against all reformers via
legal action against the very people the process originally appeared to disregard as 'wild
agitators of no consequence'. Along the way to scape-goating of the anarchists for alleged
secret Plans to overthrow the Government, the capitalist conspirators introduced special
powers and special constables to link the civilian world to the military, now used in its
domestic control function.
This said, it is true that there were revolutionary conspiracies at the time and that the
conspirators were either anarchists or believed themselves to be. Since their records were
informal, if kept at all, the principal sources for speculation about these are Andrews'
historical items, some of which are fictionalised accounts.
Vaguely perceived, though it provided the real reason for the struggle for change and the use
of the State apparatus by vested interests to stop that struggle being effective, was the
economic crisis. The cyclical downturn of capitalism, producing under-utilisation of
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productive resources (i.e. unemployment) meant the labour force being coerced into receiving
less for their efforts, rather than shareholders going short. There was no principle involved on
the shareholders' side, it was a simple case of 'You go short, rather than me'. Completing this
episode of the 'class war', was the land boom, especially in Melbourne and in Queensland
where the Club of Banks, Cabinet and Employers were fighting for the prizes involved in
railway construction throughout the State.
Thus not only was the State apparatus engaged in preventing the 'agitators' from spurring the
masses to strike for better conditions, (or even becoming their own employers) but the
exercise was also designed to prevent the workers from demanding their money back from
banks which had overextended on rapacious and ill judged speculations, and to prevent the
perpetrators of these schemes being tried (under the status quo's own value system) for fraud,
incompetence and highway robbery. The exercise was lastly designed to prevent the workers
electing to office (again under the status quo's own rules) labor representatives even to the
point of achieving parity with the representatives of capital.
A fifth reason can therefore be adduced for the failure of the agitators' in general for a
cooperative commonwealth, and of the 'communist-anarchists' in particular; the task was too
large, complex, difficult to put into easily understood words, and not entirely understood by
them at the time that they were called upon to think on their feet. Two major philosophy
deficiencies were significant factors in the personal and movement failures of the last
century.
The first is in personal relations, the second is in food and energy self-sufficiency.
In the first area I include not only men/women and sexual/love relations, but also conditions
of other groups and races. The radicalism of the agitators was rarely fully developed and few
saw prostitutes, unemployed, kanakas or chinamen as victims of the same process which
threatened them. Some called for equal treatment, rights and responsibilities of women but in
practice the strongly held notion of the working man as honest, upright and the breadwinner
meant that women's unionism and suffrage let along women's liberation was secondary to
agitation for men. Anarchists and the more radical socialists, by definition, were the few who
perceived the need for political reform to involve personal politics but it achieved little
expression, D.A. Andrade, J.W. Fleming and other males tried. William Lane, espousing
communism and mateship, believed in permanent monogamous marriage and clearly had no
idea of the economic position of the family or women. Robert Beattie suggested that
prostitutes form co-operatives to escape their degrading life in order to marry a 'respectable'
man.
Although one or two suggestions appear on behalf of 'free love' or mutual making and
breaking of 'marriage' vows (see Alice Win's contribution) most radicals saw marriage as
necessary to procreation, as permanent and as necessary to ensure the woman's welfare. On
the other hand Larry Petrie, Schellenberg, Andrews, Fleming, Beattie and Desmond appear
not to have married, but whether because of choice, and satisfactory involvement in nonmarital relationships, is not yet clear. Radical socialists (not anarchists) often agreed
anarchism was the goal to aim for but that people were not yet sufficiently highly evolved;
yet they believed that socialist marriage was a contract bound to produce harmony because it
was between two honest, upright, brave and clear thinking people. Similarly kanakas and
aboriginals were to be excluded from white society because they weren't up to the personal
standards of cleanliness, independence and honesty set by the typical white Australian male.
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The second area in which 19th century anarchist logic was insufficiently developed was in
regard to energy usage, the environment and self-reliance. It was almost an axiom among the
radical labour people that production should be for use, not profit, and that land, if held
should be used, not left merely fallow for speculative purposes. The notions of independent
yeoman farmers and decentralised village settlements were strong and widespread and
agitation from many sources produced legislation in New Zealand and most of the Australian
States in 1892-94 supposedly aiming to put families and single people 'onto the land', or into
small towns. Many did not wait for State assistance but tried it on their own. But the natural
environment, when seen as an organic unit was nevertheless a resource to be exploited, not
conserved.
The relationship between self-sufficiency and total reform of the social structure does not
appear to have been spelt out. The communists, saw the land clearly as the basis of all wealth,
but had not analysed the parasitism of cities as a necessary part of industrialisation. Most cooperators saw a share in a village settlement scheme as a haven from want or as a secure base
for a nuclear family, from which fresh assaults could be launched on the citadels of power
and privilege. I think the idea of a connection between total revolution and providing for
one's own basic needs was perceived by Andrews as even more radical than putting up
barricades in the streets. Also, of course, supermarkets, TV dinners and plastic food were not
quite so ubiquitous as today.
The failure of these 'land reform' schemes (of all kinds) to achieve long lasting escape from
'the System' must be admitted and seen as resulting from a lack of preparation - in gardening,
farming, construction skills and in personal relation skills, principally conflict resolution.
Excessive materialism and belief in science prevented creative problem-solving, while
feelings of personal powerlessness remained largely unconfronted.
Voluntary co-operation was discussed at length and attempted by many thousands of people
during the period under discussion, but it is not clear whether they knew they were involved
in anarchist endeavours or not. Some obviously did, but didn't say so publically, some did not
and would have angrily denied the label. To most it was irrelevant, as it was unnecessary to
spell out details which were everyday elements of the lives of the participants. So, the
absence from the literature of a discussion of non-hierarchical organisation and the value of
direct democracy over representative democracy may be a philosophic deficiency or it may
not. The failure of William Lane to realise the corrupting nature of leadership is probably
indicative.
Now in 1979, as perceptions of the need for more awareness and more preparation, in the
areas of one's own conditioning, and one's relationship with the natural world and with people
who are close, becomes more widespread, the big dreams seem to have been forgotten
entirely. The large-scale consciousness of how the parts fit together has faded.
It is to alter this situation and to aid the detailed preparation for a self-managed society that
this collection of readings has been published.
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D.A. Andrade, 'What Is Anarchy'. Originally delivered to Australasian Secular
Association and the Melbourne Anarchist Club, in 1886, reprinted in Benjamin
Tucker's 'Liberty' (Boston ) on May 28, 1887. (Extract).
A founder member of the Melbourne Anarchist Club, editor of the Club magazine, 'Honesty'
and author of the bulk of the Clubs publications 1886-1888, including 'Money', 'Our Social
System', 'An Anarchist Plan of Campaign' and a series of leaflets.
After the Club's second major split, at the beginning of 1889, and while still involved in the
anti-Symes (President of the ASA) struggle, he became more involved in direct agitational
work and personal life-style change e.g. vegetarianism, hydrotherapy etc. He completed a
major work, "The Melbourne Riots" in 1892 and in 1894 moved his family to the Dandenongs
to put the co-operative land-use scheme outlined in the book into practice.
In 1895, the family lost everything in a bushfire and Andrade succumbed to the loss and was
institutionalised. He died in 1929.

'What is Anarchy?'
". . Anarchy is Individualism consistently carried out and put into practice. It is the doctrine
of autonomy, laissez-faire, independence and liberty. It is the doctrine which accepts all the
social principles of that most advanced school of thinkers of which Herbert Spencer is at the
head, and does not fear to carry them to their logical conclusions, even though the greatest
expounders of those principles may fail to do so themselves. Anarchy, in short, is to politics
what atheism is to theology. Atheism says: we shall have no divine rulers; Anarchy says: we
shall have no temporal ones either. Atheism says: be not a slave to a god; Anarchy says: be
not a slave to god or ruler either. Atheism says: cast off all allegiance to all laws divine;
Anarchy says: cast off all allegiance to all laws both divine and human. Atheism says: defy
the priest, who robs you under the authority of a god; Anarchy says: defy the ruler who robs
you under the authority of a State, as well. Atheism says: be free in your thoughts; Anarchy
says be free in your thoughts and actions too. Atheism says: face the gods like a man;
Anarchy says: face all existence like a man; Atheism says: from the gods be free; Anarchy
simply says: BE FREE!
As Atheism means "without God," so Anarchy means "without Government". It rejects all
authority, whether emanating from gods, goddesses, kings, queens, popes, priests, presidents
or parliaments. It refuses to be crushed out by the rule of majorities or minorities, by
monarchies or republics, by aristocracies or democracies, and by law-makers and lawexecutors of all kinds whatsoever. The only authority it recognises (if it can be called
authority) is the authority of the individual conscience. The only law it recognises is the law
of equal freedom. The only right it recognises is the right to live - the right of selfpreservation - the right to live as best the intelligence dictates, exercising every function of
one's nature to one's best ability, and taking upon one's self the necessary responsibility of
every action so performed. Its watchword is: "The equal liberty of each, limited by the equal
liberty of all". And all the tyrannies which have so cursed this world in the course of its
painful development it wages war with to the death . . . "
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Joseph Symes

Joseph Symes, President of the Australasian Secular Association;
'Rationalist', (NSW) December, 1940.
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'The Melboume Anarchist Club Manifesto'
D.A. Andrade, May, 1886.
'To the People of Australasia
The Melbourne Anarchists' Club extends its greetings to the liberty loving citizens of these
young colonies and appeals to them to assist its members in their efforts to remove those
public sentiments and public institutions, which have been transplanted here from the
northern hemispheres, retard social progress and happiness; and to substitute in their place the
enabling principles of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity!
The objects of the Melbourne Anarchists Club are:
1. To foster public interest in the great social questions of the day, by promoting inquiry
in every possible way; to promote free public discussions of all social questions; and
to circu- late and publish literature, throwing light upon existing evils of society, and
the methods necessary for their removal.
2. To foster and extend the principles of Self-Reliance, Self-Help and a spirit of
Independence amongst the people.
3. To uphold and maintain the principles of liberty, Equality and Fraternity. By Liberty
we mean 'the equal liberty of each, limited alone by the equal liberty of all.' By
Equality we mean 'the equality of opportunity for each individual.' And by Fraternity
we mean 'that principle which denies national and class distinctions, asserts the
brotherhood of Man, and says 'The World is my country.'
4. To advocate, and seek to achieve, the abolition of all monopolies and despotisms
which destroy the freedom of the individual (and which thereby check social progress
and prosperity.
5. To expose and oppose that colossal swindle, government, and to advocate abstention
from voting, resistance to taxation, and private co-operation or individual action.
6. To foster mutual trust and fraternity amongst the working people of all ranks, and to
turn their attention to the common foes: the priests and the politicians, and their coadjutors, attacking principles rather than individuals.
7. To unite the co-operation of all who have realised the innate evils of our governing
institutions, and desire their speedy dissolution for the general benefit of humanity.
8. To promote the formation of voluntary institutions similar to the Melbourne Anarchist
Club throughout Victoria and the neighbouring colonies, and, with their consent, to
eventually unite with them forming the Australasian Association of Anarchists.'
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'Constructive Anarchy'
D.W. Brookhouse, in 'Honesty', April, May,
June and August, 1887.
In writing the following paper I wish to make it clear
that Anarchy is not only the friend of the working
man and all lovers of liberty, but also that we can
start at once to accomplish our purpose.

Very little is known of this man's
life and situation. Possibly a
bootmaker by trade, he was
'converted' to 'individualistanarchism' by David Andrade and
I will not trouble my readers with quotations, but will became a staunch member of the
refer them at once to Herbert Spencer, Auberon
Club, during the period of abuse
Herbert, Proudhon, Michael Bakounine, and also a
and media - mockery following the
very interesting series by Fowler, published as a
Haymarket explosion.
bimonthly in the State of Kansas, U.S.A., called The
Sun. I shall endeavour to be as logical as possible, for He dropped out of sight when
I wish to convince by sound argument, and not by
Andrade Influenced the Club to
quibble, and if my arguments are defective I hope
alter its view of how labor product
criticism will put me right.
would be distributed, Brookhouse
supporting Benjamin Tucker
Why do we have Anarchism? There is a reason for
(Boston 'Liberty') that the change to
everything, surely there must be for this. Well then,
time-based labor-notes was a
this is the answer. Our race has a past history, and
'socialist deviation'.
that history tells us that man has always rebelled
against forced authority, or forced-rule or government - rebelled on account of feeling their
liberty limited by government. Those rebelling have not recognised that it was government
that oppressed them; but have supposed that it was the one particular government against
whom they rebelled that was doing all the mischief; and the result of this delusion has been
that the rebels have hastened to form another government, when the same or new tyrannies
would crop up, the result being another civil war with all its horrors. But these wholesale
rebellions are not the only ones. The individual rebellions are far more numerous, for they are
constant; and these individual rebels are the very best men of our race, they are in the
vanguard of progress; they guide their actions by what they are convinced is right; they do
not ask, Will government allow us to do this or that? but they do it. Government has said that
it was treason to preach against slavery, but men have preached against it and been punished.
Government has said that it was treason and heresy to preach against the Church of Rome,
but many a martyr's fire marks the spot where a hero died that preferred death and liberty of
speech and action to life and bowing to government.
All though history you find this individualistic rebellion against government, and government
using every power at its command to crush out progression; in fact, government is the foe to
progress, it is essentially conservative and cannot be otherwise, for it attempts to crystalize
the customs of this generation, by writing them into law, to be the customs of the next; but
the next always rebels. If the crystallizing process has been tolerably complete, the rebellion
is terrific, and we have war; if the process has been imperfect, the rebellion assumes a mild
form in the shape of an electoral campaign.
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After taking the past teachings of history into consideration, we have been forced to ask
ourselves the question, Can a government be so constructed that it will avoid the crime of
tyranny? and have had the answer forced upon us; No, no! A thousand times No, for reasons
that I hope to make clear before I am through. Now let me give what I consider is a definition
of government from the standpoint of an Anarchist.
Government is either an individual, as a king or czar; or a combination of individuals; or
either a fixed class, i.e., the nobility; or a shifting mass, i.e., the majority, - forcing the rest of
their countrymen to conform to such laws as they like to make for them. Government is a
forced organisation of disjointed interests, therefore, there is always a tendency to
disorganise. It is not a voluntary organisation, so I am in doubt if the word organisation is a
correct name to apply.
Anarchists advocate organisation; but only of a voluntary character and where interests are
identical.
I am not appealing to those that are satisfied with their lot (for a man that is satisfied has no
reason for a change, and I don't blame him for not wanting one), but to those that feel that
they are oppressed; to those that know that the fruits of their labor is taken from them, and
understand that the chance of changing their condition from that of a working man is only a
gambler's chance, and are well satisfied that their hope and that of their children is in a
complete revolution of society (not necessarily a violent one.)
I belong to the working class, and I think that class is the very foundation of society, and I
feel confident that the working man must work out the freedom of society, for I cannot see it
coming from another source. I am sure that a large portion of the working class know that
they do not retain more than one-third of the product of their labor, and are looking for the
fundamental reasons for this state of things, which I believe they will be able to find to be the
evils of government, or as government is essentially evil, in government itself.
Let us glance at a few of the existing evils of government. I am sure, at this stage, that each of
my readers will acknowledge some one or more of the following as evils, though he might
pronounce the others to be quite the reverse; but after following me to the end of the subject I
hope to make it clear that they all come under the same head.
I will first deal with the land laws. From these laws arise many evils. One man is enabled to
hold large tracts of land (much larger than he can cultivate and look after personally), and
also enabled to let that land to a tenant, and to extort from the tenant all that the land will
produce, save enough to keep the warmth of life in his body. The land laws makes the large
land owners dictators, and the working classes slaves; in fact, every one in the community is
a slave to a more or less degree to the great land owners; their power being limited by the
amount of capital that a non-landholder possesses. For instance, a tenant farmer having small
means can only cultivate a small piece of ground with his own hands, almost unaided by
machinery, and the landlord takes all he produces, excepting enough to keep the tenant in
working condition, and sometimes not even enough for that. Now it strikes me very forcibly
that the tenant is a slave, if not worse, for the bonded slave is given enough to keep him in
good working condition. If a tenant has enough capital to rent ten times the amount of land
that the first had, and to supply machinery and labor, he might be able to save a profit over
his rent and living, and, inasmuch, he would not be a slave to so great a degree; but slave,
nevertheless, for the landlord takes a large amount of his time and profit before he can start to
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work for himself. The same remarks apply to town tenants, as between large and small
shopmen, &c. Take any shop in Bourke street, or near the centre of the City of Melbourne,
and you will find that a large portion of the profits go to pay rent, and unless the business is
very large the tenant will often only get wages after paying his rent. He will work four days a
week for his landlord and two days for himself. I have not room to mention all the misery
arising from the land laws, and then again, they have been well ventilated by many writers.
Banking laws are the next greatest evil (if not as great) that the working man has to deal with,
and the ignorance that prevails in this direction is something astonishing; therefore, I hope
my readers will have patience with me, if I deal rather more fully with this subject than with
the last. In the first place, banks are allowed by government to issue a paper circulating
medium, being a promise to pay gold, and sometimes silver. Now let us see what power the
banks have for evil with this circulating medium. Of course, we all understand that things are
cheap if money is scarce. Now we will suppose that the banks hold mortgages on large
amounts of property. You can see that it would be to their interest to make that property
cheap, so that they might get it into their possession, and after once possessing it to make it
dear again so they might sell at a profit, viz., a piece of land is worth £1,000, mortgage, £700.
If the land can be reduced in value to £680, the chances are that the owner will be compelled
to let the bank have the land for the mortgage, and still be in debt to the bank for £20, and the
pious banker will say, What a wicked world is this, I am robbed of £20 by this unprincipled
man. But how can the bankers shrink the value of property? All they have to do is to
withdraw their paper circulating medium sufficiently and the thing is done, for money is
scarce; when they wish to sell the land, restore the circulating medium and up goes the land,
and they have made their little £300 on a transaction of £700. So you see it is a very wicked
world. But this is not all - a bank can issue paper largely in excess of what gold they hold in
their coffers, so the chances are that this £700 that they have lent is only paper representing
nothing, being a promise to pay what they have not got, and the banks are really in debt to the
person hiring for seven hundred pounds, in the shape of promises to pay, and they charge him
interest for it. Just think of it; living on the interest of what they owe! But what about the
interest? who pays for it? why the producer, to be sure, not the man that hires it, for it has to
go on to the cost of production, and the working man has to pay for it in what he consumes,
or, if competition is so keen that the interest cannot be added to the cost of production, the
chances are that the man hiring the money will fail, and then the consumer has to pay for it in
the shape of the 2% per cent. that is added by all business men for losses, and these losses are
attributable, principally to interest that business men pay for their capital, for a large portion
of them have but a very little of their own. How often does that 2½ per cent come in? We will
take a pair of boots for example: on the raw hide, on the dressed leather, on the manufactured
boot, and also when finally sold to the retailer, in all about 10 per cent; and the consumer has
to pay for it. But this is not all. There is 2½ per cent that has to be allowed for discounts on
all of the above items, so there is a further 10 per cent that the banks get; so you see if it was
not for the banks and the credit system, instead of paying 12s. 6d. for a pair of boots you
would have to pay 10s. only. You see there is another disturbing element, and that is the
credit system which governments have made laws to duly regulate and perpetuate. If it was
not for this credit system, the most of the complaints lodged against banks would not exist.
Now let us take a turn to the protection laws. The working class advocate protection in
Victoria, not because they object to buying cheaply, but because they want work all the year.
But is it because they want work? Suppose that they could get much more than they have
now, for six months work instead of twelve, which would they take, the larger amount with
six months' work, or the smaller amount with twelve months' work? It is not because they
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want the extra work, or because they object to pay a cheap price for an article, but it is
because the landlords, bankers, and profit-makers rob them of their purchasing power and
reap the advantage of free trade, instead of the working man. Because these moneyed classes
occupy the position of slave holder, and do not need so many slaves under free trade, and as
the slave cannot employ himself under this system as he has no home of his own or no capital
to keep himself while producing articles to meet the market, all he has to do is to starve or
have protection laws. But protection laws are only a temporary remedy, for in a few years
internal competition will make labor in your own country quite as cheap as in the countries
from which you wish to protect yourself. Instead of passing these protection laws, why not go
to the bottom of the evil, why not kick overboard all the laws that make these protection laws
necessary, or in other words, destroy government, for when you have destroyed all statute
laws you have destroyed government.
The evils of government are as numerous as the written laws, and it would be impossible to
name them all and show their tortuous effects, except by means of compiling an
encyclopedia. So we will confine ourselves to natural laws.
I presume that it is self-evident to most people, that whenever a written law prevents them
from doing what they consider right, they feel that that law is not only infringing their liberty,
but that it is essentially wrong or immoral whether it is to be enacted by a majority or a king,
and feel that it should be repealed. If you acknowledge the truth of the above you have
consented morally to the abolition of the laws bearing heavily upon you, but you have not
consented as yet to abolish laws oppressing others: especially if you have helped to make
them yourself. I will try to state a case. We will suppose there are five individuals, A B C D
and E; or, if you like, we will suppose that these letters represent one thousand each, instead
of one. Let A B and C be Catholics, D and E Protestants. Now A B and C could pass a law to
the effect, if they liked, that there be schools supported by the State, that all children
attending these schools should be compelled to receive religious instruction from the Romish
priest-hood, that education should be compulsory, and if a Protestant should educate his
children at home he should still be taxed to support the State school. Now D and E would say
that that law was tyrannous and ought to be abolished, because their ideas could not agree in
the least with it. Now suppose D and E go on a proselytising expedition and convert C to
Protestantism, then they (viz., C D and E) could pass a law to the effect that we have State
schools, and that all children shall be compelled to receive an education free from Catholic
teachings. That in case of their being educated elsewhere than the State schools, those parents
shall be taxed all the same. Now A and B will protest and claim that it is unfair to expect
them to support schools where Catholicism is not taught, while they look upon their religious
instructions as the most important part of education. In one case, D and E say the laws are
wrong; in the other case A and B say they are wrong, and C has been on both sides. Now if
any man can put himself in the place of either party for the moment, it seems to me that he
would have to acknowledge that both parties were wrong, each in endeavouring to compel
the other party to do what they considered the right thing. I consider my code of morals right,
you also consider yours right. I may be wrong, but don't think so; so may you. If a third one
comes along of my way of things: because we are in a majority, is that any reason we should
compel you to acknowledge us to be right, and force you to fashion your actions by mine?
But if you convert this third man to your way of thinking, are your morals any better than
they were before you converted him? You see it does not matter whether an idea is right or
not: but it is how many thinks it right that decides it. Now I will tell you what an Anarchist
considers as moral, evil and criminal. We consider that to be moral which a person considers
to be right: also that he should have a perfect right to practise his morality, providing it does
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not interfere with the liberty of another. We consider that to be evil, which is injurious to the
individual. Where an individual, or a number of individuals, interfere with the liberty of a
person, we consider that to be a crime, and that the ones committing that crime have lost all
right to have their own liberty respected; or in other words, the one offended against has a
right to punish the offender.
I think you will see by this, the fundamental principle of Anarchy to be as follows: That every
individual shall do as he likes, providing he does not interfere with the liberty of others. I
intend to confine myself to the Anarchial question from the working man's standpoint, and
shall keep strictly within the bounds of the above principle.
We, as working men, know we do not retain the equivalent of what we produce, or anything
like it, and we are looking for a remedy. There are a few fanatics who advocate seizing that
which is in the possession of the rich and appropriating it to their own use; but the moment
you do that, you violate the very fundamental principle of Anarchy, for they gained their
riches by the consent of the working classes and have a right to it by the mere fact of
possession. You don't mean to say, if you have made a bad bargain with a man and find it out
afterwards, that it would be right to rob him of sufficient to recompense you for your loss;
especially when it comes about by your own stupidity? Rather take a lesson by the past, and
don't let it occur again. Now that is just what we want to do: take measures to prevent it
occuring again, and we will set to work to see how we will do it.
We Anarchists are fully convinced that coercive legislation is injurious to not only the
working man, but to nearly every one, and as we recognise that as our stumbling block in all
our schemes, we propose to refrain from it. Also as we understand high rates, interest, and
profits to be injurious in their effects upon ourselves, we shall endeavour to eliminate them as
far as possible.
There is one thing more that we must not forget for a moment, and that is, that we are
consumers as well as producers, and we will have to give this fact full recognition in the
scheme that we propose. Last, but not least, we have made up our minds to be men and
women, to depend upon our own exertions for our success; not to ask government or classes,
kings or queens, for any concessions. We shall endeavour to arrive at a just conclusion in
regard to what is right and wrong doing, in accordance with our principles: then we shall go
ahead and do it. If others interfere with our actions it will be their fault, and having infringed
our liberty that must not expect us to respect theirs. In this country we can accomplish our
object without violence, provided government lets us alone, ie., don't legislate especially to
crush us. In Russia we can gain nothing without bloodshed; and as slavery is worse than
bloodshed when a Russian state of affairs exist, we propose to introduce all the horrors of
dynamite, guerilla warfare, murder; for to the slave life is not worth the living, and the tyrant
must expect no respect from the one whose life he has made unbearable. The plan that I
propose is for this country only, or those where a similar state of things exists. When Russia
and some other countries have gained the same ground that we have, from that point they
would be able to adopt the same plans. I have said that working men must understand that
they are consumers, and as we need no capital in this direction, outside of one week's wages,
this will be the natural direction for us to investigate in first. Therefore we will see what we
can do to establish purchasing companies. We have in Melbourne an Anarchist Club - we will
endeavour to get as many members of that club, and also as many men as are Anarchists as
possible, to form a company for purchasing groceries, &c., and distributing the same at as
near the cost price as possible. We will have to make a small beginning at first, and this is the
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best plan that I can think of. After forming the company, hire a small room in some right-ofway or back street, one that we could get at a low price: it need not be a large one, and we
would need no shop front. Now let some one of the company be appointed to make the
preliminary arrangements for buying (some one who is used to buying in a wholesale way, if
possible), go to the largest wholesale grocery warehouses and represent that there is a
company formed that is prepared to buy for cash, to ask no credit, and that can deal to the
extent of £50 or £60 per month: and we could get our goods at the cheapest wholesale cash
prices. Now this is the way that we would pay for them: let each member send to the store,
each Thursday, the money for his week's groceries: the one appointed to do the buying could
take the cash brought in, and on Friday take in the orders in bulk to be put up and delivered to
our store. Let me explain. Supposing all the orders brought into the store for tea when added
together made thirty pounds weight, let the warehouses break bulk to make the thirty pounds,
and after we get it into the store it could be weighed up into separate orders, and so with other
articles. What we now pay ten shillings for, we could get for seven and sixpence, and if we
make the amount eight shillings, this would allow sixpence in each seven and sixpence to
meet expenses, i.e., rent, paper, twine, &c., so each individual now purchasing ten shillings
worth would save a clear 20 per cent. We would let any family that liked purchase through us
on the same terms, but not let them become members, for not being convinced of our
principles they might attempt to convert the company into a profit-making concern. But
letting these people trade through us, we would have the advantage in being able to purchase
goods in much larger quantities, and the small percentage that we levied for expenses would
aggregate to considerably more. When we shall have procured purchasers to the amount of
one hundred to one hundred and fifty pounds in our company, we could afford to have a
delivery cart; then we could add butchering, drapery and other lines. We should make every
endeavour to establish as many of these companies as possible throughout the town and
suburbs, and also in the country. As our future operations depended upon the success of the
purchasing companies, we must make them a success. Let every member feel that the
movement is depending upon him.
We will suppose that we now have our purchasing companies established, and that we are
saving 20 per cent, on an average expenditure of 30s. week per family, i.e., 6s. per week that
each head of family could save. Now, these that laid up 6s. weekly for one year, would have
�15 12s., or sufficient capital to start a producing company, providing the co-operative
principle was adopted.
You will now shortly see the benefit of the purchasing companies, and that your success
depends greatly upon them. I will trace the growth of a single producing company from the
purchasing companies. We, as Anarchists, understand that profits are picking our pockets as
working men, and as we want our liberty respected in this direction, if we wish to be
successful, we must respect the liberties of others in this same direction, therefore, those of us
that are members of the purchasing company, will call a meeting of Anarchists together for
the purpose of establishing producing companies on the cost principle. We, as purchasers,
will announce that if there are any producers among us in any trade that would like to start a
company for production purposes, that we will agree to take all that they will produce, and
pay them for their produce on delivery with paper promises- to-pay similar to the paper bank
note of the present time, but instead of it being a promise to pay only one product, ie., gold,
that we would pay any product that we held in our stores.
Now that our stores are converted into banks of issue, and banks that would be established
upon a sound basis, for they would have the full value in store for every note issued, and as
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the notes came back to the store for the purposes of purchasing, the outstanding circulation
would shrink as the stock in the store diminished.
These stores or purchasing companies could combine together if they liked to redeem the
notes of each other's issue, and at the same time to settle upon some design in common for
the face and back of their notes, having spaces to be filled in by the officers of each
purchasing company. You would need to have your circulating medium handled in some such
a way for convenience sake, so that you could purchase at any store established upon our
principle.
Now, remember, there is not much to fear from the failure or fraud of one of these stores, for
although as a producer, you take the store's notes, being a member of the store yourself, you
have merely yourself to trust. There is one more function that the store bank could perform
after the stores have become general, and that would be to loan money on the plant of any
newly-formed company (after having assured itself that the people of that company
thoroughly understood their business), thereby furnishing them with sufficient capital to
begin operations with.
Let us take a hasty glance at these producing companies, and see what the effect of them
would be from a business standpoint. We will suppose that we have established amongst us
companies representing all of the principal trades, and at the same time selling the stores at
the cost of production. We are now buying boots, clothing, hats, in fact everything that can be
manufactured, at cost, but we are getting no less for our labor, so our day's wages has
increased in value to a very large extent; and then again, as we have required no large shop
fronts, and have been contented to carry on business elsewhere, the main business street rents
have had to fall, and we have a less burden in this direction as well. But where does the farm
laborer come in? He must adopt the same tactics. Say fifteen to twenty men combine together
and invest what they have saved through their purchasing companies, to buy land, and at first
put in only those crops that pay the best and bring their land to a high state of cultivation (for
their land at first would be of a small amount, and to make it employ the labor of the whole
company, they would need to make every square inch of the land yield). The city purchasing
companies could take all of their produce, and in that way the farming company would
always have a sure market for their produce.
Now, supposing we had these co-operative farms established in every district within easy
access to the cities, selling to those cities for cost, what would become of the farmer that had
to hire labor to do his work and make a profit out of it? He simply could not carry on, for the
prices he would get for his stuff would have no room for profit, and he would only be able to
cultivate what land he could by his own hands; and as a large number working together can
produce more for capital than single, that farmer with all his land would be better off if he
was in one of these companies: in fact a large lot of land would be a hindrance to him. Even
if he had a sheep-run, he could not keep an excessive run fenced, and at the same time do all
of his own shearing and working in connection with his flocks. Now no man would be able to
hire labor to do his work for him, for the reason that men could do better for themselves by
combining in companies, than they could by working for a master.
The time would surely come when large land owners would relinquish their possessions
voluntarily, because they would be no richer by calling a large tract of land their own. Land
would fall in price until its value would only be fixed by the demand of food from it. Let me
explain: Victoria with its present population has such an abundance of land, that the food
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demanded per acre is very slight, and if only food producers or working agriculturists
occupied it there would be so much spare land that the value of that occupied would be very
slight, compared to the present value, but as population increased, the demand for food per
square acre would increase until such times that food would be so dear that it would pay to
get the utmost from each acre by an extra expenditure of work, and in that way a larger
population would be continually going on to the soil, or in other words, when it would now
pay a company of twenty to purely cultivate fifty acres of land, it would pay them better in
the time to come, to cultivate only twenty-five acres in a thorough manner, and sell the
remaining twenty-five acres to new comers. The occupier of the land either in country or city
must own it, and not hire it, and if the working man co-operate on the Anarchist's principle,
he will be able to. That is the only ultimate to solve the rent question, own the land you
occupy.
Land Nationalisation is all humbug. It simply helps to perpetuate Government, that tries to
crush you on the one hand, and fixes a false value for the land on the other. I think that I will
write an article on this land question and go into it more fully at some future date.
We have killed our present credit system with all of its evils, and the various banks can no
longer exist. The profit-making manufacturer and land owner have become defunct, so the
next thing that we will enquire into will be imports or products of foreign countries and our
protective policy.
I intend to show the difference of the prices of a woman's levant lace boot, under the present
system, and under the cost system. The first column of the subjoined table will show how the
price is arrived at under the present system; the second column will show how the price
would be arrived at by a co-operative company of working men, acting on the cost principle.
Supposing that company to be the only one working under the cost principle; and the third
column will show how the price would be arrived at, when all the other trades had adopted
the same principle:-
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You will notice in the above table, in the first and second columns, that the items of material
are of the same cost; and in the third column the cost of material is only about one-half.
Of course when all trades are manufacturing and selling for cost, the bootmakers would be
able to get their leather and all other boot material for cost; but when they first started being
the only ones running upon the cost principle, they would have to pay the same prices for
materials as other manufacturers. When first established, the co-operative company would
have this advantage, that they would have work the year round on account of underselling
other manufacturers. Selling for cost, they could command cash for their goods, and would
need no expensive traveller constantly on the road to push a trade. So the 15 per cent
expenses due to present systems would become nil in the second and third columns.
The labor item would remain the same throughout, for working men, uniting in a cost
company, would reckon their labor, material, and expenses as the cost of a boot, and would
set their wages (if piece-work) at about the average of other working men in the same trade;
and their object being only to eliminate the expenses arising out of our present system, it
would, under ordinary circumstances, keep their wages at the same standard.
We have supposed the purchasing company to be formed, so the retailing expenses would not
be over 10 per cent, which I believe would be an excessive amount. If you examine the table
for the wholesale price of the boot in the first and second column, you will find a reduction of
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one-eighth in the second column; and as the boot is, at the least calculation, four processes
removed from the raw material, the wholesale price of the material entering into the boot
should be only one-half (i.e. 1s. 11½d. as against 3s. 11d.) in the third column. But there are
several things not taken into account in the cost of material, such as the middle-man's
excessive charges for railway carriage, national taxes to support useless political officials,
&c., &c.
I believe if the exact thing could be arrived at, we would find our material reduced still
further, so that our retail price would be one-third instead of one-half of its present price.
Manufacturing expenses would be less, for you would need less supervision, for each one
would take an interest in their work; and also there would not be so much clerical work, on
account of no credit books being kept.
The example of the boot would apply to every article, for the profit on one trade is about the
same in all; - if these were not so, you would see people flocking to the business that would
give them the greatest profit.
Why not carry out the cost principle in everything, instead of throwing away your time on
governmental questions? Why be swindled on the one hand, through governmental officials
drawing big salaries and perpetrating huge jobs in carrying out public works, and on the other
hand, by profit-makers, bankers, middle-men, and so on? Let those of you that are interested
in public works, such as railways, canals, waterworks, &c., unite to construct them, and you
will have them done better and cheaper; and unite together for production and purchasing,
and you get rid of a host of swindles.
Don't throw away any more energy at the polling-booth, fighting over protection laws and the
Chinese questions; you having nothing to fear from either if you have no government to
harrass you.
Why not go to the root of the evil at once? Protection is only a temporary expedient, at best,
to compel the slave-holder to provide work for the slave, and then only for a little while, for
internal competition will surely bring wages down, in a few years, to that of the country you
are competing against, (about 25 years has been sufficient in America). It strikes me very
forcibly that the most sensible thing to do is to get rid of the slave-holder.
There was a very good example given in Our Commonwealth, of Adelaide, S.A., some little
time back. I will only quote the ideas in as few words as possible:A man owns an island, and on that island lives the man, his family, and ten slaves. These ten
slaves can just support them selves, their master, and his family. We will suppose that a
foreigner now comes to the master, and offers to supply him with all that he now gets from
the slaves and a good few luxuries beside, and to take in exchange the amount that five of the
slaves will produce.
The master could say to the slaves: "I only want five of you to work for me after this, so there
will be five of you that will have look out for yourselves." "But," say the slaves, "can the five
of us, whose services are to be dispensed with, have a part of the island to cultivate, to keep
us from starving?"
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"Oh, dear, no, that would be stealing my land." So our readers can see that the slave has the
choice of starving, or protecting their island against foreign trade, or declaring himself free by
refusing to work for their master any longer, by appropriating and cultivating the island for
themselves.
If they were free, then it would be to their advantage to arrange with the foreigner to provide
them with all that they wanted, for what they could produce by four hours work per diem, or
if the foreigner would be kind enough to support them for no return, so much the better; there
would be no cry against free-trade at all events. So much for Our Commonwealth. Now let
me ask the question, What would be the most sensible thing for the slave to do, - try to get
protection, or get rid of the slave- master?
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'The Jubilee'
Editorial, probably by D.A. Andrade, in
Honesty, June 1887.
This is the year of jubilee; and this the jubilee month of this jubilee year. The official dictum
has gone forth from the conquered land of William the Robber, that the people of Australia
shall join in holding a jubilee in commemoration of the fiftieth year of the reign of the present
representative of English tyranny. Illuminations are being displayed, loyal demonstrations
devised, money recklessly squandered - and all for what? Loyal cant says: To express the
happiness of the people. Honesty says: To bolster up a tottering tyranny at the expense of the
wretched slaves whom our barbarous system holds in subjection.
The people of Australia are jubilating - are they? Jubilating over what? Are they jubilating
over the terrible fact that their three million square miles of land are, for the most part, held in
enforced idleness by the villainous monopoly over which the State keeps guard? Are they
jubilating because thousands of would-be willing workers are wandering about the streets in
search of employment? Are they jubilating because the workers, who constitute by far the
larger portion of our population of two and a half millions, are only in receipt of a very small
portion of the wealth which they alone produce? Are they jubilating because the State-created
banking monopolies absorb annually ten million pounds' worth of the product of their labor,
for which they render little or no service whatever? Are they jubilating because our Statecreated monopolies annually drive twenty thousand of our population to pauperism, fifty
thousand to drunkenness, thousands of our children to unhealthy and degrading factories, and
thousands of our daughters to prostitution? Are they jubilating because they are robbed of
eight million pounds annually by taxation? Are they jubilating because thousands of their
fellows are asking for employment, instead of demanding restitution of the fruits of their past
employment? Are they jubilating because their rulers are sending their spies and detectives to
disturb their assemblages and prevent them from bettering their condition? Are they
jubilating because their so-called "representatives" are seeking to create an Australian navy,
the better to hold them in subjection, and to subjugate their more peaceable neighbours? Are
they jubilating over the fact that monarchism has proved a curse, and democracy has proved
no better? Are they jubilating over the fact that our political institutions are fast corrupting
the best of us, and that while we support them we are tottering headlong to destruction?
Yes; of such is our Jubilee, whether we know it or not. Our people are jubilating because
tyrants have commanded thern to jubliate; and tyranny has made them such cowards that they
durst not refuse.
But all is not hopeless. Behind the glitter and tinsel of this empty show, this miserable sham,
this feigned loyalty, is heard the earnest whisper of DISCONTENT. It is a whisper now; but
like many another whisper, it may but herald in the hurricane.
And then? Then shall be celebrated THE PEOPLE'S JUBILEE! Then shall the people rejoice,
that the dream of peace, progress and prosperity is realized. Then shall they rejoice that the
usurpers have been dethroned, and that the bounties of nature are free to all who would
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partake of them. Freedom of opportunity for every individual to labor for his own sustenance
and welfare, without fear of imprisonment for trespassing on monopolised lands, or
imprisonment for being the victim of compulsory vagrancy. Freedom for everyone to think
his own thought, to say his own say, and act his own act, without fear of imprisonment or
murder by intolerant tyrants. Freedom for our daughters to live in comfort, without selling
their bodies to secure the wealth which has been robbed from our brothers. Freedom to
exchange without the thievish monopoly of land or money or a customs' tariff. Freedom to
act out one's noblest aspiration, to vindicate which Luther sought, but failed: THE RIGHT
OF PRIVATE JUDGMENT. Freedom to do unto others as you would have that others should
do unto you, and to proclaim in real earnest: "Peace on earth: Goodwill to Men."
Then will be THE PEOPLE'S JUBILEE!

The 'Honesty' masthead.
The quote from Shakespeare reads "There is no terror, Cassius, in your threats; for I am
arm'd so strong in Honesty, that they pass by me as the idle wind, which I respect not."
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What is it to be an Anarchist?
J.D(onovan), in Honesty, June, 1887
The popular conception of an Anarchist is a curious
one. Most persons conceive of him as a moody,
disappointed individual, angry and discontented with
all existing society institutions, and not at all
scrupulous as to the means by which he may get rid
of them. In fact, he is considered to look specially
upon dynamite, bomb shells, and other murderous
explosives, as particular friends and companions of
his, to be used in preference to all other weapons.

Very little is known of this man's
life and situation. Like so many of
the MAC members he was also a
secularist and member of the
Australasian Secular Association.
As with Brookhouse he became an
anarchist under David Andrade's
influence, but dropped out of sight
when the Club folded in upon
itself. There are a few indicators
that he was active in labor matters
in the 1900's in Melbourne.

And this opinion is entertained in spite of all
protestations of Anarchists to the contrary - in spite
even of etymology. For Anarchy literally means
"without rule." The Anarchist consistently opposes all compulsion, and rule is but
compulsion: and this phantom Anarchist, that vexes the souls of illogical Archists, is
supposed to be an individual ever desiring to exercise his rule on others by forcible
endeavour. The oft-recurring periods in human history, when opposing bands of Archists
contended bitterly for the establishment of the locale of Archy, are with a delightful
impudence, called periods of Anarchy and confusion, as if the words were identical, instead
of being diametrically opposed. When it is settled which part or class shall rule, it is then said
that Anarchy is at an end and rule established - rule meaning in each case, that for the present
one band of con-federated Archist villains has given the other its quietus, and force and
injustice shall reign, till the never dying love of liberty in the human breast shall re-assert
itself, and attempt to teach its tyrants another lesson. Then again, Anarchy is supposed once
more to prevail. The real fact in all this is, that neither party has correctly conceived the
fundamental principles of natural justice, yet have resolved if any ruling is to be done, they,
and not others, shall do it. They have loved liberty, it is true - but for themselves only. The
scientific Anarchist of this century, essays to give Liberty to all, and as a necessary
consequence, to abolish rule.
The Anarchist is such from intense intellectual conviction. He starts from the fundamental
principles of justice and right doing. Since the thinkers of the world have abolished phantom
sanction for conduct, no other basis for morality can be conceived than that of equity of
inherent individual rights. This cardinal fundamental principle of Anarchy, equity, coincides
with the best and deepest thoughts of the religious reformers, who have impressed the world,
and sought to fill men with love for each other.. "Reciprocity;" "Do unto others as you would
wish to be done unto;" these are the mottos of all Anarchists, who see that these sayings
cannot have their full effect, unless Wisdom be united to love, and the positive institutions
that stand in the way of their fulfilment, be undermined and destroyed. Where equity is the
base, none can rightfully rule the other. If the freedom to do this wrong be given to any, then
it must be given to all, and this mutality must inevitably, if observed, restore harmonic
relations, and abolish rule altogether. It is the denial of this mutuality - the existence of a
priviledged caste that rules, - that is the fatal enemy of human happiness. And this is true of
all rule - despotic, limited monarchic, or democratic. To take from any person anything
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against his consent, violates fundamental morality, and the ethics of numbers under majority
rule in no way condones the offence.
But the constant cry comes from the Archist, "What will you do with aggressors? Rule is
necessary to keep criminals in check, and an organised judiciary is preferable to leaving
revenge to private individuals." Would that Archists could come into court with clean hands,
and truthfully plead, not even that all past governments, but that any existing government,
rigidly confine themselves to the function of observing strict mutuality and justice among the
individual members of the community! Could they do so, our opposition would end. But what
is the record of the world's experience! That governments have been the champion aggressors
from all time, and still remain so. How much, we ask, of this individual wrong-doing is the
direct result of our positive institutions, our bands of confederated criminals, our
governments? What poverty and incitements to crime have they not caused by their
monopolies of land and currency, by their protective laws of every description, by their class
legislation, their brutal coercion, their corrupt practices and robberies, their army of parasitic
officials? Alas, poor human nature! it is ever being degraded, and then being cursed for its
degradation. Of old time, God worshippers looked upon human nature as fallen, deriving all
its bad features from itself or from a rival God, viz.: the devil. Reconciliation was to be
effected by grovelling to God, and his self-elected mediators, - men robbing themselves of
their goods for these parasites. And even yet, so-called liberal theo- logians give praise to
God, and not to man, for all man's splendid qualities, ascribing them to him as gifts and not as
the results of long evolutionary processes in human nature. So, as in the theological sphere, is
it in the social and political sphere. Man in the past was supposed to need divine civil rulers,
gods, or the descendants of gods, or divinely appointed. These gone, he still needed direction
from limited monarchic or aristocratic constitutions. And nowadays, he is still popularly
supposed to need democratic rulers - the envious heirs to aristocratic power. Just as all was
robbed from matter to give to spirit, so is all robbed from men to the aggregate to give to their
unworthy rulers. In truth, it is the general good behaviour of mankind that militates against
the vicious influence of the ruling classes. If individual aggressors need reforming, much
more do governments need destroying by the moral influences, arising from intellectual
convictions of justice allied to will. The same process that reforms the one will destroy the
other, - the process that gives men clear intellectual convictions of right doing, and accustoms
them always to be just before being generous, - doing away with an necessity for
government. Not even an Archist, have he but some slight claim to intellect, can say there is
anything ethical about government. It is the sign of disease and not of health. The necessity
which will lead us to deal with aggressors, systematically probably, will gradually dwindle as
first principles extend among our rulers, and are acted on as an example to all beneath.
Without that knowledge and that action, crime must inevitably continue.
We hope for no forcible release from present ills. It is force is the cause of them, and it can in
no way cure them. Force is never ethical, and can even be rendered justifiable on the score of
necessity, only when used as a means to keep men alive, who will spread moral influences.
Because of this repugnance to force, deductively and inductively borne in upon us, we reject
all authority imposed against our consent. The authority we accept willingly, the authority of
specialists in all lines of human industry, and peaceable activity, is all the more weighty on
us, that we know we are free to reject if it we please. The authority we shall respect and
recognise shall be temporary, and limited in area, arising spontaneously, and existing because
of the consent of those accepting it. Above all it shall be mutual and reciprocal, while our
interests are as discrete as possible. The mode of election shall be reversed. Those worthy of
authority, - that is, those who can gain the voluntary consent of others to guide them, will
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elect themselves, and be voted for afterwards by the Anarchistic methods of dealing with
them if Anarchists think fit. To get rid of arbitary authority and restore reciprocal relations,
must be the work of time, of patience, experiment, and steady effort. We must creep from
under our positive institutions and let them fall for want of a base.
To hold the above convictions and aspire to act on them, is in my opinion to be an Anarchist.
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Voluntary Communism
Robert Beattie, in Honesty, October, 1887
It is a strong sense of the injustice dealt out to the
industrial classes (to which I belong), by those who,
by a system of grab, have annexed wealth, other than
their own, and became powerful, that has forced me
to raise my voice against tyranny, and to try to draw
the attention of my fellow men to the ways and
means of bettering our condition; and, if you only
give me credit for being sincere in this respect, I care
not how severe your criticism may be.

One of the earliest members of the
MAC to claim the term Voluntary
communist, he apparently had
lived a varied life around the world
before coming to Australia.
Going north from Melbourne he
became part of the propagandist
network Andrews energised from
Sydney.

I have chosen "Voluntary Communism" as the
subject of this paper, believing it to be the best form Beattie was later part of the
of society for mankind to adopt. Having told you of Sydney group 'agitators' which
my belief, the next best thing to do is to give you the held conferences, sold books and
reasons on which I build my belief. I believe that
leaflets and led to the formation of
land, sea, and air should be the common property of the Active Service Brigade. Later
all; and no man, whether endowed with mental or
still, he joined 'New Australia',
physical superiority or not, is entitled to more than
returning then to Brisbane where
his fair share. I believe intelligence to be a universal he worked for the Social
property of matter, and that man's brain is but an
Democratic Vanguard and
atom of this universal matter, and that the fact of a
chronicled his recollections as
man being possessed of a more than average amount 'Adam Tramp.'
of brain is the result of an accident over which he has
no control. To hear some men allude to their mental capabilities, which they do in a very
cunning and indirect way, you would be apt to think that they themselves had moulded this
atom of matter, breathed intelligence into it, and adjusted it in their own skulls. For instance,
an employer will sometimes insinuate that it is the result of his mental energy, that gives
employment to his workmen. His workmen might with equal justice say: "If we were not
capable of carrying out your ideas, you might lay your brains on the shelf." I believe that
every man has a right to live, and enjoy all the privileges of life in common with his fellows.
I believe that men will yet grow wise enough to reverse the doctrine of "the survival of the
fittest", and alter society so that it will be the best that will survive. The farmer does not allow
weeds to grow up and choke his grain, nor does the conservator of forests allow worthless
vines to destroy his trees; and reformers should take special care to remove all social weeds.
At present, it is the unscrupuluous loafers (those who frighten by hell, coax by heaven, rob by
law, poison with alcohol, starve by land-grabbing, extort by usury, and plunder by swindling)
who survive. Better the world be rid of this vast army of social vermin, than lose one honest
man! Some assert that all these work with their brains; but what, I ask, is the result of all this
mental labor? It produces nought, save bigots, legal victims, drunkards, paupers, and fools.
Their brain power is but a bastard intelligence, begotten of greed and cunning. I hold that any
system, that takes out of the pockets of a great many and puts into the pockets of a few, is
detrimental to the welfare of a community, and ought not to be tolerated. Some cry out: "Why
not rise up like men, and demand our rights?" - and get shot down like asses! You all
remember how three unfortunate men were persecuted for asking for work; and those who
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abused the power entrusted to them in unjustly imprisoning men, would not scruple to use the
bullet and bayonet against those who dared to ask for their rights. Those who know what
human rights really mean, are so few, alas! that any attempt to gain them by force would be
suppressed, and our throats would be cut by our own countrymen. There is a quieter and
simpler way of getting out of the difficulty: that is, by establishing communes and cooperations. Certainly we should have some of the machinery of government to contend
against, but our example, I feel sure, would have a good effect, and tend to destroy it. I
believe that it is every man's duty, and it ought to be a pleasant one, to expend his energies,
both mental and physical, for the benefit of humanity. This is not mere sentiment; he,
himself, would receive as much benefit as any. I contend that mankind would have been
much happier, as a whole, had they been gifted with a mere instinct, instead of with a
superior intelligence which has been selfishly misapplied. Better had the gold, silver,
diamonds, and precious stones, lain undisturbed in the bowels of the earth, than be hoisted to
the surface to gratify the vanity of kings and other snobbish drones; the securing of these
almost useless articles has cost more human life than they are worth. The world, so far, has
been ruled by self; and selfishness I believe to be the real cause of all the misery we see
around us to-day. True communism aims to extract that base feeling from the human heart,
and enthrone there the spirit of true humanity.
I will now try to deal with a few objections people generally bring against communism; and I
shall quote occasional extracts from Hind's and Nordhoffs Histories of American
Communities to support my own ideas. Some people have a terror of being loafed upon. I
don't see why this should be considered a great obstacle; if sufficient care be exercised in
formation, loafers could be excluded; then again, a six month's probationary term ought to go
a long way as a test of ability; or a community could adopt a system of payment by hourvalue. I will quote here an extract for Nordhoff : " 'How do you manage with lazy people?" I
asked. 'But there are no idlers in a commune; I conclude that men are not naturally idle. Even
the winter shakers, - the shiftless fellows who, as cold weather approaches, take refuge in
shaker and other communities, professing a desire to become members, who come at the
beginning of winter, as a shaker elder said to me, with empty stomachs and empty trunks, and
go off with both full as soon as the roses begin to bloom, - even these poor succumb to the
systematic and orderly rules of the place, and do their share of work without shrinking, until
the mild spring sun tempts them to a freer life.' " I am inclined to suspect that it is the fear of
not being able to loaf on others that deters many from even contemplating the communistic
question. From what I myself have been able to observe of life amongst the North American
Indian, the Maories, and even the Australian aborigines, I find loafing is seldom a source of
trouble. Of course, these people have only adopted a very crude form of communism, and a
somewhat unjust form as far as the women are concerned, for they have to perform a large
amount of drudgery; yet I do not hesitate to say, that these people enjoy more of the
privileges of life than do one fourth of the civilised world: they never had to (before the
advent of the whites, anyhow,) depend on charity. Charity! why an honest man's gorge rises
at the sound of that hateful word; it is so suggestive; the imagination conjures up scenes of
soup-kitchens and the old Supreme Court; it is but a cloak for robbery. I was rather surprised,
some time ago, to hear a prominent Anarchist make use of this word. If every man was to fill
his place honestly and uprightly in this life, this word could be expunged from all languages.
No man can accumulate enormous wealth, without having infringed on the rights of others;
and any man, who will literally roll in luxury while his fellows are starving, lacks two sterling
qualities of true manhood - honesty and humanity. The Australian aboriginal has been
pointed out by naturalists as the most degraded of human beings. They could never have
studied the Australian larrikin. Why, an ordinary sober black-fellow is a gentleman compared
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with this vicious biped. Yet this is the outcome of our boasted civilisation! The industrial
classes are eaten out of house and home by loafers, kings, landlords, brewers, parsons,
lawyers, bankers, medical quacks, and sporting men. All these parasites utterly ignore
productive labor, and assume airs of superiority, simply because they possess that low
cunning which prompts one man to loaf on another. These are the fat social vermin that have
caused men to degenerate into larrikins.
Another obstacle raised, is that the useful arts and sciences would languish and die out. I fail
to see why this should be. The man who possessed an inventive genius would, I am sure,
meet with every encouragement in a commune, - that is, if the invention was for any practical
purpose; pettyfogging gew-gaws would be scouted, I imagine, by any body of sensible men
and women. I feel sure that ample time and assistance would be given him to perfect his
ideas; and the increased prosperity of the commune would be his reward. And don't you think
it would be a grand one? Why, to my mind, there could be no greater. I also think it would be
a perfectly fair one; for every member helps to create the necessity which inspires the man of
genius with ambition to overcome obstacles; and had it not been for the necessity his brains
might as well have been in the possession of an emu. The man, who possesses a more than
ordinary amount of brain power, can no more help being a genius, than a man, who possesses
almost none, can help being a fool. Genius has struggled and asserted itself through poverty
and disease, and yet reaped no reward in life. It would not be so in a commune. I believe
there have been many bright ideas lost to us through the evils of our present social system.
Just here, I will quote from Nordhoff to show that communal life does not dim the ideas:
"The communists' life is full of devices for personal case and comfort. At Icaria, owing to
their poverty, comfort was until within a year or two, out of the question - but they did what
they could. Amongst the older and more prosperous communes a good deal of thought is
given to the conveniences of life. One sees perfectly fitted laundries, covered ways by which
to pass from house to out-houses in stormy weather, ingenious contrivances for ventilation
and against draughts." Another extract goes to show that communists are not devoid of
inventive genius, that they understand the science of agriculture, and are first class
mechanics: "in the year 1873 the Oneida community produced and sold preserved fruits to
the value of 203,784 dollars, machine and sewing silk and woven goods with 20,378½
dollars, hardware, including traps, chucks, silk-measuring machines, and silk strength testers
(the last two of their own invention), gate hinges and foundry castings, 90,447 dollars. They
raised 25 acres of sweet corn, 6 acres of tomatoes, 2 acres of strawberries, 2 acres of
raspberries, 3½ acres of pears, ½ acre of currants, ½ acre of grapes, 22 acres of apples. In the
beginning of 1874, they were worth over half a million dollars. In February of the same year,
they numbered 283 persons, of whom 131 were males and 152 females." I have heard lately
that this community, since the death of their leader, has broken up and settled into a joint
stock company. I am not at all surprised that they should do so. The peculiar views they held
regarding sexual matters tended, I am sure, to breed dissension amongst the younger
members - it is a dangerous thing to meddle with mutual love. But the fact of their surviving
over 40 years, and having overcome persecution and other obstacles, is very encouraging to
communists, who will adopt more rational views on sexual matters and elevate humanity to
the place usurped by religion. This is the foundation on which the Icarians have founded their
community, and although they have been the most unfortunate of all American communities,
yet, in the end, prosperity awaits them, for all their ideas are rational and humane, and as real
live men and women are growing sick of bigotry and superstition, they cannot help but gain
in numbers and wealth. Hear what Hind says: "Now Icaria is free from material
embarrassment; without being in a very prosperous condition, it stands on a solid basis; its
fidelity to the great principle of human fraternity has not failed. Now, as well as on the first
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day of its existence, it believes in, and proclaims, equality of rights and duties for all the
children of nature. It is opposed to every idea of superiority, whether based upon muscular
strength, intellect or wealth. It does not make any distinction between the son of a poor man
and the son of a king; in its estimation all are equal, all have a right to receive from society
the entire satisfaction of their wants, all have the duty to produce according to the amount of
strength with which they are endowed by nature." Such is Icaria. I regret that I cannot give an
outline of the history of this interesting community; it would occupy too much time. I will
quote one more brief extract, however: "One cannot withhold his admiration from the little
band at Icaria - a mere remnant of the army assembled at Naveroo under Cabet. Of every half
a score that could then have responded to the rollcall, scarcely one is left; and yet they are
apparently as full of courage and as enthusiastically devoted to communism, as they would
have been had their pathway been strewn with roses instead of beset with thorns." in 1878,
the members of this community number 83, with 50 applications for membership. Hind deals
with 27 well-established communes and a number of other socialistic experiments. I will now
quote the deductions he makes; they will be more interesting than anything I can say, as I
have never had an opportunity of observing life among civilised communists, save once in
Canada. I was stopping in a French Canadian boarding house; and among the inmates were
17 Parisian communal exiles. They were jolly fellows enough, but partial to brandy, and I
could not help observing, that their communistic ideas got somewhat mixed unders its
influence - generally speaking, it's a bad ingredient to mix anything with. I will now go on
with Hind's deductions. "We have given a description of the principle communistic societies
of the United States. Let us inquire what is taught by the facts of their history. They teach, in
the first place, that it is possible to solve, by methods free from strife, the problem of the
relations of labor and capital. In these communities, there exists no distinction of rich and
poor. All are laborers, and all are capitalists; and all seek the common interest. A strike on the
one hand, and a lock-out on the other, are made impossible by their fundamental principle of
common property. They teach that individual holding of property is not essential to industry
and the vigorous prosecutions of complicated businesses. They teach that a large proportion
of what are termed middle-men, as also of non-producers in general, may be transferred to
the side of production. They teach that litigation and other expensive evils, made necessary,
in part at least, by the system of individual property, disappear with the advent of
communism. They teach that pauperism and trampism, necessary results of the grab system,
by which some are made extremely rich and others extremely poor, have no place in
communism. They teach that education, libraries, lectures, and the pleasures of art, the
instructions of science, the best means of moral and spiritual discipline, may be brought
within the reach of the common people. They teach that the necessary preliminary conditions
of successful communism are comparatively few, and within the reach of all. None of the
described communities had, at starting, the numbers or capital required by Fourier, or any
conception of the laws he deemed so indispensable; but they have wrought out their success
under the simple conviction, that it is possible to live together and work together as brethren.
They teach that successful communism is not dependent on any single theory of the sexual
relations, for there are monogamic communities as prosperous as the celibate ones, and others
favouring complex marriages as prosperous as those which hold to monogamy. They teach
that while no special religious system, or special interpretation of The Scriptures, is essential
to successful communism, religion is a powerful promoter of agreement, which is
indispensable to the permanent prosperity of any commune. The present anarchic condition
of the Icarian community emphasises this fact, as does the entire history of American
socialism. (I might say just here, that the dispute among the Icarians is over the propaganda
question: the young members are enthusiastic and wish to spread the principles of
communism; the older members, rendered cautious by the many hardships they came
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through, are more careful; and hence the difference. I have heard since that the dispute is
settled.) They teach that as a community loses the afflatus of its first leaders and relies upon
doctrines and the machinery of government, it tends to death. In other words, a community
needs for its growth and progress in all stages of its career, a living power at its head, not
inferior to that which it had in the beginning." I agree with most of these conclusions. There
is one point, however, on which I differ with him. He asserts that religion is a powerful
promoter of agreement; that may be for a generation or more, but when religious fervor leads
communists to adopt celibate lives you see at once where the mischief comes in, and you no
longer wonder at their decreasing in numbers. Both the Rappists and the Shakers, though
increasing in wealth, are decreasing in numbers. The peculiar religious views held by other
communities, who have not adopted celibacy, prevents them from gaining converts; and
contact with outside influences robs them of many young members. Rational communism
would, I feel sure, be a success. I will now quote a passage from Hind to show what women
thinks of communism. The lady belonged to the Oneida community: "Do community women
talk much about their rights? No; there is no occasion for that - they have all they desire. One
of them thus defines the position of women in the community: 'Communism gives woman,
without a claim from her, the place which every true woman most deserves as the free and
honored companion of man. Communism emancipates her from the slavery and the corroding
cares of a mere wife and mother; stimulates her to seek the improvement of mind and heart,
that will make her worthy of a higher place than ordinary society can give her; freed from
forced maternity, a true and holy desire for children grows in her heart. Here no woman's
hand is red with the blood of innocents as is whispered so often of many of her sisters in
bondage.' Gradually, as by natural growth, the community women have risen to a position,
where, in labor, in mind, and in heart, they have all and more than all that is claimed by the
women who are so loudly asserting their rights, and through it all they have not ceased to
love and honor the truth, that man is the head of the woman, and that woman's brightest Godgiven right is to be the glory of man." This sounds well: how many women in our midst
would dare say so much for our present state of civilisation? Although I do not wish to pose
as a leader in communism, simply because I am not capable of filling such an important
office, yet I will here propose a few fixed principles, that I would like to see adopted in any
community I were a member of: - First, the total abolition of priestcraft. I believe that every
man should be his own priest. I believe too, that once you make a man your spiritual guide, it
is a hundred chances to one he will try to control your temporal affairs. Second, total
abstinence from stimulants as beverages. Experience, observation, and the evidences of
scientists have proved to me, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that it is one of the hugest frauds
that has ever been foisted upon humanity. I have seen its effects in the soldier's barrack-room
and camp, in the sailor's fo'c'sle, in the bush, and in the city; and always it has the same
baneful influences. Though not the cause of all misery, it always aggravates it. Third, total
abstinence from war as a means of settling disputes. I believe that those who cultivate a
fighting disposition, when hard pushed for enemies, will fight with their friends. Fourth, the
abolition of permanent government, and the adoption of a system of management to be
entrusted to the most capable members. Because I believe, that when men grow old in office,
they grow jealous of interference, and are apt to be tyrannical; and I think it ought to become
the ambition of every communist to fit himself for some office, so that he could fill the
breach caused by the death or retirement of other members. And now, friends, I leave the
matter in your hands, hoping you will fearlessly criticise anything you conceive to be faulty,
and support me in anything you consider worthy.
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Land Nationalisation, State Socialism and
Modern Socialism
W.R. Winspear in 'The Australian Radical'
May 26, 1888.
Some time ago Mr W. Gilford forwarded to our
office a tract of his entitled, "Land Nationalisation the
Key to Social Harmony". The tract has deservedly
had a wide circulation, and the matter thereof is
doubtless familiar to many of our readers. It is rather
lengthy or we should certainly have reprinted it in
extenso, as we desire to make a few comments upon
it. A few extracts however will be sufficient to show
how far we are in accord with Mr Gilford, and upon
what points we are inclined to disagree ...

Left a legacy by a relative, he
started 'the Radical' in Hamilton,
NSW, later 'the Australian
Radical'. This paper became the
organ of the Sydney branch of the
Australian Socialist League,
Winspear himself adopting a 'free
communist' position, until a
difference of opinion with StateSocialist members in late 1889. The
paper folded in 1890, but he
We attach more importance to the humble
continued his work as a socialist
publications of the workers than we do to the welland labor-organiser in Sydney and
reported and lengthy lucubrations of the hon.
Newcastle until well into the
members. For advanced ideas we have learned to
1930's. He was active in the antilook anywhere but into Parliament, and are only sorry conscription campaigns of 1915-16
that so many earnest workers are cursed with what
and 1936-39 and is credited with
Spencer calls the 'Political Superstition' . . .
the poem 'The Blood Vote.'
Mr Gilford commences with the following words:'From the earliest dawn of human existence right up to the present day, the spirit of
man has been distracted by two conflicting impulses, the instinct of liberty and the
need of co-operation. The unchecked action of the one would drive man into Anarchy
and barbarism. The undue ascendancy of the other differentiates human society into
masters and slaves - into millionaire monopolists and pauperised workers who create
wealth they are not allowed to enjoy.'
There are three grave errors in the above paragraph and which seem to run all through Mr
Gilford's tract and influence him in his conclusions. In the first liberty and co-operation are
not conflicting impulses: in the second, the unchecked action of liberty will not drive men
into barbarism; and in the third co-operation never differentiates human society into masters
and slaves.
It seems to us that Mr Gilford has mistaken co-operation for in all industrial undertakings
where individuals are unfettered they voluntarily co-operate. The conflicting impulses which
have been distracting mankind are liberty and Authority, but co-operation is distinct from
authority, and the latter part of Mr Gilford's sentence shows that it is authority instead of cooperation which he means. This becomes still more apparent when he says:
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'. . . Many earnest men attribute all these ills of society to unrestricted competition,
and have concluded that government should control everything, even setting people to
their daily work. These are Socialists . . .'
There are two kinds of Socialists - those who follow LIBERTY and those who follow
AUTHORITY; the latter are State Socialists, and it is to them that Mr Gilford refers. State
Socialism is unrestricted AUTHORITY, which involves a denial of true co-operation, and
ends up in slavery as Herbert Spencer has so well and ably shown. Modern Socialism aims at
unrestricted Liberty and equitable co-operation.
The unchecked action of Authority leads to State Socialism or Governmental control of
society and would wind up by establishing a state code of morals, a system of state education,
state systems of production, exchange and distribution. Under State Socialism land, capital
and all means of production would be in the hands of the state, and every individual would be
a state officer, employed and paid by the state. The majority would endeavour to have
everything its own way, even to the establishment of a Caesar or a Boulanger. All
monopolies would be swallowed by the supreme monopolist, and the monopolises would
become the officers of the State, - the superior officers no doubt. Fat billets and lean ones
would still exist and to judge from what we know of State control and direction, the fat billets
would not go to those who were most worthy. The disease of Society is monopoly and State
Socialists seek to cure it by monopoly. It is to this class of Socialists that Mr Gilford and
other land-taxers belong. They desire to free labor from the clutches of monopoly, and put
labor in possession of its own, but they seek to do it by adding to the power of Authority.
They are already in favor of State control of the '. . . means of communication, such as railroads, trams, roads and postal service
including telegraphs and telephones, and should supply water, light, justice and the
facilities for education.'
They are in favour of this large measure of State Socialism and are preparing to follow
Authority still further by the confiscation of rent for revenue purposes. Mr Gilford asks:'. . . How is the expense of such services to be met?' (And Says) 'We need a fund
which can be taken without decreasing the reward to industry.'
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Mr Gilford then proceeds to
show that taxation of land,
adjusted in a speacial way, will
create such a fund, yet he
perhaps will see that taxation is
paid by the industrious. He
should see that the workers pay
all taxes, and that to create a
fund by taxation is to lessen
the reward of industry no
matter how directly it may be
done.
Land taxation and Land
Nationalisation then, are steps
in the direction of State
Socialism, inasmuch as they
seek to cure land monopoly by
authoritarian means and put
labor in possession of all
monopolies by building up one
monopoly. This will
undoubtedly bring them into
conflict with that other
principle - Liberty; and as they
succeed in building up the
State monopoly, so will they
build up Authority, and crush
Liberty out. They will thus fail to secure labor its full reward.
While Mr Gilford pleads for Land Nationalisation, Authority and State Socialism he says:'. . . The best form of Government is the consummation of Anarchy, the most
complete individual liberty for each and all. This cannot be brought about by itself,
but must be accompanied by the most perfect system of Socialism available.
Everyone should be free to work how he likes, when he likes, and where he likes, and
able to secure natural wages, i.e., the value his labor creates.'
If Mr Gilford means the most perfect system of State Socialism and he appears to do so, as
his idea of Socialism is an idea of governmental authority and control - we fail to see how
anarchistic liberty is going to be accompanied by it, since the two principles are opposed. For
instance, a man cannot work to repress authority by building it up. The path of liberty and the
path of authority are running in different directions, and it is impossible for a man or a body
of men to follow both. You must either declare for State Socialism based upon authority or
Modern Socialism based upon liberty; there is no halting ground between them. Accept the
former, and you must work for land taxation, and other steps and wind up by failing to put
labor in possession of its own, but accept the latter and work along in the direction of liberty,
and you end by abolishing privileged monopoly, the very disease which is crushing labor ...
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Enough has been written by the Spencers, Mills and Proudhons against authority to warn men
against it; and men have ample opportunities of judging of the effects of liberty in the past to
encourage them to strive for it and to shape their course in its direction. The higher humanity
declare for it, and all human beings who have control of themselves to any extent, feel that
control by others is oppression. They feel that they do not need it and are hence against
paying for it. But somehow a number of men seem to think that every other man needs
watching and controlling, and few say to themselves - "I do not need coercing and
controlling, and it is just possible that my neighbour does not."
Modern Socialism declares for Liberty and against authority and Modern Socialists are
working for Liberty, Equality and Fraternity, which means briefly, the absence of coercion,
monopoly and social discord. Liberty ... is not the outcome of order but actually the cause of
it. Proudhon says Liberty is the mother, not the daughter of Order, a brief statement of an
eternal truth; and it is simply wonderful that men will so steadily oppose liberty under the
impression that it leads to social discord and barbarism.
Land Nationalists, like Mr Gilford, are advancing towards the very Socialism they condemn,
and they unwittingly confound true Socialism and misrepresent it ... Many good and earnest
Socialists have travelled along the same lines. They have commenced to study Land
Nationalisation, and have found that it lands them into State Socialism, which they finally
reject for Socialism based on Liberty, Equality and Fraternity, principles which are more in
conformity with the evolution of human intelligence and the universal law of progress.
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'An Anarchist Plan of Campaign'
D.A. Andrade, November, 1888.
For the political and economic emancipation of the workers to be accomplished, it is now
clear to all intelligent people that the old sterotyped methods must be discarded, and their
place superseded by more rational methods of action, based upon the practical experience
gained from the past.
It is utterly hopeless to look to the political machinery for the bettering of the workers'
condition; the privileges which surround it are inevitable to its existence, and those privileges
are at the expense of labor, and inimical to labor's interest; if it does not corrupt the best
individuals who strive to employ its agency, it will crush them. Legal advantage is the
exclusive luxury of the wealthy; for the ultimate object of all law is to protect wealth and
those who hold it; the poor can rarely employ it, and if they can it almost invariably ruins
them.
Trades unions (as now understood) are established on a basis which is economically unsound;
being on a profit-making basis, they create a class of profit-mongers, who, by continually
absorbing the fruits of labor, accumulate immense capital, to the detriment of the workers
themselves, who thus become eternally dependent upon them. Besides, which, the leaders
who control trades-unions are as open to bribery and corruption as their political prototypes,
and can no more be trusted than they can. The same holds true of all public leaders who are
not of the labor ranks themselves, but who trade upon the hopes of the oppressed proletariat,
and are necessarily interested in the perpetuation of their oppression.
Agrarian reform is a hopeless thing to expect from the political institutions which make
possible agrarian monopoly, and necessitate the institution of landlordism.
Nor can any advance be made by imposing new regulations upon the holders and loaners of
the currency, for, the system of usury itself continuing to exist, the laborers who bear the
whole burden will be dependent as long as this drain upon their resources continues.
All change to better the conditions of labor must come from the laborers themselves, must be
effected by those in the ranks of labor, and must soley consider the interests of labor. All
measures which consider the claims of privilege, the sacredness of property, or the reward of
abstinence, are opposed to the interests of labor, and must be uncompromisingly rejected, if
not at once, at all event by degrees.
Education must precede practice - for the only successful physical revolution is that which
follows a mental revolution - and the laborers who desire to free themselves must forego a
few luxuries, and regularly contribute a small portion of their earnings, to the issue of a
representative newspaper, a plentiful distribution of leaflets, the publication of books and
pamphlets, formation of clubs for propaganda (these could be held in the private house of
anyone who has five or six like-minded acquaintances, and would then cost nothing for rent
or advertising; or they might rent a public room, and have a permanent office, as soon as their
numbers and influence justified the undertaking). Much can also be done by speaking at
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public debate meetings, or addressing meetings in the open air - though the former of these
are generally guarded with restrictions to prevent the full ventilation of any ideas other than
those of the promoters, and the latter are mostly patronized by the unthinking, the fickleminded, and the mischievous; the greatest reforms are those which emanate from small
gatherings of earnest thinkers, and it is from them that advancement must be primarily
expected, though the secondary value of the "scout" is too important to be ignored. When a
few persons in any community are sufficiently educated in social principles, there need be no
delay in carrying into practice the plan of campaign.
Profit-making is the first form of exploitation that the laborer must undermine. To guard
against any possible violation of this principle, it should be a fixed understanding introduced
into the constitution of the cooperation at its inception, and only alterable by the unanimous
consent of the members. This would prevent its being swamped by intriguing schemers, who
might secure a majority to introduce the profit system, and thus entirely wreck the scheme.
Cooperate to effect mutual purchases of commodities. Form a cooperation of six, twelve,
twenty, or as many more members as possible; and purchase your groceries &c. in bulk.
Draw up a Constitution somewhat like the following, to which each member shall sign
adherence:CONSTITUTION
of the
MELBOURNE CO-OPERATION, No. 1
1. We, the undersigned, form ourselves into an organization called "The
Melbourne Cooperation of Laborers."
2. The members are mutually combined for the purpose of purchasing,
producing, and exchanging on the cost principle (i.e., estimating value
upon the cost of labor and material, to the exclusion of profits), and
selling to the public on similar terms.
3. The cooperation shall issue labor notes, duly signed by the responsible
officials, and bearing no interest; and they shall (if possible) be offered
for circulation among members and the public also.
4. Any purchase of landed property, that the cooperation shall make,
shall be included in estimating the cost; but shall cease to be included
in estimating the cost when purchase has been completed. And every
member having access to any such property, shall have such access
free of all charge, no rent being demanded for its use.
5. The payment of taxation to the organized State shall be evaded, or
minimized as far as possible; but should any such taxation be levied, it
shall be included in the cost of production.
6. Every member shall be equally remunerated, on a time basis, for any
services performed, and there shall be no recognized inequality of
other distinction, on account of sex.
7. The capital and property of the cooperation shall be owned by the
whole body, each one possessing an equal share; unless statute laws
forbid such possession, when it shall be vested in the hands of as many
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members as possible, over whom the remainder shall hold security
proportionate to each one's share.
8. Membership shall he open to all who sign adherence of this
constitution.
9. Any member, who desires to withdraw from the cooperation, shall be
free to do so, when he shall sign his notice of withdrawal in a book kept
by the cooperation for the purpose, and the manager shall give him a
signed acknowledgement of the withdrawal; after which the
cooperation shall have no claim upon him whatever; neither shall he
have any claim upon the cooperation for any share which he has
deposited in the cooperation, except that which is represented by labor
notes in his possession.
10. Should any member violate any part of this Constitution, a majority of
the members shall have power to expel him; and he shall not be
eligible for re-admission.
11. The cooperation shall hold ordinary meetings monthly for the
transaction of general business, and annual meetings for the balancing
and auditing of accounts.
12. The cooperation shall, at their monthly meetings, appoint managers,
or contract any necessary business, and shall make such bye-laws as
are found necessary, provided they do not violate any article of this
Constitution.
13. Any article of this Constitution shall only be rescinded, or altered, or
new one added to, by the unanimous consent of the members present
at a special meeting convened expressly for the purpose, due notice of
which shall have been made fourteen days previously.

Appoint one of the most trustworthy of the number (especially if he understands the nature of
the cost principle of exchange and the evil of profit-making) to execute your orders, to
purchase from the wholesale store, to distribute the articles as you require them for your
consumption, and to keep record of all transactions - such accounts being duly open to the
inspection and regular auditing of the members. Pay him a moderate sum to recompense him
for his loss of time and incidental expense incurred, reckoning it as a percentage (say 2½%),
and perhaps fixing the salary at a maximum of £3 per week, until the perfection and adoption
of the labor note system, when he will be paid by time measure, irrespective of all legal
coinage and prevailing rates of remuneration. As his labors become too severe, others may be
employed to assist him on exactly the same terms - always dividing the wages equally, and
never allowing monetary distinctions to be proportioned to the nature of the services
rendered. Thus privilege cannot grow up, for each is remunerated equally; and idlers cannot
reap advantage of others' toil, for only those who gave satisfaction would be employed by the
Cooperation.
For storing the articles puchased, a spare room could be found at the outset in the dwelling
place of one of the cooperators (that of the distributor, if possible); this would avoid the
payment of rent.
As the commerce of the store increases, a cottage may be rented for the purpose in some
accessible and cheap neighbourhood, and a horse and cart purchased; these expenses would
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of course be included in the cost of the commodities, and they would be charged
proportionately - thus the extra amount charged, instead of going to profit, as under the
present system, would go towards the accumulation of the mutual capital, and would cease to
be levied when the capital had sufficiently accumulated to allow the transactions to be
conveniently made.
All the time, the store could supply the public at the same price as members, thus enabling
them to purchase in larger quantities, to extend their custom, and to draw the public from
patronizing those who continued to adhere to profit-mongering.
Now a new departure can be made. Instead of purchasing shoes from the factories, a
shoemaker can be engaged at the store's rate of remuneration (the same as that paid to the
officiating distributor), and he can supply the wants of the store in that particular. Workers in
other industries - tailors, hatters, bakers, &c. - can be engaged on equal terms.
Many of the merchants and storekeepers who sell for profits, will probably try to ruin the
cooperative stores by underselling them and offering their commodities at a loss and at a
lower rate than the cooperators can produce them for; this contingency the cooperators can
readily overcome by ceasing to manufacture (their temporary lack of employment not
injuriously affecting them under the new conditions) and buying the reduced articles of the
merchant, until his losses have reduced his capital, so that he can continue those tactics no
longer, and has either ruined himself or become a cooperator.
Even already, the advantages of the new economic system will be felt: workers are
purchasing their articles of consumption cheaper, and the vendors thus extorting less profit
from them; men, who might otherwise be vainly competing for employment in an
overstocked labor market, are engaged at a high rate of remuneration (no huge profit being
deducted from their products by their employers); and the workers are at their labors only so
long as it is necessary in order to satisfy the demand - working three or four hours a day
instead of agitating for legal compulsion to work eight, and ceasing to work when enough has
been done instead of "over-producing" six months of the year, and then being thrown out of
employment the other six months.
The factory will now have developed considerably, and it will be necessary to separate it
from the store. This will be no difficult matter, for the store being located in a neighborhood
where rents are low, the building can be added to, at the cost of little extra for ground rental.
And if the ground has been purchased - the purchase extending over a term of years - and
sufficient ground secured in the first instance, the enlargement of premises will merely cost
the expense of material and the wages of the builders reckoned by the prevailing time-rate of
the co-operation.
The purchase of land may be effected by cash purchase if sufficient funds be available, or by
time purchase through a building society, although the latter charges a heavy interest for the
loan of the money. A method somewhat like the following would be better: Several members
(say 10) combine together and purchase (through one of their number, with whom they hold a
written agreement) say 4 acres of land, in some healthy accessible suburb at a cost of say
£3,000, and upon it they erect 10 com- fortable cottages. One of the cottages may be used for
the co-operative store; another may be used as a cooperative home or mutual lodging house,
possessed and conducted on the same principle as the cooperation itself; and the others may
be occupied by separate familes. The members borrow the money necessary for the purpose
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from a private individual, for 10 years, and agree to pay him a certain percentage upon the
loan. They each deposit about 15/- (or half that amount if there be 20 buyers) weekly into the
bank at the current rate of interest. At the end of the first year, they draw out the amount due
for one year's interest on the loan and pay it to the loaner; and they deposit the balance at
interest, for one or more years, at the highest rate of interest they can command. This practice
they repeat each year. If any member fails in his payments, he ceases to be a shareholder and
either forfeits what he has deposited, or has it refunded to him by a new purchaser, or makes
such other arrangements with the members as shall have been previously agreed upon. All the
time the deposits will be bringing in interest, with which to pay the interest on the loan; and if
proper precautions have been taken, and the rates of interest are at all favorable, the members
will, at the end of the 10 years, have paid scarcely- any interest (if any) and have purchased
the property upon what is practically a non-interest-boaring loan, for the interest will have
paid itself - or, to express it correctly, the interest will not have been paid by the members but
by the bank's borrowers.
But here arises a legal difficulty, springing up out of the unjust political conditions under
which we are living: Who are the owners of the cooperative store, its machinery and other
contents, and the land upon which it is situated? This must be largely determined by the
nature of the statute laws of the country in which the cooperation is being conducted. Of
course, the principle to be realized is that each cooperator shall hold an equal share in all
possessions of the cooperation. But the laws of most (if not all) countries have guarded
against such a contingency, by making it imperative that any such large organization shall be
registered under statute law - become "incorporated" - and so amenable to, and tied down by
the regulations and restrictions of, the very laws and legal institutions which we are striving
to abolish. The only practicable way of overcoming this difficulty appears to be that of
vesting it entirely in the hands of one (or as many more as possible) members of the
cooperation, and giving each a bill of sale, or other security, over him ( or them) for such
portion as falls to each one's share. Of course, if the laws existing allowed the cooperators to
jointly hold their possessions without requiring any registration, there would be no such
difficulty; but I know of no place where there exist such favorable conditions for the laborer.
But another factor must be introduced into the operations of the cooperation. Concurrently
with the abolition of profit making, means must be employed for the abolition of usury.1 A
labor currency bearing no interest, resting on no fixed basis, redeemable by either labor or
product, and issued on the joint security of the cooperation, must be inaugurated at an early
stage of the factory's career. Labor notes must be issued, artistically printed on good banknote paper, duly numbered, signed and chronicled by those authorized by the members to do
so. The notes might somewhat resemble the follow: 2 Hours
No.1
MELBOURNE CO-OPERATION, No. 1 MUTUAL BANK.
Melbourne, April
20,1888
Pay to Bearer, on demand, in labor or commodity, the sum of
Two Hours, value received at this bank.
Official
Stamp

John Brown, Manager
Signed Henry Smith
Thos. Jones
Auditors
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On the back of each note, should be a clear, concise exposition of the nature of equity and
usury, profit-making and the cost principle, and the general economic objects of the
cooperation, as for instance. THE LABOR NOTE versus USURY AND PROFIT-MAKING
Mankind live by the exertion of their labor upon the natural materials of
the earth, and the exchange of their products with each other. The freer
that exchange, the greater their prosperity.
Profit-making is that scheme by which the laborer yields up for ever a
portion of his product, for the privilege of being permitted to work in
order to exist, and by which he can never repurchase his product, but
always remains in slavery.
Usury is the reward of idleness and the power of increase given to
monopoly, by which the holders of the medium of exchange eternally rob
the laborers in their exchanges. The world's coinage is limited in
quantity and incapable of increase, but its owners demand increase in the
form of interest, and the borrowers are constantly becoming further
involved in debt to them from which they can never extricate themselves.
It is the legal monopolized currency which hold men in slavery. It is that
which makes industrial depressions. Everything is subservient to money.
The owners of money swallow up the proceeds of labor, rob the
moneyless of the lands which they have been compelled to mortgage to
them, control the public morals, the press, the judiciary, make the laws,
and control all the destinies of the nation. A few people - less every year are accumulating all the world's money.
This will continue while money is monopolized.
The Labor Note, on the other hand, is not monopolized, but its issue
keeps pace with the demand; it does not reward idleness, but simply
measures exchange without any of its disadvantages. The merchants of
the world, in their largest transactions, themselves trade without coinage
and without the payment of interest, through clearing-houses: the
laborers do the same thing by the adoption of the labor note.
The Labor Note is the memento of service rendered and a promise to
fulfil a contract. It is based on personal security, which is the only sound
basis in existence.
By the adoption of the labor note, the people can free themselves; by
continuing to trade with a monopolised, interest-bearing medium of
exchange, they will remain in slavery.
These labor notes could vary in amount, and would be tendered to all who deposited any
commodity for sale at the store, or who labored at the factory. They could be exchanged for
legal coinage (which would merely represent an ordinary marketable commodity), though
that should be non-obligatory.
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The ordinary transactions with profit-making firms, and all outside the cooperation who did
not care to accept the labor notes, could be paid in the legal coinage received by the sale of
the various articles to the general public. Taxation and other legal robberies could be met in
the same manner. Moreover, if the Mutual Bank should have occasion to require more legal
coinage than it possesses, the members of the cooperation who do not work at the factory, but
merely purchase through the store, could readily change some of the money earned elsewhere
for the labor notes of the mutual bank - or in other words, the Bank could purchase legal
coinage with the labor notes; besides which, the resources of the stores having become so
extensive, and the evil nature of usury becoming generally understood, the public themselves
will have no hesitation in "cashing" the labor notes.
There will be no occasion to interfere with the privileged bankers, who may continue to
extort usury (interest) as long as the public are foolish enough to pay for it; if they beseech
the legislators to prohibit the circulation of the labor note, they must be checkmated. Of
course, if there be a method of observing the law in form, while defeating it in spirit, it may
be practised; otherwise it must continue to be circulated, and the bankers and legislators will
find themselves in conflict with a growing public opinion which will refuse to tolerate their
mutual monopoly.
As the capitalistic press will not likely deal honorably with the new cooperative movement,
but will no doubt either misrepresent or ignore it, a complete printing plant must be added to
the factory, and a journal and general literature issued and sold at cost to educate the public
concerning the principles and methods adopted, besides printing the labor notes and all such
work required by the cooperation or its individual members.
Stores, conducted on the cost principle, will now be springing up everywhere, the laborers in
other districts and other countries having imitated our example; and (by mutual agreement)
the notes may be made acceptable at any store, and without being made subject to discount
on the exchanges.
Establishments conducted on a profit-making basis will experience a "falling off in business,"
for the consumers will go for their commodities to the cooperations, they being the cheapest
markets; and many capitalists will find it to their interest to form their businesses into
cooperations also, by making all their employees joint owners with themselves, and ceasing
to bring profits, usury, and rent (if they own the property upon which their warehouses are
situated) into their computations; those who stand out for profits will lose patronage, and fail.
The cooperators, having overthrown the major systems of exploitation, and retaining the
surplus of their products for themselves, will have acquired the means for the purchase of
property, and most of them will soon be in possession of their own homesteads (constructed
by builders who have this new field of employment opened up to them), others have taken up
their abode in the cooperative homes, and most are directly settled upon the land. The result
is that the large landed estates are an incubus to their owners - "white elephants" upon their
hands; they cannot employ labor to work them, for the laborers are no longer expropriated
slaves, competing on a capitalistic labor market for employment; but free men, possessing
their own property and capital, and employing themselves. The large estates will become
broken up and forsaken; the land monopolises who had stood out for the old order of things
having expropriated themselves! The lands being forsaken, future corners will "jump" them
as they require them, paying no one whatever for their use; and rent will be abolished. The
construction of roads, railways, tramways, and canals, will keep pace with the necessity for
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them, there being no land monopoly and rent extortions to hinder them; and they will be
constructed and worked by the collective capital and skill of the laborers themselves, who
will be free to retain their own products and work them for their own mutual benefit, instead
of for the advantage of a privileged body of idle capitalists.
The economic fetters being removed, and woman becoming the equal of man, her wretched
dependence upon him will have vanished, and she will be sovereign over her own body, her
own mind, and her own passions, instead of being the property of a husband and subject to all
the rights or wrongs that he may choose to inflict upon her. Woman freed from her present
economic slavery (for the marital slavery is in reality economic slavery, nothing more nor
less) will be stronger, healthier, and happier than in matrimonial bondage. Being healthier
herself, her children will be healthier, happier, and freer; and the miserable, puny, vicious,
licentious generation of the present will make way for a higher and nobler humanity than the
world has yet seen.
The avenues of honest employment being open to all, and economic independence being
accomplished, political independence will inevitably follow. Free men require no rulers, nor
will they tolerate them. Voluntary cooperation will have accomplished for them what
compulsion had ever failed to do; and the practice of equity in their dealings with their fellow
men will have taught them the fallacy of reliance on political plunder to secure freedom and
happiness. Being free, they will yearn to make others free; and the spirit of Fraternity, which
for centuries they had striven by statute laws to destroy, will develop as with freedom it only
can develop. Crime will have vanished, being no longer necessary to the conditions of
existence - in fact, it will be impossible for it to thrive where liberty exists. And the toiling
millions who, for countless centuries, have groaned in misery under the yoke of law,
authority, plunder, and crime, will feel a new life within them as they step out into the full
light of liberty.

Footnotes
1. For an investigation of the nature of usury, and the reasons for the absolute necessity
of its abolition, see Money: a Study of the Currency Question, by the same writer.
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'Ingersoll on Marriage and Divorce,'
Alice Win, in 'The Australian Radical,'
April 1889.
Colonel Ingersoll, in reply to a reporter who
I know nothing about this person
questioned him concerning his ideas on the subject of at all. The name may be a
marriage, said:
pseudonym as women were not
encouraged publically and the
'Marriages are made by men and women.
subject, 'Free love' was especially
They are not made by the State, and are not
controversial. 'The Radical'
made by the gods.'
contains no clues, and I have no
other references to anyone of this
This is quite true. People should make their own
name. The most likely possibility is
marriage contracts with whatever conditions best suit. that it is by Winspear's wife, the
They should also be allowed to make them in their
'former' Miss Drake.
own way to keep the matter private or to publish it
abroad. But Colonel Ingersoll says no,
'. . Every marriage should be known. There should be witnesses, to the end that the
character of the contract should be understood. . .'
Now, why, if marriages are not made by the State, is it necessary to make every marriage
public? If men and women enter into marriage on their own responsibility, they should be
free to do so in whatever way suits them best, and to dissolve it at pleasure. There would be
no need for State officialism, no need for publicity, no need for witnesses, unless desired by
the parties themselves. Those who are happy in each other's society are not likely to treat
each other badly, or to require witnesses to see that they do not break any part of the contract
entered into. Men and women come together to satisfy their needs, either physical or mental,
very often both. Their need of sympathy, of companionship, of sexual gratification cause
them to enter into marriage relations, and so long as they can satisfy each others needs they
will remain together. And who would wish them to remain longer? Who would be benefited
by it if they did so? Not the man, whose wife's companionship no longer has any charms for
him; not the woman, who finds the dreams of her youth rudely dispelled, and her ideal
changed into very common clay; and certainly not the children, who would see their parents
continually quarrelling, each wishing to go in a different direction, or at best would perceive
coldness between them which would effectually prevent any concerted action. The children
in such cases being very often worse off than if they had no parents at all.
'people should understand that men and women are not virtuous by law. They should
comprehend the fact that law does not create virtue - that law is not the foundation,
the fountain of love. They should understand that love is in the human heart, and that
real love is virtuous. People who love each other will be true to each other. . .'
Where then is the need for State interference of any kind? When asked what was his idea in
regard to divorce, he replied:-
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'My idea is this: As I said before, marriage is the most sacred contract - the most
important contract - that human beings can make. As a rule the woman dowers the
husband with her youth, with all she has. From this contract the husband should never
be released, unless the wife has broken a condition; that is to say, has failed to
perform the contract of marriage. On the other hand a woman should be allowed a
divorce for the asking. This should be granted in public, precisely as the marriage
should be in public.'
Now why should Ingersoll make this distinction between the rights of men and women? listen
to his reply:'The woman has, as her capital, her youth, her beauty. We will say that she is married
at twenty or twenty-five. In a few years she has lost her beauty. During these years the
man, so far as capacity to make money is concerned ... has grown better and better.
That is to say his chances have improved, hers have diminished. She has endowed
him with the spring of her life, and as her life advances, her chances decrease.
Consequently, I would give her the advantage, and I would, not compel her to remain
with him against her will.'
Had Colonel Ingersoll intended to insult the women he could not have succeeded more
effectually. 'A woman's capital,' her 'youth', her 'beauty'. Such things cannot be used apart
from the individual? In order to use her youth and beauty as capital she must sell herself become the slave of some man or men. Is this what Colonel lngersoll means? She may be
forced into marriage in order to preserve her life, just as in other cases she is forced into the
prostitution of the streets; but not because she has no other capital than 'her youth and beauty',
not because such qualities as energy, perseverance and skill are wanting in the character of
woman, not because she is incapable of earning her own living. No; the cause is the same as
that which forces men to become dependent on women for support; and again, in turn, for
both to become dependent on the labor of children; and its name is monopoly. And the cure
for this lies far deeper than any tinkering with the marriage laws.
But it is not true that 'as her life advances, her chances decrease', at least up to a certain point,
which is the same in the life of a man, the point where strength begins to fail by reason of old
age or overwork! unless he means her chances of selling her body, by legalised or other
prostitution, in order to gain the necessaries of life. When I realise that this is what marriage
means to numbers of women, I could exclaim with the despairing, maddened woman in
George Sim's 'During Her Majesty's Pleasure:'What godhead do ye claim, 0 men!
To make our being serve your joys
In prisoned space our lives to pen Are women but your sawdust toys?'
Do you think such a woman as Mrs Besant has lost, or is losing her chances of winning the
love and admiration, not only of one, but of many?
It seems to me that Ingersoll insults, not only the women, but the men also, when he makes it
appear that they look for nothing but 'youth' and 'beauty' in a wife. Do they give no thought to
her character - her truthfulness, honesty, commonsense, skill, and above all, her love?
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He would give the woman 'a divorce for the asking.' So far, good. But a woman, in my
opinion, should not even have to ask for it. The man and woman who come together
voluntarily, should separate by mutual consent. But you ask, 'What about the child- ren?'
Well, there are very few people so destitute of affection for the little ones dependent on them,
that they would not contrive some plan for their maintenance until such time as they were
able to provide for themselves.
I cannot see in what way it would benefit a woman to know that her husband could not
escape from her so long as she kept to the letter of the contract; that in fact, before he can
obtain release, he would have to blacken her character before the whole world. Of what use
would it be to reverse the positions - making the husband, hitherto the master, the slave, and
the woman, who in the past has been treated as a slave - suddenly assume the role of master?
No, this will not give us what we desire - Equality. Let us have freedom - freedom for both
man and woman - freedom to earn our bread in whatever vocation is best suited to us, and
freedom to love where we like, and to live only with those whom we love, and by whom we
are loved in return.
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'State Education'
J.A. Andrews, in 'The Australian Radical'
June, 1889.
I am asked by some to express my views on this
subject.

One of the earlist members of the
MAC, he had to overcome a severe
stutter and depression brought on
So far as the system and scope of education go, I am by a tormented childhood, an
of opinion that State schools are not much worse or
above-average intelligence and a
much better than the majority of other schools. But, fragmented cultural background.
in general, I do not believe in schools at all for
He developed skill as an inventor,
education.
poet and linguist, and was
prepared to push his beliefs to the
Classes are, I think, on altogether different ground
extremes of squatting and living off
from schools, there being as much difference between the land. Renouncing
the two modes of organisation as between the
respectability, such as 'the yoke' of
anarchist commune and the State. The child, under
collar and tie, and devoting himself
proper conditions, would gather its general education, entirely to the cause, he impressed
including not only what is usually called such, but a his hearers with his learning and
rudimentary knowledge, handicrafts, and applied
sincerity, but was easily picked off
science, and some practice, also, in the course of its by the establishment on trumpedeveryday life, that is to say, instead of being shut out up charges, when the police failed
from the practical world it would enter it and
to establish evidence of
endeavour at once to procure by its own efforts the
dynamitings against him. He gave
gratification of its desires.
up mass agitational work in 1895,
but continued writing and moving
I am convinced that half the individual helplessness in labor circles, becoming editor of
of mankind arises from our accursed system which
'Tocsin' in 1901, but dying of
puts the child in an artificial world and so to speak
consumption in 1903.
locks him up in it, this repressing the natural creative
and resolving instinct, and then dropping him as over a prison wall into the world for the
most of the purposes of which the stored experiences of his past years have about as much
fitted him as a prison would - the child would hear and see and remember some things,
inquire about others, be 'told' and 'shown' instead of 'taught', and also find out a good many
things independently, which the system of School Education almost prevents it from doing,
by laying down the law in matters of knowledge and thus crushing its own judgement.
Anything then in which it became by disposition or necessity interested to the extent of really
studying with the aid of one already initiated, it should be able to take up in a class at any
reasonable hour, much as in the case of a man who wants to learn shorthand of a teacher; but
there is a moral certainty that little societies of youngsters with kindred tastes and aspirations
would get on swimmingly with no teaching, or what is commonly called teaching, at all.
Further, I am convinced that any ordinary boy can from 13 or 14 till up to when he is 20
educate himself in the most pleasant and effectual manner in language, arts and sciences, as
well as in the every day affairs of life, to a higher degree than is possible by any system of
'instruction' which also cuts him off from the every-day affairs of life.
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Evidently it is impossible for the State to undertake this kind of education; therefore, even
were that afforded by the State the best and fullest of its kind, this is a sufficient indictment
against it. The teacher is a nearly useless animal unless you make him necessary by depriving
the child of natural opportunities and the stimulus of natural conditions. If the State is really
so benevolent as to wish to educate the people for their benefit, it had better stop helping the
exploiters to rob the people of these opportunities, abolish itself and leave everyone free to
repudiate the demands of the exploiters.
Mr Weber is sadly in error in imagining that the State system is 'the co-operation of the whole
community for the purpose of education!' Even were the curriculum not half worthless, and
admitting it for the sake of argument to be all that the whole of the people desire as far as it
goes, and the payment and distribution of taxes to be voluntary, it is evident that there is no
co-operation in the work of instruction between any two schools, and precisely the same
result, at the same total cost would be attained if each school and staff of teachers were
provided and maintained by the co-operative endeavours of those whose children attend that
school ...
Lastly, as to 'compulsory education'. Under natural conditions, I repeat, every child will
naturally, gradually and pleasantly learn all that it needs to learn, and all that it is naturally
fitted to learn; therefore to prescribe compulsory education is either super-erogatory or a
tyranny against the child, by making it learn something instead. As to the parents no man has
a right to aggress upon the liberty of his child by prohibiting or retarding its education, and in
an anarchic society any one would very soon see that he did not, if he attempted it. The
present system merely throws upon the parents the onus of furnishing a poor substitute for the
natural facilities which the capitalists and rulers have destroyed, and which, if there is any
compulsion at all in the matter the capitalists and rulers should be compelled to restore at
their own expense...
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'Revolution and Physical Force,'
W.R. Winspear, in 'The Australian Radical,'
June, 1889.
Capital's device for settling disputes with labour peacefully.
Illustrated Australian News, June 1, 1895, p16.

Civilisation of our day very much resembles a group of selfish children scrambling for sweets
at a school picnic. The inventive genius of mechanical man has far outstripped his knowledge
and love of equitable principles, so that today we see untold wealth on every hand, increasing
facilities for the creation of more wealth, every where a promise of future abundance and
plenty for all, and a mad endeavour on the part of human beings to monopolise as much as
possible to the exclusion of their fellows. In the grand march of industrialism men are
constantly being electrified and dazzled by some new method of making the fruits of labor,
the bounties of nature descend in grateful showers into the top of society, and like shortsighted, selfish children they elbow and push each other in order to monopolise as much as
possible of the results. The old barbaric selfishness which led them to believe that might is
the only right, still clouds their reason, and prevents thern from seeing that higher selfishness
which prompts the civilised ego to act socially even for its own best interests, and so they
continue to act unsocially and prey upon each other. Growing abundance opens our eyes but
slowly, and though our storehouses are creaking full of food and clothing men still continue
to scramble as though a certain famine stared them in the face. Their love of conquest and
distinctions founded thereon, still sway them, and though within what they call their own
country they may not proceed to rob their neighbours accompanied by hosts of hired cutthroats, they nevertheless rob them still. As of old man spends much of his time in concocting
schemes for the robbery of his fellows, the sources of wealth being his favourite means. No
doubt, if one half the cuteness and energy at present displayed in monopolising and checking
production, were thrown into aiding production, the world would be one vast paradise. Real
good men never grow rich, those who become distinguished by great wealth, are for the most
part the warlike, the avaricious and least civilised of all humankind - men who make politics
a business, a means of exploitation, and of securing privilege and distinction. Low cunning
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tells them that the display of great wealth in pomp, ceremony and equipage, will secure them
the homage of the unthinking, so they plot always to amass wealth, to create inequality, to
lord it over their fellows and impose upon them as influential and great members of society.
Observe the highest officials in any country, the governors, premiers and politicians, say of
Australia. See how their little minds are excited by a military display, a jubilee meeting, a
horse race or boat race, a pugilistic encounter or a vote of condolence to her majesty. These
are great events to them, for they enable them to 'come out' in style and show off to
advantage.
Militancy, conquest, love of distinctions and inequality have no doubt contributed towards
civilisation and progress. Perhaps a state of inequality is necessary, in order that we may pass
though it and be prepared for the goal of civilisation - liberty and equality. Perhaps the best
security we can have for the future equality of conditions will be a general persuasion of the
inequity of accumulation, monopolies and inequalities founded thereon, and a knowledge of
the uselessness of wealth in the purchase of happiness. But this persuasion could not be
established in a savage state; nor could it be maintained if we fell back to barbarism. The
spectacle of inequality and distinction first excited the grossness of barbarians to persevering
exertion, which first gave the reality, and the sense of that leisure which has served the
purposes of literature and art. But though militancy, love of conquest, and aristocratic
distinction may have been necessary as a prelude to civilisation, they are not necessary to its
support. We may take away the scaffolding when the structure is complete.
The problem of the future then, already presents itself to us. We know how man has
progressed in the past; how will he progress in the future? War has assisted to bring us so far,
will it be necessary to use it still further? Perhaps no revolutions in the past have been
accomplished without bloodshed; will the revolution of the future be also a bloody one? Will
we be able, without the shedding of blood, to revolutionise the present system, so that the
most civilised will fill the positions of trust and the laborer be left in the enjoyment of the
fruits of his labor? Will we be able to rid ourselves of the warriors and robbers without one
last hand-to-hand encounter with them? These are questions which many are asking, and
which all should ask themselves.
If the robbery of labor, which we may call the robbery of today, was a simple march upon the
laborers' possessions and an open attack upon the produce of his labor and an attempt to carry
off his productions by sheer force of arms, we might easily conclude that there would at an
early date be a tremendous fight to a finish, for such a robbery would be easily comprehended
by even the militant type of man. But the day of such a robbery is gone. It was expelled by
militant man years ago. The robbery and injustice of today is involved, is intricate, and so
hard to understand and hidden from view, that it is safe to say that few really do understand
it. The militant type of man can never understand it, and as man progresses still further in the
direction of industrailism his whole nature will be changed and his inclination to redress his
wrongs by force of arms modified. Thus he must progress in philosophical study ere he will
understand the nature of the evils to be removed is evident when we look around and see
everywhere the victims and sufferers from these evils prepared to defend them and doing
their best to perpetuate them. The average worker must increase his knowledge of what
inequality and government are before he will be persuaded of their inequity, and be prepared
to dwell under conditions of liberty and equality. Hence we are inclined to believe that any
resort to arms will not bring the era of justice, that on the contrary a resort to arms will tend
to check the progress of economic knowledge and perpetuate the reign of barbarism.
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It is said that the unfortunate laborer, who, with unrequited labor, finds himself incapable
adequately to feed and clothe his family, has a sense of injustice rankling in his heart which
in time becomes unbearable. Now by observing this man and his class we may see what form
his resentment is likely to take. On the Prince of Wales's Estate in Cornwall, the workers are
left by the Prince to support their families on a shilling a day, while the prince robs them of
£76,000 a year in royalties. Yet this same prince received quite an ovation the other day, on
his estate, from these poor people whom he robs, and whom we may suppose have a feeling
of injustice rankling in their hearts. A radical MP who refused to stand up at a banquet when
the toast of the prince was being drunk, got himself hooted and hissed, and had to stand up to
save himself from being thrown out of the window, yet the radical MP was more their friend
than the prince was. In their case, the feeling of injustice, if they had it, was not allied with a
knowledge of what the injustice was, hence they were likely to throw the wrong man out of
the window. In Northumberland, NSW, the miners were so ground down by the landlords,
capitalists and mineowners that the feeling of injustice prompted them to strike and look
dangerous to their masters, the masters in their turn did everything they could to provoke a
row in the way of persecution, by bringing them to court, coercing them with police, and
military armed with gatling guns. When the strike ended and the men were virtually beaten, a
general election came on and these same miners howled themselves hoarse in applause of the
principles (!) the mineowners put before them and the protection they promised. Any
opponent who wished to rake up old grievances was summarily silenced. The mineowners
were voted into Parliament and into the municipal councils to make laws to remedy existing
evils. Fancy a revolution by bloodshed taking place here. Their best friends would have been
butchered no doubt, while the humbugs and imposters who parasitically fleeced them would
have been hoisted into power. The writer has met men who came from Arnerica, and who
maintain that Parsons threw the bomb at the Hay market meeting in Chicago, and that he and
his comrades were well hanged and out of the road, because they irritated the capitalists and
made them hard with the men who worked for them. Yet we at this distance know how
erroneous this is. But it serves to show that the feeling of injustice unless accompanied by
philosophic insight into the nature of the injustice leads directly to nothing. If a revolution
took place today or within the next few years, many of the best socialists would be killed off
by mistake while the humbugs and imposters would be carefully preserved. On the morrow
of the revolution we would want to go peacefully to work and would desire to live in liberty
and equality, without government or authority, but it is safe to say that new governments
would be formed and new standards erected and robbery and inequality would commence
afresh, from the simple fact that mankind do not yet possess a knowledge of the evils to be
wiped out. Does it not then appear that we have all to lose by a resort to force, and all to gain
by postponing it and relying upon reason and education to bring mankind to a knowledge of
the evils of monopoly and privilege and a love of equality and liberty.
A bloody revolution is engendered by indignation against tyranny, yet is itself far more
pregnant with tyranny. The tyranny which excites its indignation is not without its partisans;
and the more sudden is the indignation excited and the fall of the oppressors, the deeper will
be the resentment which fills the minds of the losing party. What is more unavoidable than
that they should object to be dispossessed of their privdeges suddenly and violently? What is
more natural than that they should feel attachment for the sentiments in which they were
educated, and which only yesterday were the sentiments of the vast majority of men? If it is
true that our own interests prevent us from clearly seeing arguments which tell against us,
what is more natural than that they will be unable to see our reasons for the change? They
have but remained at the point at which we all stood a few years ago and they are defending
the opinions of a lifetime. Yet this is a crime which a bloody revolution watches with
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jealousy and punishes with severity. It would not tolerate the man who held to his principles
and dared to vindicate them, yet such a man might not be the worst we could meet.
Revolution may be engendered by a horror of tyranny, yet its own tyranny is peculiarly
aggravated. There is no period more at war with the existence of liberty. Government
interferes with the communication of opinions, but such a period sees opinions doubly
fettered. At other times men do not so much fear the consequences of free discussion, but
during a period of turmoil and bloodshed the influence of a word is feared and the consequent
slavery is complete. There never yet was a revolution accompanied by bloodshed in which a
powerful vindication of what it was intended to abolish was permitted, or any species of
argument which was not in harmony with the objects of the revolution. Anything which tends
to check the flow of opinions, anything which tends to fetter men's minds and punish them
for their views is to be deplored, yet this is characteristic of a period of such a revolution.
Numbers of men have the idea that it will be next to impossible to rid ourselves of our
oppressors and prevent new ones from taking their places, unless we inflict memorable and
severe retribution. But there will always be oppressors as long as there are individuals who
will take sides with them and defend them. Thus we will have to terrify not only the tyrant
but all those who take sides with him. We wish to make men free and the method we adopt is
punishment. We say that government has encroached too much, yet we call into existence a
machinery which enforces its will with ten times the rigour that it did. Before proceeding
further, we may well ask whether we must enslave ourselves to make us free? and whether a
display of terror is the readiest mode for making men wiser, fearless, equitable and
independent?
Today improvement of mankind depends upon quiet speculation, but a fierce hand-to-hand
conflict arrests enquiry and patient speculation. It drives humanity out of man and turns him
into a beast, with military ardour in his breast and admiration only for such leading
characteristics as bravery in battle, characteristics in which the Tasmanian Devil or the Game
Cock are his superiors. The philosopher who preferred his study to the turmoil of war, during
a bloody revolution would run great danger of being charged with cowardice or treachery and
would very likely be hanged. Thoughtful people would be hourly under the strongest
impressions of fear and hope, apprehension and desire, dejection and triumph, and with such
a multitude of conflicting emotions, moral forces would exert but little sway, if any.
It is all very well to say that in any future revolution the revolters would be animated by the
purest and tenderest motives, and would be ridding the earth as a matter of duty, of all tyrants
and oppressors, in the hope that when once they were swept away the earth would see them
no more. The purest and tenderest motives become very much tainted and corrupted when
man has once shed the blood of his fellows, and as we may suppose the revolters will not be
always wise and discriminating, huge blunders will be made, and real friends, valuable
friends, will be slaughtered by mistake. We ought to be extremely careful of the lives of some
men, whose usefulness may not be quite apparent to the mass, but during war the most
valuable human beings are valued tightly and may have their career cut short through a mere
madman's whim. Such a revolution would be decided by force, and not by discussion and
expostulation. It would be a fight between two parties each persuaded of the justice of its
cause, and would really be no settlement of the mutual animosities. The perpetration and the
witnessing of the slaughter of the friends of both sides would generate a thousand fit passions
in the breasts of those concerned. The perpetrator and the witnesses of murder become
obdurate, inhuman and unrelenting. Those who lose their relations and friends are filled with
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indignation and revenge and come to such a state of feeling that they can rejoice at the most
horrible cruelty perpetrated upon their foes. Distrust and ill feeling are transmitted from man
to man and the ties which knit human society together are snapped asunder and destroyed. It
would be impossible to think of a period more at war with liberty and justice than a period of
forceful revolution.
Revolution by force is generally crude and premature, and is not the result of scientific
investigation. There is a science of society capable of being understood, and the laws
underlying human co-operation are explainable, but it is clearly the method of all science to
be progressive. The science of astronomy made many steps and stages ere it was perfected as
far as Newton perfected it. Biology progressed slowly till Darwin's time, and so it must be
with sociology. The science of society is yet in its infancy. It is known and recognised by but
few, just as the history of all sciences proves is the case with every new discovery.
It is given to but a very few to see the light at first, and if we are the few who see the light of
the dawning social science, we should behave like true scientists, and appeal to the
understanding of man by explaining our discovery. Any institutions we may build will be
lasting only when we build them in accordance with the growing intelligence of humanity.
We cannot force the new society into existence. It must grow. Politicians have long
endeavoured to manufacture society, but it grows in its own way. Let us not fall into the error
of the politicians. Let us rather devote ourselves to the task of showing the imperfections of
political society, and rest assured that imperfect institutions cannot support themselves when
they are generally condemned. When imperfect institutions are undermined by reason they
decline and fall. Men feel their situation, and the restraints that once shackled them vanish
like a deception. By the method of science the crisis is reached and passed, without the need
of sword being lifted. The adversaries are too feeble and few to entertain the thought of
resisting claims which are based on the universal sense of mankind. Does it not appear then,
that our work is a work of education?
So long as we are allowed to reason upon theories and fight sophistry with truth we may look
with tolerable assurance for the result but when reasoning is stopped and both sides arm
themselves with sword and stratagem, error becomes organised and equipped in a way which
was impossible before. Then amidst the barbarous rage of war it becomes very uncertain
whether right or wrong will win, and if wrong wins as it sometimes does in war, the result
will be a renewal of the chains of slavery, a new lease to tyranny.
"But", we may be told, "Ages may elapse before philosophic views of the evils of privilege
and monopoly shall have spread so wide and be felt so deeply, as to cause man to banish
these evils without violence and commotion. It is easy for the mere reasoner to sit in his
closet and amuse himself with the beauty of the conception, but meantime men are perishing.
Let us be up and doing, let us take the chances which war may throw in our way, for unless
we do this, we may go off life's stage ere any benefit comes. Let us embrace a method which
shall secure us a speedy deliverance, from evils too hateful to be endured."
In answer to this we may urge that to attempt to rescue a community from evils which are not
commonly understood, is to court calamity and provoke defeat. Intelligence must grow, and
moreover, it is a great mistake to suppose that men reap no benefit while intelligence is
growing. Those who work towards reform enjoy their work, for every step they make, every
error they overthrow, every addition they make to the structural beauty of their system, are
triumphs which bring mental satisfaction and renewed vigor. We must remember that in
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altering mens' opinions we alter their institutions. The system which trusts to reason then, can
be shown to bring the present generation some practical benefit. But what benefit can a
forcible revolution bring? Does a forcible revolution not sacrifice one generation and leave it
a wreck? It is a mistake to suppose that by trusting to reason alone, we place reform at an
unreasonable distance. It is the nature of all improvement to be slow, and its results though
long in preparation, are apt to appear suddenly and startling. It requires even now no
extraordinary sagacity to perceive that the most enormous abuses are hastening to their end:
and there is no enemy to this auspicious crisis more to be feared, than the well meaning but
intemperate advocate of force.
(Brisbane) Worker, 7 May, 1892.
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'Revolution and Physical Force'
(a reply to W.R. Winspear), J.A. Andrews,
in 'The Australian Radical' July-August,
1889.
Following the most obvious mode of procedure, I
shall comment upon the position taken up by
Comrade Winspear before I define my own
separately; these comments will however largely
define it.
"Will we be able to rid ourselves of the warriors and
robbers wihout one last hand to hand encounter with
them?" No. "Will the revolution of the future be also
a bloody one?" Yes. "War has assisted to bring us so
far; will it be necessary to use it still further?" In the
ordinary sense, assuredly No. What we signify by the
Revolution is the refusal to pay rent, the resistance to
eviction, the persistent entry upon lands, upon
factories, machines, magazines, the reiterated practice
of working and keeping the whole produce, of leaving
employment and not leaving work or the workshop,
but maintaining the right to labor freely, the breaking
into buildings and seizure of them, of machines and
of materials, not to become the property of those
entering into possession, but to be freed to them and
others. Sometimes no force would be necessary,
sometimes great violence would ensue; but the
greater determination shown from the first in seizing
and holding free all that is required, the less bloody
will the revolution be, and the less will it partake of
the nature of war, for the simple reason that there will
be no organised force on the revolutionary side, for an
organised force of the enemy to proceed against, and
the reconquest in detail of several millions of things
would be a task obviously beyond the powers of any
army. The people of Ireland by forcibly maintaining
their right to the land have won more than their small
population could ever do by war, and if they persist
will win all, in spite of the fact that England could
bring an army against them of two to one. But
without physical force they could not have resisted
eviction, they could not even have upheld the boycott;
had they used more physical force in carrying off cattle and stores, in resisting evictions, and
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in regaining what they were evicted from, they would not have had to maim so many cattle or
kill so many landlords. Having thus briefly replied to the questions, I proceed to comment
upon the arguments used in supporting the opposite conclusions.
"If the robbery of labor was a simple march upon the laborer's possessions to carry off his
productions by sheer force of arms," - and this is in effect, precisely the case. Where
ignorance fails to render tribute, brute force comes into gather it. Therefore, when the
workers are enlightened, the position will simply assume this character, and there will be a
"tremendous fight to a finish." Let us see if it is not so. Refuse to pay rent 'voluntarily.'
Result? a 'simple march upon your possessions to carry off your productions by sheer force of
arms." Buy goods, refuse to pay profit, result ditto. Enter the factory where you have worked
afl your life, and from which you were discharged yesterday, attempt to use the machinery
lying idle to produce for your own requirements, and it will be taken from you, or what is the
same thing, you will be taken away from it, by sheer force of arms. If you are employed, try
to use the machinery, the materials that your labor has bought, for yourself, and you will be
ejected by sheer force of arms, your product appropriated by sheer force of arms, and you
yourself imprisoned for larceny, by sheer force of arms.
"The robbery of today is involved, is intricate, and so hard to understand." It is involved and
intricate but quite easy to understand - the only difficulty is in trying to see it by any other
process than that of understanding it. Complication and intricacy do not necessarily or even
generally imply difficulty of unravelling.
For example, a cryptogram constructed by simply writing the sentence backwards, yrebbo rsi
ytreporp - seems simple and one constructed by substituting different characters oqnod
qsxhrq noa dqx seems simple, although less so (as a matter of fact the latter is easier to read
than the former) and a combination of the two (xqdaanqrhxsq donqo) seems somewhat
complex, yet it is practically as easy to read as the simple reversion; if you now change x for
w, q for p and so on, (wpczzmpqgwrpcnmpn) although the process is getting complex enough
there is absolutely no further difficulty in deciphering. If you try to understand it by
examining the processes by which it is arrived at, it may be very difficult indeed; but to
understand it straight away, by analysing the result, is easy, and the more of it, the easier it is.
The most complicated cipher human ingenuity can form is decipherable with greater ease
than its formation can be detailed, provided it is long enough.
Exactly the same with the social problem - which undoubtedly is long enough to be
deciphered in twenty parts at once. The peasantry of France could not have learned by
studying the intricacies of the feudal system that they were robbed by it. But they came to
know that they were robbed, and how they were robbed. A slave, unable to read, sent often to
the flogger with a letter for fifty lashes, the baker for half a dozen loaves, and his masters
friends for various things, would soon infer that the letter was a method of communication,
he would judge at first the likely result of each letter, and if he were an intelligent man he
might find means to compare the letters, note the points of difference between those
apparently similar in style, pick out words here and there, eventually analyse words into
letters and become able to read. Doubtless many hundreds of negroes in America acquired a
little education in this way. Many an illiterate Cockney has learned a little reading and
writing by observing tickets in shop windows, the legends of illustrated placards, and so
forth, like Weller senior.
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The same process went on with regard to the social problem in France, and the same is going
on now. In proportion as the means of spreading the primary idea among the people increase,
so the necessity in a manner decreases, or rather in proportion as we advance so the distance
between us and them behind us lessens, because they are advancing too, and more rapidly.
The entire lesson of the present having been spelled out from word to letter, the people are
then ready to act in accordance with it. Here the difficulty arises, that, proceeding from effect
to cause, and not from cause to effect, they are liable to be led astray by constructive
schemes. But this liability does not show that they have not solved the immediate question,
and in fact they only need to be led back a step farther in their own process, to perceive the
elements of evil, and thus know how to avoid them, although they may not be able to trace
forward their effects in any given combination. The People is analytical. It is constructive,
also, but to be ably constructive it should be imaginative and capable of carrying analysis
forward as well as backward. The deficiency in this respect being characteristic of the present
condition of even the best educated average human intelligence must be supplied by the
elucidation of principle (i.e., a generic standard of comparison) by retrospective analysis, so
that systems proposed may stand condemned of principle by those who cannot forecast their
results. But this is an education which will come best by whatever leads the people to study
the question most often and most ardently. And for that there is nothing to be compared with
the prospect of effecting a change for the better by destroying the oppressive institutions in
the present time. Therefore it may be concluded that the excitement of an expected revolution
to be made by themselves would produce sooner than anything else a knowledge of the basic
principles from which the new society must not by or for any institutions depart, and the
more so in proportion with the simplicity of the plan of revolution itself.
Evidently a change can only be effected by the workers taking and keeping possession of the
things and conditions of which they are now deprived. The difference between the
evolutionist and the revolutionist may, I think, be summed up thus: that the Evolutionist
thinks it possible to create conditions under which the mere monopoly of the means of
production will be capable of being rendered so profitless, that the proprietors will not deem
it worthwhile to protect it, and will let it be broken down and possession restored to mankind
in common, without rendering necessary by their opposition, any personal conflict. But
inasmuch as the exploiter is just as well able to see what is going on, and has moreover the
advantage of possession, will he not be able to wreck the plan by manipulating what he
possesses, or even if he thinks fit, to oppose such measure by force? It is then of no avail to
say that man's inclination to redress his wrongs by force of arms will be modified, unless in
the sense of a greater promptness to resort to force for possession, rendering the liklihood of
the evil assuming such magnitude that violence between persons can largely occur, very
remote indeed.
Are you still inclined to believe that any resort to arms will not bring the era to justice, but
perpetuate the reign of barbarism? If so, here are some questions worth considering:
1. A man lives with others on a small island. He and a few more conspire to enslave and
plunder the rest by direct force of arms. This being at length resisted by force of arms,
to a dangerous extent, he makes concessions that he will take a certain tribute and
refrain from assault, making at the same time a fraudulent agreement by means of
which he is enabled to extract more plunder than before, and resorting to force of
arms whenever payment is refused. The others cannot escape payment unless they are
ready to resort to force to repel his forces, or to seize what he keeps locked up in order
to starve them into submission. Now, will such a resort to arms or the abstention from
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it be the more likely on the one hand to perpetuate the reign of barbarism, or on the
other to establish the era of justice?
2. If it is the great-grandchildren of the parties who hold the like relations or even if the
great-grandchfidren of the oppressed are now the oppressors, does that alter the state
of affairs as between oppressors and oppressed in any way, and are not the conditions
of remedy precisely the same?
3. If it is morally certain that some of the exploiters must be killed in that resort to arms
does that lessen the necessity for that resort to arms, or at any rate for the firmly
intentioned threat of it, to be followed by the actual resort if the threat is ineffectual?
Does it render any other remedy possible?
The phenornena referred to in the second instalment of the article are certainly deplorable,
but neither unprecendented in the history of revolutions, nor yet indicative of such a hopeless
case as may be thought. It is the lack of revolutionary action to inspire the people with
courage of their opinions, and to breed contempt of privilege and authority, which is mainly
responsible for these melancholy exhibitions. If a few men hooted the Prince of Wales at one
reception they might indeed have been hooted themselves, but probably a good number
would have joined in hooting the Prince at any reception held shortly afterwards, before the
influence of example had had tune to fade.
The crowd acts at first in direct opposition to its own tendencies, because being absolutely
novel they are painful or horror-stirring to it, and the more so the more powerfully it will be
afterwards affected by them. In evidence let each look in his own mind - the boy, arrived at
puberty, is invariably horror- stricken at the sensation of his first seminal emission; the gymnast is horrified at the first sensation of muscular freedom in a new direction; the sublime
enthusiast is painfully awed at the first sight of that to which he would for ever afterwards
return, but from which his immediate impulse is to fly. The firmest friendships are those
formed between individuals who feel, at the first meeting not, indeed a repugnance but a
fascinating repulsion. And the lover of liberty stands aghast when he first frames in his own
mind the picture of liberty and knows it is such. Nay, he who loves any woman knows that at
the first her attraction was well-nigh overpowered by an immeasurable feeling of repudiation
- that, had anyone charged him with his love he would have angrily retorted it was a lie,
would have fought like a wild beast to prove it such and would even without that provocation
almost have insulted and ill-treated her for no other reason than that the painful novelty of his
love impelled him perversely to thrust its own denial into his very soul. There is a
psychological reason for these things, reducible to the same mathematical laws which express
the relationship between a fired bullet and the stock of the gun, upon which it is not necessary
for me to enter just now, as the study would fill many volumes, but from a knowledge of
which I am enabled to see hope where others only perceive despair, and from the very facts
which afford so slavish and degraded aspectacle to infer that the end of slavery and
degradation, and the beginning of sovereign liberty is at hand.
Meanwhile I cite from Kropotkin:
'Let us recollect what a sad picture France afforded some years before the revolution
(of 1789) and what a feeble minority were those who dreamed of the abolition of
royalty and feudality. The peasant was plunged in misery and ignorance of which it
would be difficult for us today to form any idea. Lost in the villages, without regular
communication, not knowing what was passing fifty miles away, these beings, bent
double with the labor of the plough and cooped up in pestilential hovels, seemed
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devoted to an eternal slavery. A common understanding was impossible, and at the
least insurrection the troops were there to sabre the insurgents and hang the leaders
beside the water springs, on gibbets eighteen feet high. Barely were a few obscure
propagandists going round the villages, breathing hatred against the oppressors and
re-awakening hope in the few rare individuals who dared to listen to them. Barely
dare the peasant beg for bread and for some diminution of the taxes. As to the
bourgeoisie, that which characterised it was chiefly laggardly. Some isolated
individuals, very rare, dared sometimes to attack the government, and awakened the
spirit of revolt by some addacious act. But the great mass of the bourgeoisie
shamefully bent their backs to the king and the court, to the nobleman and to the
nobleman's flunkey. Read only the Municipal Acts of the time to see with what vile
debasement were impregnated the words of the bourgeoisie prior to 1789. It was with
a profound despair that the few rare revolutionists of the time were inspired when they
looked around them, and Camille Desmoulins uttered with good reason these wellknown words, "We were scarcely a dozen of republicans in Paris before 1789.'
(Paroles d'un Revoltes des Minorites Revolutionaires').
But here I come to an expression which seeme like an admission that, after all, force is
necessary, with the qualification that it is undersirable at the present time only: 'that we have
all to lose by a resort to force, and all to gain by postponing it' etc. If this is indeed the
meaning, as seems possible from the use of such phrases as 'if a revolution took place today
or within the next few years,''Such a party will have better elaborated the theories which it recognises and the
programme it seeks to realise, and will have propagated it actively by speech and by
pen. But it has not sufficiently affirmed its aspirations for the great day in the streets,
by acts which are the realisation of the thought which is proper to it; it has been
theoretically powerful, but it has not had the power of action - the party is less known;
its aspirations not having been affirmed continually daily, by acts whose echoes reach
to the most isolated cabins are not sufficiently infiltrated into the mass of the people.
And the day when the crowd will pour down the street it will follow rather the
counsels of those who have perhaps theoretical ideas less clear and aspirations less
great, but whom it knows better because it has seen them act.' ('Paroles d'un Revolte
dan Esprit de Revolte')
'What is more unavoidable than that the oppressors should object to be dispossessed of their
privileges suddenly and violently?' Well, what is more unavoidable than that they should
object to be dispossessed of them all? 'What more natural than that they should feel an
attachment for the sentiments in which they were educated? Because a lad has been brought
up a thief from the cradle and taught what a fine thing it is to be a Bold Brigand or a Prize
Purse Prigger, and doesn't know any better, we are to respect his sentiments and not attempt
to recover,suddenly and violent,' our watches and our cash; which we certainly will not
recover otherwise, as he will object to hand them back, on the ground that he has won them
and is justly and equitably entitled to keep them! Why if we never show by a forcible
recovery that we at least consider his action unjust, he will be a long time in coming to
discover that it is so, unless he is a genius - to say nothing of our loss and the encouragement
we give him by leaving him to enjoy that which he has stolen, to repeat the robbery. Suppose
him to be multiplied by a million and the titles under which the robbery passes to be a trifle
more elegant, does that alter the position.
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As a matter of fact the proportion of capitalists (and probably up till recently the actual
number of capitalists) knowing the social system to be theft and themselves to be the thieves,
far exceeds the proportion (and probably exceeded till recently the actual number) of workers
having the same knowledge. As a matter of fact a capitalist is subjected to exploitation by
other capitalists, in every way that the worker is, and living in an atmosphere of arithmetic he
is perfectly cognisant of the fact, but he does not say so to the working classes, for obvious
reasons, unless he is a great cynic. Of course there are some who don't know as much, but
they are perfectly capable of comprehending that we are acting in the hope of bettering
ourselves; they also know that they try to better themselves, and that they cannot do so as a
body except by either letting us have less or taking more from us. This latter fact is a plain
ground of hostility even under their code of morals and the only point that most of them can
complain upon is that we propose dispossessing them in a plain straightforward way instead
of trying to beat them at their own game of profit and loss, with the law to back the rules of
the game. If they lose all, what does the method matter to them? They have, then, no option
but to admit that if it is a right to take things from them by commerce it is right to do so by
force of arms, and that if it is wrong for us to take things from them by commerce it is wrong
for them to take things from us by commerce and we are quite justified in regaining them by
force of arms.
'A bloody revolution would not tolerate the man' (opposed to them of course) who held to his
principles and dared to vindicate them, yet such a man might not be the worst we could meet'.
In the first place as I have in the beginning pointed out, the objects of the Revolution would
not be to slaughter persons, but to gain liberty of things now monopolised to our detriment.
Bloodshed although foreseen as inevitable is merely incidental. But I quite grant it would not
tolerate robbery with honest intentions, although it would, unless forced by his own action,
tolerate such a robber - not as a robber but as a man. This is no more compulsion than
compelling a man to abstain from his intention to kill me. It is compulsion, but only the
compulsion not to compel which is necessary to the maintenance of anarchy so long as there
is one archist in the world. And even if it did not tolerate the man it would be merely fighting
him with his own weapons, for it would certainly only be thus intolerant of a man who
endeavoured to suppress those of the new opinions. As to preventing him from acting up to
his opinions if we did not do so he would be preventing us from acting upon ours. It is a case
where there is no option but for one or the other party to submit altogether. Either he has a
right to his privileges or he has not, and he must either exercise his privileges or not exert
them. Either we have the right to be free from his privileges or we have not, and we must
either exercise that right, in which case he cannot exercise his privileges, or not exercise it,
and remain oppressed by his privileges.
As to the influence of revolution upon free flow of opinion, I, in common with Kropotkine
and others must assert diametrically opposite views to those here expressed. Kropotkine as a
student of history and as one who has some experience of the development of thought under
the influence of danger writes:'It is above all during this period of excitement when the mind works with accelerated
rapidity, when every body alike in the luxurious city and in the gloomy hut is taking
interest in public matters, discussing, talking and seeking to convert others, that the
anarchist ideas, sown from the present day by the existing groups will be able to
germinate and bear fruit and acquire precision in the great mass of minds. It is then
that the indifferents of today will become convinced partisans of the new idea!'
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As for myself I simply say, do not tell me that in a time of mental excitation as the epoch of a
revolution it is possible for the generation and development of ideas to be otherwise than
increased, to do otherwise than spread far and wide with the intensity of a fire. That the
reverse should be the case is contrary to all experience of psychology. Comrade Winspear in
the 'Radi- cal' for January 5th, 1889 says:'. . . as the Christian believes that Gabriel's horn will call his dead faculties back to
activity, so we believe that the exultation of our foes will have a wonderful effect in
stimu- lating us to renewed activity . . .'
And if our foes are honest in their opinions the same remark will apply to them, even
supposing that we so far forgot our anarchist principles (which if we are really anarchists we
cannot) as to seek to suppress the expression of their opinions.
In the third part of Comrade Winspear's article the same misconceptions occur. The nature of
the Revolution is thoroughly misunderstood, for one thing, in the same way as a man who
does not know what anarchy means will tell you that if, by the repeal of the criminal laws
permission were given to murderers and garotters to commit their crimes with impunity, a
reign of terror and a condition of tyrannical oppression would result, or that if men run about
the streets committing rape, instead of continuing the marriage system, the worst qualities
will come to be those most developed and most prized. All very true, but quite outside of the
argument. That a mere war against the persons of the exploiters would be of no avail, and
also that any attempt to rescue a community (contrary to its opinions and by a compulsory
changement) from evils which are not commonly understood is to court calamity and provoke
defeat, are two points which the true Revolutionists are never ceasing to impress. That in
altering men's opinions we are altering their institutions, however, is a statement which
cannot be taken without explanation to this effect: in altering mens opinions we are altering
or at least going to alter those institutions which those men have the power to alter, or as they
may have the power to alter them. If they have not the power to alter them without coming
into conflict with those who seek to compel their observation, then either the statement as to
the effect of opinion is false, or, being true, the conflict will take place. The same thought has
been expressed in 'La Revolte' in a clearer manner:
'What anyone truly believes, he will seek to act upon'
but if anything exists which prevents him from acting, he cannot be seeking to act without
seeking to impose his own power over that obstacle.
Those who imagine that they are going to revolutionise society in any length of time by
measures which will leave their adversaries too feeble and few to entertain the thought of
resisting claims which are based on the 'universal' sense of mankind' are certainly looking to
a 'fight between two parties, each persuaded (possibly) of the justice of their cause and really
no settlement of the mutual animosities.' 'Such a revolution would be decided by force, and
not by discussion and expostulation.' Only instead of direct force of arms, there would be
compulsion by majority - will, equal to a threat or force if the claims of the majority are
resisted, that is, in the case of a piece of land for instance, either the monopolist must give it
up although he thinks he is entitled to keep it and to keep everybody else off it unless they
pay his rents, or the majority, or some individuals with the majority at their backs, will take
possession of it as they please and he cannot prevent them. There is only one other issue, and
that is, for the monopolist to rule and the rest to pay tribute so long as he will accept it, which
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leaves nothing but voluntary slavery for the masses whilst anyone desires to enslave them, or
to do anything which will have that effect.
If you look into it closely therefore you may fancy that the strictures against compulsion as a
means of stopping exploitation fall more severely upon the 'peace' advocate than upon the
most hasty Revolutionist. The latter wants to use compulsion to prevent his enemy from
depriving him of his rights, and is willing to make the attempt even when there is a
contingency that he may be beaten, but the 'peace' advocate wants either to make sure that he
must be the compeller and not the compelled, and then compel, or nothing at all.
1 do not see that it is any more brutalising to effect my will contrary to the will of my
adversary by killing, flogging or maiming him (provided I do so simply as the means, and not
for the sake of killing, flogging or maiming) than to do so by starving him out or by cowing
him on account of my superior power. Nor yet do I see any difference between doing so
where the matter of dispute remains in my hands and he is trying to take from me, and doing
so where the matter has fallen into his hands and I am trying to take it back - that is, as to
brutality; I do indeed see this difference, that whereas the possessor is the possessor, the nonpossessor must use force to get the thing, either direct physical force, or else the power of
fear which is nothing but commanding the physical force of the opponent.
Granted that murder or direct force is more 'brutalising' to Comrade Winspear, I say it is only
because he has realised that his pacific measures are as bad. It was not brutalising for a
soldier to kill his father in a civil war, because he thought he was doing right, but the same
man would have shrunk with horror from inflicting even momentary pain, unnecessarily,
upon his mortal enemy if not opposed to him in the ranks. When all is said, it is only
brutalising to consciously inflict an injury un-necessarily, and Comrade Winspear may find it
brutalising to use force directly because he is (mistakenly) conscious that he can avoid
inflicting the injury thereby entailed on his opponents, quite overlooking that his 'peaceful'
measures have in effect the same result, and it is these same 'peaceful' measures, adopted by
our oppressors, from which we suffer far more than from their direct force of arms, because if
they were not in reserve the 'peaceful' measures would be ineffectual. If it were not for this
fact I would not be paying 6/- rent weekly for a house that is very old and that was let when
new for 3/-, nor for that matter paying any rent at all. I want here to emphasise the fact that
the Revolution does not however premeditate bloodshed as a means, it only recognises it as
an inevitable accompaniment.
Certainly the propaganda, to which we attach the greatest importance, will greatly diminish
the extent and the severity of the struggle. Many of the bourgeoisie are merely creatures of
circurnstances, and at the first evidence that the system is in fact at last going to be changed,
will readily enough fall in with the new ideas. But they have not the force of character to give
up their mode of life in the meantime and run the risk of the endeavour to live whilst others
are continuing the exploitation. These, upon the proletariat taking action, which they having
nothing to lose are more likely to do, will be an accession to our ranks but not before.
I would even say that Jesus of Nazareth was not such a fool when he advised the policy of
offering the exploiters and aggressors more than they demand. It is just likely that if you offer
a man an exaggeration of his own terms, so much so that he can see he would be wrong in
exacting so much, you may find the quickest way to convince him that his demands are
wrong altogether. I daresay if, instead of striking for improved conditions or demanding them
at all, a body of workers went to their employer and said:
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'We are working only ten hours out of the twenty-four ,and our work has enabled you
to pay for all appliances and to enjoy an income (all derived from our labors) of ¨5000
per year, besides allowing you to pay us ¨1 per week (still the result of our labors).
Now, you are really not taking enough: wouldn't you like to let us work 16 hours a
day and to pay us only 16/- per week? Don't you think it would be to your advantage?'
that that employer would, if he had in his mind any further exactions from those men, he
probably too much ashamed to propound them, and that he would very often feel - 'Well, I
must do with less myself and let the men work 8 hours for 25/-. I really begin to think that I
am simply living as a burden upon them, and that I have no right to anything at all of what I
am enjoying."
- That if the consumer went to the merchant and said: 'Suppose you employ us in
producing what you sell and pay us a low rate for it, and then sell it to us at a large
profit,'
he might begin to enquire of himself whether profit-mongering was not really a way of living
on other people.
But then we have to deal with men like Duncan Gillies, who knows what freedom is, and
'believes' in it yet asserts that he does not see the use of being premier unless he can govern
everybody else by his own will, and that it rests with the privileged rulers as to whether the
true principles shall be put into practice. With men who, upon demanding thy cloak and being
offered thy coat also, would take both, and ask for your trousers as well, and be disappointed
if you did not offer your boots and shirt into the bargain, and if you did, would be sorry that
they had not asked for your hat, socks and skin. Prove these men by their actions, and there
remains nothing but to emancipate ourselves from their domination by expropiration, and by
bloodshed if that becomes necessary to enable our object to be accomplished. We have to
deal with the Schaaks and Bonfields, the Pinkertonians, the Garys of society, and since they
will exert their dominion over us while they have the power, we must use our force to deprive
them of the power, even if the way be no other than their extermination, individually by steel,
poison, bullet or dynamite. Whether these measures are necessitated depends on the action of
the men themselves before our force. Now, the more force we display in taking and holding
possession of our rights, the more they will be inclined to submit without necessitating our
resort to bloodshed; The more will they be apt to consider themselves 'too feeble and few to
entertain the thought of resisting claims that are based on the universal sense of mankind.'
In conclusion, I shall show the means and the nature of the Revolution to which we look
forward.
The Revolution is no war in the common interpretation of the term. We are well aware that it
will be accompanied by scenes of hard fighting and bloodshed in the earlier stages, but the
way to minimize this evil is to get the earlier stages over as quickly as possible, and this will
be achieved by earnest propaganda and by the propagation of the idea of revolt as well as that
of mere theory. We refer to a revolution within the next few years in a slightly different
sense. This we simply forsee. We know very well that if it simply rested with us we could not
create it, but we also know that it is coming. All history, all science, the universal predictions
of mankind point to the fact that a vast revolution is approaching and will take place about
the end of this century.
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For this past fifty years it has been predicted by writers and thinkers of all opinions, including
the greatest mind which this earth has seen for at least nineteen hundred years, and in certain
respects since Buddha - Edgar Allan Poe. If we look at the signs of the times as compared
with the past; we see that we are living on the crater of a volcano. Nothing in the remotest
degree approaching the same universality of the upheaval has been indicated since the fall of
the Roman Empire. We are on the eve of the greatest event in history for thousands of years.
We see a world about to crumble into ruins at our feet. We have not effected the stupendous
overthrow - we are ourselves but the crushing and crumbling at the first lines of fracture that
indicate the direction which the whole will take. We are entitled therefore to anticipate that
the course of events will inevitably force the world in the same direction and to recognise that
our influence is not our own, but that of Nature - the reaction from the stresses imposed on
humanity, and that even should we be silent, were that possible, the earth would raise up her
sucessors to our thoughts and desires. It is more than a cosmopolitan - it is a cosmical
movement of which we are not the motive power but the index. We are not the wind moving
the straw, we are the straw moved by the wind, and behind us is the hurricane in its fury.
Don't argue upon these metaphors - they are, I know imperfect, as no one thing in this
almighty Universe more than distantly and superficially resembles any other. They but serve
to show the general trend of our convictions. But in as far as human actions and aspiration are
the causes, and not simply the effects of the causes of the Revolution, listen to what we are
saying:The Revolution in the abstract is the aggregation of many individual acts of revolt, that is, of
disobedience to the tyranny which ever commands us to deliver up what we should keep,
work when we should be at rest, be idle when we should be working, and abstain touching
what we should take and use, were it not for that tyranny.
As each believes, really and thoroughly believes, he will continually endeavour to act.
Believing that he ought to be free, the Revolutionary will act as if he were in fact free. He
believes freedom and he will act freedom. He will not conform his life any more than what he
cannot help to the rules of the social system or of the State. When he sees himself threatened
he will baffle attack and elude vengeance, and if possible he will avoid losing anything,
should it be necessary to defend or reacquire possession by force of arms, and the same as
regards his bodily liberty. His policy of defence will be to fatigue and waste the powers of the
enemy - not to kill, because that avails nothing, and because the struggle, thus conducted, will
be a continued triumph for him and a lengthened disappointment and weariness of the flesh to
his antagonists. His policy of attack will similarly be the impromptu and unforseen, he will
seek no arm to any man, but will not shrink from the contingencies of combat if that should
become necessary. He will as far as possible aim at making his enemies, themselves,
pronounce their defeat, and not so much their defeat as their hopeless failure. He will be
ready to extend the hand of comradeship to them as soon as they cease individually from
taking part against him and his fellows and are attempting to live by their own efforts, and
will endeavour to show them practically that they can be really happier so. Those who perish
will carry their blood on their own heads. He will use as much force, muscular, mental and
mechanical as he can, perceiving that in this way conbat and bloodshed will be minimized.
At a time when the people are discontented and nothing goes well, an individual act of revolt,
and the more so in proportion as it is committed with impurity, gives a powerful impetus to
the propaganda, and incites others to follow. The teaching of ideas being earnestly carried
forward at the same time, finds the people in a receptive frame of mind, because the question
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is now obviously verging upon the immediately practicable. The multiplication of such acts is
increased rapidly, and every success, every triumph on however small a scale, swells the
increase in geometrical ratio. Nothing succeeds like success, and the practical relisation of
our principles, so simple that it is their simplicity alone which makes people timid of
admitting their practicability, will do more to assist the growth of the theory than years of
mere speaking and writing. Theory and practice and practice and theory will advance hand in
hand, the first steps being always the most difficult and the most dangerous, and the way
becoming easier and safer after the march is fairly begun, until at length the end is attained.
The methods of force will depend upon the circumstances of each case and the judgement of
the individual revolter. In some cases the force will take the form of resistance to eviction or
to distress, or to attempted imprisonment. It may take the form of carrying away articles
which it is attempted to seize. In other cases it will be the taking possession of and working
ships, rail- ways etc, as may become necessary or desirable; the forcible throwing open of
public museums and libraries when arbitrarily closed by the authorities; the seizure of goods
in warehouses, freight or load, and distribution far and wide; the sudden demolition of
buildings used for adverse purposes and their re-erection in fitting localities as dwellings and
workshops for those who now live in hovels, or their bodily transporation, entire, for such
purposes, to suitable positions or their transformation as they stand, in to places of public
utility and convenience.
The day when a Government depot of ammunition can be safely and suddenly made to vanish
into the hands of those who will use it only in self-defence or for industrial purposes, the
prestige of the State will have received a shock from which it will find it hard to recover. The
day when a train load of wheat consigned to a speculator can vanish directly into the kitchens
of the consumers, and a factory full of furniture and clothing and manufactured produce be
sent whirling at express speed to the farmers in the country, before speculator, capitalist or
State can take the alarm, the efficacy of any armed force to cope with the revolution will have
received a practical denial and the very roots of the present system will be shaken dry. It will
be impossible to maintain or to live by the old order, and little by little practice which
contains the most direct and therefore the most effective application of force, which is the
necessary element of all labor, will become habitual with the people as the means of
supplying their mutual requirements when the necessity for exerting preliminary force in
order to be able to adopt the practice in each instance, is at the same time passing away, and
out of the chaos of the incipient revolutionary period will come naturally and with a speed
porportioned to the force that has been employed in giving it the first impetus, the order and
perfection of a free and prosperous humanity.
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'Vive Anarchy'
E.J. Brady
(first published as, eg. in the Australian Workman'; later published as 'A vision of the
Future', e.g., in the (Brisbane) Worker' March 7, 1891.
Early on a republican and literary-bohemian, he became known in
later life for travel books and poetry before returning to labor
writing and communism in the 1930's.
In the period 1890-92, the evidence suggests that he dabbled in
revolution, dynamite and conspiracies and then became either a
police-spy or, at best, a reactionary reporter damming what he had
once believed. The reasons for the change appear to be an
exaggerated ego, disillusion with labor-leaders and domestic
upheavals.
With the lifting of the curtain,
Distance, dim, but grimly certain,
Breaks my vision of a city, populous and great,
To my senses, sorrow-sated,
Senses sad and satiated, Faintly comes the thunder peal of treasured
wrong and hate
Broken down,
Beaten down,
By awakened people and the iron arm of Fate.
Palid forms, by famine shrunken,
Helots, harlots, ribald, drunken,
Wine and blood-wet, onward thro' the torchlit highways sweep,
Through a city disunited,
Through a city flame ignited,
To the sound of song and trumpet and the cannon's deep
Distant boom,
Through the gloom,
While the fire fiends madly leaps from tower to temple steep.
Reinforced from slum and alley,
By this wild and weird reveille,
Pours the army of the people where their banners drape,
In a city barricaded,
In a city fusilladed
By the deadly rifle and the Gatling and the grape,
Crashing down,
Smashing down
Lanes and alleys filthy, and the foul abode of rape.
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Tyrants flee and cowards falter-,
For a lamp-post and a halter
Wait for every tyrant at the corner of the street,
In the hour of retribution,
In the night of revolution,
When on common ground the tyrant and the helot meet,
Endless wrongs,
Countless wrongs,
Burning in the helot's bosom - fanned to fever heat.
Let the tyrant beg no pityHis the palace, his the city,
His the silken raiment and the costly food and wine;
Ours the forms emaciated,
Of the women violated,
Ours the endless torture in the workshop and the mine;
Hunted down,
Hounded down
To the level of the felon and the concubine.
By our women fever-stricken,
Where the foetid odours thicken
In the homes of hunger, where the children cry for bread;
By your soulless apathetic,
Scorning of our wrongs pathetic,
By the seas of blood and tears by generations shed,
Stealing down,
Streaming downNow we ask, with smoking rifle, "vengeance on your head."
Marching on with footsteps steady,
Shotted guns and bayonets ready,
Goes the army of the people, in the days to be,
Through a city barricaded,
Through a city fusilladed,
Where the discontented masses struggle to be free,
Breaking down,
Beating down
Wrongs of ages to the song of "Long Live Anarchy."
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E.J. Brady
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'The Single Tax,'
J.A. Andrews, in 'The Australian Radical',
April, 1890.
Every man has, by virtue of his existence, a natural right to utilise the face of the earth to
satisfy his requirements, without restriction by or any payment to any person or institution.
The principle of the Single-Tax and the Leasing System are therefore as much opposed to the
principle of human liberty as is the system of landed proprietorship.
For the Government to 'supersede the capitalists by performing the functions of producer' is a
mis-statement. The working classes alone can perform those functions; and capitalists or
governments can only intervene to perform the function of exploiters of, or interferers with,
the producers. To be robbed by the State is as bad as to be robbed by anyone else, and worse
in one way, because better terms can often be forced from private capitalists in detail,
whereas, although the State may oppress unequally, it is impossible to combat the
government except by revolution, excepting in trifling matters where they may give way to
avoid trouble. For example, the public have never yet got anything from the government as
against the privileges of capital, except where the great capitalists saw their opportunity to
crush down the small ones, without at least the threat of a revolution. The possession of
power is an opportunity for capitalistic juggling to its possessor, and the interests of those
who govern are necessarily opposed, in general, to the interests of the governed. Again, what
would be the result if the State controlled production? Either nothing could be had which it
did not cause to be produced - and everyone knows by experience what that would mean - or
there would be left room for capitalistic control of production or distribution in some things
in point of which the power to exploit and rob the workers would be increased by the
comparative monopoly.
Everyone having the right by nature to use not only the earth but all that therein is, and
himself in that category, for the satisfaction of all the inherent needs of his nature, without
restriction by or payment to any other, government stands condemned in principle just as
thoroughly as capitalism does, and the obvious fact remains that a condition of conflict is
inevitably necessary between those who cannot exercise their natures without infringing upon
the like liberty of others, and those who can, who form the great bulk of society. To attempt
to enforce harmony between these two sections by means of government or any universal
scheme whatever, is folly, and can only result in more suffering on both sides. Nature's
remedy is the revolution of the aggrieved against the aggressors, and the survival of the
fittest, in the long run, being certainly those who are competent to live and enjoy life in the
fullest and highest manner, without having, for that purpose, to oppress and to incur the
resentment of their fellows.
We hold therefore with the simple abolition of all proprietorship and authority, and the
consequent establishment of absolute individual freedom; if you are in earnest for humanity,
consider in the first place, whether, if there were no payments, no proprietorship, but
everyone did whatever he might choose to do for another, gratuitously, it would not lead to
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everyone doing precisely as he actually liked, and at the same time place so many
opportunities within the reach of everyone to get all that he wanted without occasioning
injury or hardship to anyone else, as to effectually remove the sole pretext which government
can plead as a moral reason for its existence - the supposed need of a power to keep equity
between man and man? Consider, in the second place, the degradation of obedience to any
power that claims your submission, and the danger which that power becomes to its subjects,
in the hands of the crafty and the unscrupulous, who have always the largest incentive to
become possessed of such a potent tool. And then throw away the vain illusions of political
reform, whether taxism, land nationalisation, or National or State Socialism; and declare
openly and vigorously for ANARCHY.

A terrible threat
Irate Customer (to landlord of our pub):
"Do you call this whisky? It's poison, sir!
and I have a good mind to have it detested
by the government anarchist."
'Bulletin', February 15, 1890, p8.
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Letter on 'Voluntary Co-operation'
to 'Commonweal and Workers Advocate',
Robert Beattie, November, 1891.
from Mildura on 'Voluntary Co-operation'.
Sir,
It is now generally admitted that land is the source of all wealth. This being so
you would naturally expect to see the most being made of it. That such is not
the case is patent to all observers, who have travelled in Australia. Even the
small area under cultivation is farmed in a slovenly manner, in many instances
common garden necessities being neglected. The farmer instead of producing
to supply his own wants, slaves to furnish the middle man with material to
conjure with; and again plays into his hands by purchasing from him what he
does not produce himself. Thus they have to cultivate much in excess of their
own wants, so as to pay exorbitant charges for freight, commission, storage,
etc, and the profits, of mechanics who execute their orders such as
blacksmiths, builders and others.
Now, would it not be much better for a number of neighboring farmers to
combine and invite a number of other laborers of all classes to co-operate with
them. Thus they would be in a position to supply nearly all their own wants;
they could erect good substantial buildings, construct their own irrigation
works, manufacture their own clothing, much of their own machinery, and
supply their own amusements. A surplus of commodities could be produced to
exchange for the few requirements that could not be supplied by the cooperators themselves. Something must be done to bring the farming
community and the trades generally into closer contact; and as workers to
understand that their interests are identical. It is evident that the power of
monopoly is rapidly showing us into a system of compulsory co-operation, in
which the industrial efforts of laborers of all classess simply enrich the
avaricious money grubbers and degrade themselves.
This letter is merely a hint to co-operators who are sick of politics as to what
might be done; the details of such an undertaking must be worked out by the
co-operators themselves. To the straight-out anarchist I would say, assert your
rights, jump unused lands.
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William Lane on Anarchism
•
•

William lane on Anarchism, in 'Working Man's Paradise,' 1892.
'Mates', William Lane, as 'John Miller, (Wagga) 'Hummer', January 16,1892.

William lane on Anarchism, in 'Working Man's Paradise,' 1892.
Perhaps the best known of all labor organisers in the
period 1890 to 1895, Lane was one of three brothers
who came to Australia from England in the 1880's. He
quickly established himself as a journalist with an eye
for an injustice and the poor. As editor of 'the
(Brisbane) Worker' he espoused libertarian
communism under the guise of 'mateship' and 'cooperation.' Disillusioned with labor consciousness or
driven by personal needs, he left the paper in 1892
after producing a documentary novel 'Working Man's
Paradise.' He organised the emigration to Paraguay of
hundreds of labor stalwarts from 1893, but 'New
Australia' foundered on lack of personal preparation,
and on the question of authority, Lane being
unprepared to give up his power-base. In New Zealand
in the 20th century he edited a conservative newspaper
and opposed labor in all industrial struggles.
(Ned, the naive 'hero' of the novel discusses 'the social
question' with Geisner, who tells Ned 'Where the
Trouble Lies,' contrasting State Socialism to
'anarchical communism' based upon 'voluntaryism and opposed to force whether of
governments or otherwise,' Ned asks:)
Ned: "Then Anarchists aren't wicked men?'
Geisner: "The Anarchist ideal is the highest and noblest of all human ideals. I
cannot conceive of a good man who does not recognise that, when he once
understands it. The Anarchical Communists simply seek that men should live
in peace and concord, of their own better nature, without being forced, doing
harm to none, and being harmed by none. Of course the blind revolt against
oppressive and unjust laws and tyrannical governments has become associated
with Anarchy, but those who abuse it simply don't know what they do.
Anarchical Communism, that is, men working as mates and sharing with one
another of their own free will is the highest conceivable form of Socialism in
industry."
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'Mates', William Lane, as 'John Miller, (Wagga) 'Hummer', January 16,1892.
". . . Just how this cooperation of the workers is to come about is a matter on
which Socialists argue considerably. Those Socialists who are Anarchists want
to smash up law and start with voluntary co-operation as a beginning. Those
called State Socialists hold that the existing state is developing functions, that
is extending its authority, and will ultimately become the sole employer, while
every citizen will become an equal working shareholder in the huge firm that
will embrace all industry. For myself, I think that voluntary co-operation will
show the people at large how to do it, that legislation will then bring about
some form or other of state control which will remove the pressure that now
makes us hustle one another for a job, and that as we become accustomed to
being mates, and our children are born and bred into the same atmosphere, all
need for legislation or for state-force of any kind will pass away, and we shall
evolve a truly socialistic method of co-operation which we shall uphold
without law becuase we shall all love being mates and all hate the very notion
of competing with each other as we do now. Just what this final system will be
I do not know . . .'
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'Manifesto to Australian Workers'
(almost certainly J.A. Andrews), Melbourne
pamphlet, reproduced in 'The (Brisbane)
Worker,' August 9, 1892, p.2.
"WORKING MEN: The existence of large numbers of unemployed here has long been
strenuously denied by our wealthy classes, because they hoped to attract men into this
country and under a false impression, and thus have a still larger number of unemployed to
tempt with the choice between starvation on the one hand and a bare subsistence in return for
long hours and low wages on the other, and thus break up your combinations and reduce you
to the most abject poverty.
Today they are changing their tactics. The starving misery of the great cities has become
chronic. The warning cry of the unemployed can no longer be prevented from reaching the
masses in far-off lands, and it will next be sought to make use of these unfortunates to
intimidate all the other workers. This will probably become very evident before any of the
principal trade difficulties of the present time are settled. By present appearances many other
trades are likely to be affected and in all the struggle will be rendered sharper by the presence
of the unemployed. Already they have been urged in the Victorian Parliament as a reason
against giving the railway laborers an extra sixpence per day, and employers have been
turning the newspapers to account to make the misery of the unemployed an excuse for
agitating for cheaper labour.
It is simply needless to point out the effect of several thousand persons agreeing to accept a
lower wage than that hitherto prevailing - lower even that the current non-union rates - and
yet, under the existing circumstances, they must accept any work at any figure whatever, or
voluntarily resolve, for the sake of their less unfortunate companions of toll to endure
indefinitely the sharpest pangs of misery and degradation.
Even among those who are in their present melancholy situation through, to some extent,
their own fault (and such are by far the smallest portion) the greater number have the courage
to make this decision for themselves and where work within their own trade is concerned; but
they may not have the same resolution in face of the necessities of those dependent on them,
and especially with regard to work where they may be able to persuade themselves that their
inexperience justifies a low wage.
But even had they all, besides the patient heroism of martyrs, the sternness necessary to make
them contemplate, without flinching, the agonies of their wives and children, for them and
theirs the bitter endurance is utterly without hope.
You, in your strikes and similar movements, have at least the hope of, by your abstention
from work and wages winning from the exploiting class, since they need your toil, some
slight advantage, some few paltry concessions. They, on the other hand, since they are those
of whom the dominant exploiters have, under the rules of our atrocious social system, no
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need, and being thereby prohibited (for if the toilers were not bound by an inexorable
necessity to work for the needs and whims of their lords, farewell to the supremacy and the
very existence of the capitalist class) from working to supply their own needs, are unable to
look forward to any benefit save that of their mental satisfaction in rather dying than serving
the ends of the tyrants by competing against you. If on the contary, they give way, and leave
you the alternative of choosing between a further submission and being turned into the street,
they may, for the time being, secure for themselves - and more, for those who are dear to
them - the means of maintaining life.
Unionists or non-unionists, you demand of them too much heroism, even though their own
nature freely accords it, unless you are prepared to take their side, and with them wage war
against the accursed system (by which their lot today may become your tomorrow) which
makes the right of the labourer to the means of subsistence dependent upon the strategic
needs or commercial position of the profit-makers who live by appropriating or gambling for
the proceeds of his labour. If you do not stand up boldly against the fatal privileges of
PROPERTY and the AUTHORITY which enforces them, then do the festering corpses that
line the bed of the putrid Yarra, and the waifs and wrecks that haunt the back slums of the
city and suburbs, cry out against you as an accomplice of their bodily and moral murderers!
Comrades, arouse to the work before you! Make a clean sweep of capitalism and its faithful
ally, privileged authority; and in gaining the perfect liberty to relieve yourselves of the
necessity for daily watching over the now too imperfect security of labour. Let it be your
resolve that the ten years which will usher in another century, shall witness the conquest of a
new era for humanity, in which tyranny and the exploitation of the weak by the strong shall
yeild to the glorious realisation of LIBERTY, EQUALITY and FRATERNITY."
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'Labor Song' or 'Hear Tigers Snarl'
Arthur Desmond, in the 'Commonweal and
Workers Advocate' January, 1893.
This man is the most mysterious
of the 'agitator' group in Sydney
in the period 1892-95, even his
'name' is questioned. He appears
to have been a journalist, failed
politician and union organiser in
New Zealand (see "Arthur
Desmond" in Trouble Makers)
before arriving in Sydney, where
he seems to have produced 'Hard
Cash' and 'Standard Bearer' two
small newletters detailing the
financial corruption of banks and
public figures at a time of great
economic and industrial unrest.
He wrote hundreds of poems,
worked as a labor organiser,
helped to produce 'New Order'
for 'Billy' Hughes (future PM)
and drafted 'Might is Right', a
fierce polemic which, it is said,
went to numerous editions
overseas. When he fled arrest in
Sydney he left behind a mixed
bag of mythology and suspicion
about hooded conspirators,
armed groups and 'undying
hostility for class traitors.'
There, the poem is said to be from the Wagga 'Worker' (i.e. the 'Hummer')
where it was said to have been circulated, signed 'No 7', in the NSW
Parliament, accompanied by the statement, 'If you vote for the Government,
you vote for your own coffin political.' The occasion was a vote of censure
debate.
'Above the Senates brawl - the maddening roar for gain,
Do you hear the Christmas Carol - the felons clanking chains,
Behind yon prison walls, your leg-ironed comrade slaves,
While here in marble walls are harlots, knights and knaves.
Your comrades rot in goal - the hungry cry for bread,
Your wives are thin and pale, their hearts are filled with dread,
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And earth resounds with praise in holy, heavenly tones,
While tigers prowl the land to crush your children's bones.
Ho! Men of New South Wales, Hark! hear the fetters clink!
Are you but eunuch-churls that only scream and slink?
If you were virile men, you'd raise your strong right arm,
Beard tigers in their den to guard your mates from harm.
You live the life of dogs, you tug and scat and strain,
Your back the slaver flogs while raking in his gain;
You see your sisters starve, you see them on the marts,
You hear the tigers snarl while rending out their hearts.
0 men of New South Wales, behold your ruffian horde,
Who spurn you with their hoof, and bash you with the sword;
Behold the butcher band that shear and tan your hide.
Have you not grit to stand and tame their wolfish pride?
You rise to voice your wrongs, they club you for your pains,
Wheel out their murderous guns to scatter, splash your brains;
They steal your public lands, they steal the cash you earn,
Ho! Cringe to their commands, you're only dogs not men.
In glittering halls they feast - harlots, knights and knaves While inside prison walls your legironed comrade slaves.
Ho! Men of New South Wales, Hark! hear the fetters clink!
Are ye but eunuch-slaves, that only scream and slink?
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'A Handbook of Anarchy'
J.A. Andrews, mid-1894
INTRODUCTION
'It may be as well to point out here that the dynamite policy
has nothing to do with Anarchy'...JAA, 1894.
A letter from the Chief Secretary and Premier, Dibbs, 14 June 1894
to the Hon. C.G.Heydon, (Solicitor-General?) with a copy of the
pamphlet, "Handbook of Anarchy" attached, asked for his careful
perusal 'with a view of considering whether any action should be taken
regarding it'. In the context of the time, Dibbs doubtless had some
charge like 'sedition' or 'incitement to 'murder' in mind. After some
deliberations, Andrews was prosecuted and convicted for selling this
'pamphlet' without legal imprint, even though many other
publications including the Hansard of the NSW Parliament, were
seriously in breach of the rule. Andrews had his name and address
on the publication, but not in the 'correct' place. The Bulletin
received only a polite letter of censure for a similar, technical breach.
What does this vindictive hypocrisy tell us about the state of mind of
NSW Government officials?
The core of the stigma which restricts general comprehension of the
message of 'anarchism' is the insistence by 'the authorities' that their
definition of what is 'violent' behaviour and what is 'legitimate' or
'respectable' behaviour will be the dominant one. Just as today the
United States Administration and its parasitic followers insist that
Palestinian violence is terrorism and their own violence is not, so
'anarchists' were and are 'violent', 'blood-thirsty' etc, even in their
case, if they remain totally transfixed in one spot.
There is no way around this confidence trick, this slight-of-tongue. It
must be confronted head-on, and called what it is, 'a lie'.
Consider the particular case of Andrews in Sydney, 1894. For more
than 2 years, he had been on the move, continually dodging police
attempts to frame him by planting bombs near his lodgings, by
trying to get his handwriting on explosive formulae, by trying to steal
his type-faces to use on bogus 'dynamite manifestoes' and by trying
to trick some of the younger radicals to involve him in a shoot-out
with the police or the military at a protest demonstration or May
Day march. For more than five years he had been pointing out his
own lack of support for 'propaganda of the deed'. For example:
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'... Let revolutionises think as much as they like about means
of personal and collective security in cases of emergency, but
to study armaments of warfare as their enemies do, is to my
mind both useless and absurd'.
(Sydney Truth, 10 July, 1892.)
He was not a pacifist, he was a realist. He had no reason to suppose
that the Chicago authorities were any worse than those in Sydney,
and if the North American police -judges-business interests could
hang 4 anarchists on totally trumped-up charges in 1887, then the
Sydney status-quo was equally capable of it. And he knew that if
anyone was to be the target of State-conspiracy it would be him
and/or his comrades who would be in danger of execution.
He had also thought long and hard on the question of violence as a
possible means to achieve social change and he rejected it as
anarchists must: 'It comes not to death but to life'. He also rejected
organisation and defensive pre-planning which was a mistake. But he
was well aware of the dangers of a group setting itself apart from 'its'
community and attempting to predict 'the revolution':
'We don't advocate any organised conspiracy to overthrow
the existing powers, as such is likely to be disappointing and
contains the germs of new authority. We can simply advise
each to make as many converts as he (sic) can do without
more risk than he is prepared to incur, till the extension of
our ideas among the people makes it easier to act more boldly.
And at length, in answer to some act of tyranny will come the
spontaneous irresistible man-storm of revolution that will
sweep want and oppression from the land, and the martyrs of
the past will be avenged by victory'.
('Anarchy', No.1, November, 1891)
Despite his clear opposition to any kind of individualistic violence,
and despite his not having any official position within the labor
movement. he was still being harassed and conspired against by the
enemies of that movement. He was, indeed, an extreme kind of
outsider, an intellectually inclined inventor and theoretician, and
poor as well, which meant he went about in threadbare clothes,
unshaven, dirty, with straw in his hair. For reasons of principle,
then, and for financial reasons, he did not conform and his listeners
were vulnerable to arguments in which respectable behaviour was
aligned with respectable' politics.
The authorities were out to get him (and a few others) precisely
because he, personally, posed no threat at all, and because an attack
on him would not cost votes, just as in later times the Ananda Marga
posed no direct threat. Anarchism and Andrews, in particular, could
be labelled violent and put away in a 'show' trial that would impress
Government supporters, sway some undecided middle-ground voters
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and intimidate those in the middle-ground who tended to oppose the
Government. The charges that received publicity were to be extreme,
but the penalties were of little political account. If the intimidation
worked, it was unimportant whether anarchists hanged or not. What
mattered was the effect on the public perception of what was
acceptable behaviour and what wasn't. Keep in mind that the whole
debate about parliamentary versus non-parliamentary politics
(direct action) turns on the question of whether the status-quo is
immoral or not. If it is, it can be swept away, root and branch. If its
merely an accident, slightly flawed or a result of a misconception
among otherwise reasonable people, its supporters can be negotiated
out of their opinions with talk.
When the authorities came to peruse 'The Handbook of Anarchy',
which should be considered Andrew's definitive statement, they
found nothing they could hang serious charges on. So, through the
person Of Whittingdale Johnson who had already sentenced Broken
Hill strike leaders to jail in 1892, they settle for perjury of themselves
and for a minor curtailment of Andrews' activities and of that of 2
comrades, who were arrested for distributing the pamphlet. No court
record remains of this 'trial' because no 'trial' actually occurred. No
witnesses were called, no evidence taken. The judge, bouncing up
and down, shouting, 'But you must not publish seditionl You must
not publish sedition!' handed down penalties which bore no relation
to a charge of sedition, and no relation to reality. He simply refused
to listen to Andrew's defence. (See Bulletin, 3 November, 1894, p3.)
The auhorities were able to gain the anti-anarchist publicity that
would ensure public acceptance of the judge's arbitrary behaviour if
they ever heard of it, not from this case since they were on such
particularly shaky ground, but from a set of fortuitous
circumstances which largely depended for their effect on previous
anti-anarchist hysteria. In France, just days before the Sydney 'trial',
Santo assassinated President Carnot. On 30 June, a scandal-sheet
called the Bird O'Freedom center-paged a scurrilous, vicious attack
on anarchism, Andrews and a so-called anarchist farm at Smithfield.
Using the French murder as the jumping-off point the article
correlated social revolution with seas of blood, and with men forcing
women to share their sexual favours around. Marx and Engels were
said to have been the leaders of the Paris Commune, and anarchists,
unionists, Satan and mad fanatics were all, literally, lumped
together,
'We have it on the most reliable authority that both
Ravoschol (sic) and Vaillant who have been recently executed
for outrages in Paris, were in constant communication with
local groups... More than that it is whispered ... that some
recent European explosions were to have had an echo in the
far south...'
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Innuendo, distortions and lies pile up in this example of yellow
journalism, which is probably by E.J.Brady, one-time friend of
Andrews. A little later Cardinal Moran of Sydney, at a packed
memorial service for Carnot, displayed his partisan prejudices by
attacking anarchism at length, especially for anti-religious aspects,
its 'satanic enmity against religion and morality'. In the Handbook's
mere 14 pages, Andrews talks a lot about lawlessness and the
liklihood of violence between people en masse or in small groups. At
all times against this violence he believes in the naturalness of people
feeling for one another, sharing 'in joys and suffering of each other'
if they were only given a chance to decide for themseves on the basis
of that capacity rather than have that 'exercise of fellow feeling'
taken away through the application of person-made law.
Upon being sentenced, Andrews was relieved to be temporarily out
of the firing line, but in reappearing he decided to confront the
hypocrisy of his opponents directly. In October he took up
propaganda activities enthusiastically and prepared 'Revolt, No. 2'
for publication. In it he was critical of inactive anarchists but
claimed a degree of progress. He thought 'the lesson of New
Australia' had influenced people towards anarchy and thought 'a
very manifest anarchist tendency of thought is arising among the
progressive unionists, whose socialism is now about the standard of
the old social democratic alliance at the time of Bakunin'.
In general however, outmanoeuvred on the question of direct action,
the whole of 'the (labor) movement' was in tatters, vigorous only in
spasms, subsiding fitfully to a plateaux of aspiration far below that
from which it had begun the decade. The containment of the
democratic surge within the parliamentary bottle was very nearly
complete. Country districts were the last to submit, 1894 providing
some of the clearest examples of determined, deliberate yet largely
spontaneous defensive acts of violence of the whole period of strikes,
without so far as I am aware there being any anarchists on hand. I'll
let Andrews tell the rest of the story himself:
'Judge Darley had made comments on the principles involved
in the case of the Memba shearers who were tried before him.
I agreed with his remarks in the abstract, but considered that
he was barking up the wrong tree. He said, the country was
virtually in a state of civil war; organised gangs were going
about, dictating to workers the terms on which they must
work, and even forcibly interfering with those who refused to
submit to that dictation. To Judge Darley these tyrants were
the union shearers, and the oppressed victims, the blacklegs;
but to me the tyrants were the squatters, backed by the
Government, and the victims were the union shearers. Judge
Darley said every man had the 'God-given' right to work
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when, where, how long. and for what he pleased. I said so too
- as he pleased, not as master pleased to impose ... Judge
Daley said that the free man had the right to defend his
liberty by force, even to the last extremity; and so said I'.
Although logic and common sense were on Andrew's side, because
the State differed in its opinion as to what morality the social
structure should reflect, namely that of the master-serf relationship,
Andrews was arrested and charged with..
'seditious libel with intent to justify the crime of murder, and
to incite divers persons unknown to commit the crimes of
murder, incendiarism, pillage and assault; to bring the law of
the land into contempt, and make it appear that it is unduly
administrated; to Incite Her Majesty's liege subjects to riots
and tumults and breaches of the peace; to Incite evilly
disposed persons to resist officers and members of the police
force lawfully seeking to apprehend them, and to bring the
members of the said force into hatred and contempt; and to
stir up discontent and disaffection among Her Majesty's liege
subjects. All of which things were solemnly declared to be
subversive of law and order and good government'.
When this trial came on after 2 months in jail, Andrews found that
additional charges had been sandwiched into the indictment of
'grieviously scandalising and vilifying His Honour Sir Frederick
Mathew Darley, Knight, Chief Justice, and making it appear that he
hath incited divers persons to commit the crime of murder'. Of
course, Andrews had prepared his defence In relation to the charges
he'd been told about, not the new ones.
'The trial was extraordinary. The Crown Prosecutor talked
for three quarters of an hour about the Irish Fenian trials,
and said scarcely anything about the case in hand ...
Eventually ... the jury 'brought in an emphatic verdict of 'not
guilty' on the count of justifying the crime of murder and
inciting to murder, incendiarism and pillage. I was found
guilty on the two remaining counts (which neither side had
taken the trouble to argue about), whatever they might mean
with the part covered by the first count subtracted.
This entitled me to a further sojourn of five months In
Darlinghurst (Jail)'.
Bob James
October, 1985
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J.A. Andrews, 'A Handbook of Anarchy', mid-1894.
Anarchy is freedom. The literal meaning of the word
"free" is to love or like; thus when we say that a man
is free we imply that he is "to like," that is, he has only
to like in order to decide what he will do, or try to do.
Among the things which people in general like, is to
avoid hurting others, and as sometimes to do a
particular thing which one would like would come in
conflict with this, it becomes a matter for
consideration which course one likes the best. From
this people have roughly set out certain particular
things which they supposed, so far as they could see,
that they would prefer not to do towards others saying
that as it was their wish to save each other from harm:
they would mutually defend each other against anyone
who did those things. This was law, which at first
existed without any Governments since the mere
solidarity and fellow-feeling of the people sufficed to
carry it out. But they erred through short-sightedness,
for they could not see further than the conditions and
circumstances they were most familiar with, and not
only are the general conditions of life constantly
changing, but the individual circumstances under any
general conditions are of almost infinite variability. Consequently when they assumed that
certain things were as a matter of course opposed to their general purpose of sparing each
other suffering, they overlooked the fact that there are "two sides to a question," and that the
real aspect of a case might be the very opposite of what they stood pledged in advance to
regard it, as circumstances alone give every action its bearing. Had they not established the
law, they would have taken part in the unbiassed guidance of the same natural sympathies as
were at the root of the law; but having created the law, they had to consider, not what part
they would like to take according to the realities, but which part the law pledged them to. As
a consequence of which, it would happen that when some person, let us say Alfred, did
something slightly to the disadvantage of another, say Arthur, but which, in the nature of the
circumstances, every unbiassed observer would hold him absolutely justified in doing, they
would, in the false light of the law, look on it as a crime; while the law would, through being
all on Arthur's side, and, so to speak, patting his immediate grievance on the back, lead him
into the most narrowly selfish and exclusive view of the matter. Thus by degrees, as
conditions changed partly from natural evolution and partly from the deliberate exertions of
the most cunning to bend the circumstances into the shape that would give them most
advantage of the law, the effects showed themselves in the division of society into two
classes - those to whom, on the whole, the restrictions of law operated as circumstantial
advantages over and against the others; and these others, who were, on the whole,
disadvantaged and subordinated by the operation of the same restrictions. Those who
received the advantage were naturally weeded down to consist of the most assertive of those
whom chance or cunning had at any time favored, and came to look on the unequal operation
of law as the expression of mysterious "rights," invented, after the law had unconsciously
created them, by way of apology for their own existence, and of making it appear that law,
instead of unintentionally originating them, had itself come into existence for the express
purpose of protecting them; and new laws were piled sky-high and Governments established
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to compel the observance of the vested interests thus set up. When the resulting evils have at
some stage become intolerable, those below have from time to time revolted, either to bring
things back to a fresh start, or to put the framing and administration of laws into the hands of
supposedly impartial persons, or to take them directly into their own hands - expecting to thus
remedy the evil, which, however, as pointed out, is in the very nature of law as imposing
fallacies upon conduct; and out of falsehood as the source of social relations can come only
the piling up of social lies, which, translated into material conditions, mean tyranny, slavery,
and misery. No two occurrences are exactly alike in their causes and their effects, and the
essence of law is that it takes all cases which have a single, and it may be the least important,
point in resemblance, and directs them to be treated, in kind if not in degree, on the same
footing. And as under no conceivable condition of society is wrong impossible, the effect of
law is necessarily to create a vested interest in an wrongs possible to occur in conformity with
the modes it crystallises, for all who are in a position to profit by them at the expense of those
who will suffer, and thus to constitute the latter mere cattle for the former; while freedom, by
preserving the social elasticity, although it cannot prevent wrongs of a purely personal
character from occurring if the elements are present, admits of no such wholesale wrong
being foisted upon and over- shadowing society. The moment when, instead of considering
what they would really like best to do under the actual circumstances confronting them,
people in their ignorance turned their will to work out the dictates of a rule, that moment they
ceased to be free; and the fact that they adopted the rule of their own accord, could no more
alter the nature of their condition, than the fact of a man having voluntarily chained himself
up could prevent the resulting fact of his physical bondage. The free man cannot owe
obedience or support either to a personal ruler or to the fallacious exactions of any sort of
superstition. The recognition of this fact is signified in expressing freedom by the word
"Anarchy," which means literally "un-rule," or lawlessness.
Now what is lawlessness? It is usually held up as the equivalent of all wickedness. But let us
see.
Right and wrong are simply good and harm. We define as right whatever ministers to the
pleasure which we find in others' welfare without depriving us of a greater amount of
pleasure in our own being, and which those whom it is safe for us to associate with find
reciprocally in our welfare; wrong that which acts oppositely. Our whole nervous structure
makes it a physiological fact that we share in the joys and sufferings of each other. This is
true of almost all animals that have a nervous system, but in man so especially that a healthy
individual feels to some extent the pleasures and woes of even the animals of other species
with which he associates. But from a protective natural process, this susceptibility is closed
where vital interests are in conflict. We share no grief in the death-agony of a tiger or a
human enemy whose life would threaten our own or make it insupportable. Then, since law
in the nature of things takes away the exercise of fellow-feeling by which that feeling is
developed, substituting, instead, comparison with codes, and since by building on false
generalisation it creates antagonistic interests, which cannot be adhered to without
consequently closing up the bodily avenues of love for one's neighbour as for oneself, it is
law that is a hideous creator of wickedness. It would moreover be as rational to allege that an
honest man should not object to being chained up to prevent him from stealing, as that he
should not object to being a bond-slave in his conduct to prevent him from doing wrong, and
a bond-slave he is when he has to conform his actions to an imposed code to the exclusion of
his own judgment of what accords with reason and human sentiment. The whole of law is
exactly on a par with the contention of the rabid teetotallers who affirm that because one man
may do wrong in drinking alcohol, everyone should be forbidden to drink it. Because a
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certain act committed by a person whose moral nature is deficient, or who is not sufficiently
thoughtful in his conduct, may probably be, under those circumstances, an unjust act, moral
and considerate men are to be forbidden to do that act under any circumstances! It is the
same. And a man does, or abstains from doing, something, for one of two reasons: either
because he concludes that this conduct is the most appropriate, or because such is the rule or
law. The conduct may answer to both reasons, but the motive can be only one of them; if a
man does a thing because he thinks it fitting, he does so whether it is in accord with law or
not, and if he does it because such is the law, he does it whether it is fitting or not. This is
regarding law as a moral standard of conduct. Rules are all very well in their place as
foundations for thoroughly optional special doings, and confined to the limited sphere of a
circumscribed purpose, such as defining the structure of a game, the fun of which consists in
seeing what can be done under specified limitations, and where the rule exists in the capacity
of an assumed natural quality in an imaginary world which we can enter or leave at will; but
as affecting doings in the real world, which are founded on facts that cannot be abrogated in
that connection, they are wholly out of place. Our everyday affairs might just as well be
regulated by the rules of cricket or draughts as by property or other law; it is only a matter of
depending on the complications to which the peculiar limitations of the game give rise, for
our material prosperity or adversity. As to the dread of penalty, everyone has to beware how
he awakens resentment, but the question here is, will it wake on natural and reasonable, or on
artificial and arbitary grounds? If the latter, its moral value for arousing the morally dull to
the fact that other people's feet ache when trodden on, is destroyed; especially when the
aggrieved - directly or through sympathy - are forbidden to exercise their resentment, and
instead of the aggriever being taught a lesson as between man and man, he is punished by
strangers in the name of an impersonal power for breach of discipline; not for wronging
others, for the law gives to all who can use the law to that purpose, the privilege of wronging
others: but for doing a wrong, or for that matter a right, in a forbidden way. This brings us to
the point: to judge the rights and wrongs of any case correctly and deal with it intelligently, it
must be treated on its own circumstances, and not by conventionalities and codes; then, is this
to be done by the parties consciously affected, or by officials endowed with the monopolistic
privilege of doing so? To be governed signifies that someone else has the choice of your
conduct and attitude towards others' conduct, and you have not.
"Oh! but," we are told, "if you did away with Government there would be a horrible state of
things; the world would become one vast field of chaotic rapine and slaughter!" What else is
it now? If, however, there are so many people who are only restrained by law and authority
from waging war on the wretched, helpless others, it is rather surprising for them to have
gone on allowing the weak helpless good to govern them and keep them from doing what
they would like. If such exist, it is because the existence of law is protecting them from the
risks of their disposition; and Nature demands a slaughter for the purification of the world
from the living abortions and inhuman monstrosities that have been preserved through law
from the doom which humanity, in its own defence, should have meted out to them. Let it be
slaughter, then, if such indeed it would, but let me be free to try and slaughter whom I like to
slaughter, and every other whom he likes to slaughter, and not be butcher-slaves massacring
as somebody else pleases, and when that slaughter stops because there is nobody left alive
that anybody else left alive would like to kill, the survivors will be only such as are capable
and desirous of living together in peace and harmony. Let us have it, by all means, as soon as
the people learn to abandon law - let those who can and wish to live in helpful brotherhood,
or at least in peace and concord, exterminate their enemies, and have, even if it is only for a
few generations, a life worth living! They can do it, for if wickedness were naturally pleasing
to the bulk of mankind, they would not wish for law "to suppress evil." But in the absence of
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law, all the social feelings would, of a psychologic necessity, be enormously awakened, and I
believe that when people learn to throw away the superstition of law, with its consequence of
their stiffened and distorted attitude towards each other, many and indeed the most of those
who are under existing conditions social enemies, will rise naturally to the glory of peace and
good will. Men's mutual mistrust has furnished, in the various forms of law - rules, statutes,
property, authority - the means for its own justification; so also their mutual confidence will
not fail, in Liberty, to justify itself.
In the absence of law the one consideration taken by people as to their own or each others'
welfare, must be in the broadest sense the bearing of their respective needs, feelings and
purposes. For those who refuse this consideration to others, there can only be war, and it is
war now, only that the war is against those who refuse to give the false consideration
demanded by rules, instead of the true consideration called for by real circumstances. But this
war is not waged by the classes who profit by the vested interests in the subjection of their
fellows which law in its very nature has created for the crafty and tyrannical. It is the people's
own force which through their delusion is turned against such of them as dare to infringe the
rules of their bondage. And what the people's own force can do blindly and irrationally, at the
bidding and for the purposes of their oppressors, it can do consciously and intelligently, of
free will, and for the people's own purposes. Who are all the police, soldiers, judges, goalers
and so on, but people like anyone else, and picked very much at random? So far as their
position does not corrupt them, they are conscientiously endeavouring to administer and
defend laws which nobody can understand, and they are privileged interferers, (since the
hands of the people at large are tied) and tempted to curry favor with their "superiors" and the
classes in whose interest they mainly exist. Surely then people in general here, there and
every- where, can far better administer and defend the principles of humanity, which every
ordinary person can understand, and with a full sense of mutual responsibility undestroyed by
privilege and unbiassed by servile dependence!
Anarchy is no blind dogma of non-interference, as it is sometimes misrepresented to be; I
would even take a man by force and compel him to work for me, if occasion required - for
instance, if my life or yours depended on the prompt repairing of an engine and his labor was
necessary to its accomplishment, and he refused to help voluntarily; and I think every
reasonable man would justify me in standing over that fellow with a whip in one hand and a
pistol in the other till that engine was in working order - just as I think that nobody would
justify me in interfering with him even by procuring his voluntary assistance, when I should
obviously entail less hardship on myself and others by leaving him alone than on him by so
interfering. Neither as it as others misrepresent it, a condition in which the first to do as he
likes is privileged, and other people must not do as they like in opposing him. It is simply and
purely the substitution of the real for the conventional as the guide of conduct. Substitute the
free choice of conduct by all humanity according to their respective needs for action, in place
of having some ordinary persons endowed with monopolies of this and that portion of the
choice of conduct and resulting destinies of the rest; substitute the enlightened instincts of
self-preservation and fellow-feeling together as the standard of morality, in place of
obedience; and if not all people are competent for such a life, those of not less than average
intelligence and good will certainly are, and they are the community; the others are its
enemies.
Read Bakounine's GOD & THE STATE.
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Property is law in restraint of use and possession, and conferring on the person in whose
favour the restriction is declared, authority over his fellow-beings to arbitrarily forbid or
impose his own terms for, their use of particular things. The more a man owns, the more he
owns you. Like other law in the beginning, it was instituted with good intentions, the idea
being to secure to each person undisturbed possession of the things which habitually he
resorted to or had reasonable expectation of using for the satisfaction of his needs. In
freedom, of course, there will be no ownership, but secure all the good aimed at by the latter,
without its evil. The moral sense of people at large will, to the utmost of what reasonable and
humane men can do, ensure and defend to each the undisturbed opportunity to gratify his
purposes with the things he has provided or placed himself in access to for that end;
otherwise give him friendly help; and justify him equally with anyone else in such latitude
with the means provided for other people's purposes as emergency may render desirable, so
long as he displays as much regard for others' convenience as the relative importance and
urgency of his needs will enable.
In the absence of Property, capitalism, wages and prices, money, barter, etc., will necessarily
be extinguished, since they depend on property for their very existence.
Just here let us consider buying and selling, and the commercial principle generally, together
with the division of labor that we now have in connection with them. What is the difference
between a woman selling to a man the use of her sexual organs, and one person selling to
another person the use of some other part of the body, such as the arm or the brain? Or what
is the difference between a woman exacting from a man a price for the use of certain
"resources" for his gratification, and one person exacting from another person a price for the
use of certain other resources which the former can provide - such as a pair of boots or a load
of firewood? I can see no moral difference between one transaction and the other. Our innate
sentiment for the welfare of the race teaches us that if a woman admits a man for the mere
satisfaction of her own animal passion, it is natural and not in itself immoral; and if she does
so in pursuance of a special affection it is usually positively moral, in as much as such
affection ordinarily guides to the coupling most advantageous for the beneficial breeding of
her species. But to pair without desire is repugnant to our feelings, and rightly so, as it
impairs the quality of propagation. Does not also the use of the other organs without, or in
excess of, desire, impair the quality of their operation? The artist, the author, the poet, know
that when they have to resort to "pot-boiling" drudgery, it renders it more difficult for them to
produce good work. Where there is a real natural prompting, whether the craving of a faculty
for exercise, or the suggestiveness of appropriate conditions, the gratification of that
prompting is a pleasure; and the being who would demand compensation for being pleased, is
repugnant to all our instincts of self-preservation. The whole system of the habitual female
prostitute is in a state of chronic derangement. What else can be said of the man who spends
all his time in overworking one faculty to the level of a mere mechanical automaton, and
shutting his energies off from the rest? Our body is too delicate a mechanism to be tampered
with in this way. The whole man would be healthier and more vigorous and competent for a
greater variety of exercise and due proportioning of action to the measure in which the
different faculties exist in his structure. And again, a person does not in general like to do
something for the sake of mere exercise; unless he is, as the saying is, bursting to get it off
him, he wants first some reason, some purpose in view. The amateur who is brimful of
energy seeking an outlet in the direction, say, of photography or the cultivation of flowers,
does not want to compile an album or fill a garden which no eyes but his shall ever behold.
The scientist, the philosopher, the poet, the author, these would soon weary, though rewarded
with every outward luxury, were they cut off from others whose lives and interests to weave
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into their work, and for whose pleasure and advancement to make their conceptions and
investigations. Even the hard-up swagman goes his way gloomily while he is alone, and asks
for tucker seldom, but when two such come together, neither one shirks this most distasteful
work, because it is for his inate as well as himself. And the swagman who exercises his
bushmanship in discovering water or a good camping place, constructing a shelter, improving
the bill of fare, making a knife or a billy from old waste, etc., feels, because his doings have a
direct purpose, an immediate connection with the needs and welfare of him and his mates, a
zest and relish of living such as he never experiences when, in employment, he spends his
time doing something that so far as he is concerned might just as well be anything else, and
receiving money with which he buys enjoyments that have no logical connection with his
efforts.
Production and distribution would be effected in a condition of Anarchy on the same free and
pleasurable lines as the various things necessary among a party of friends on a holiday
excursion. Suppose that you and some of your comrades went on a holiday camping-out
expedition in some remote part. Each would bring as far as possible what he or she would
require, and what would be handy to others who might not have it, everything would be at
disposal for the most equal and harmonious satisfaction of all the wants of everyone. The
same principle would prevail in your doings; thus one group might go fishing, some because
they liked both angling and eating fish; others who liked angling but did not care for eating
fish; others who did not care particularly for angling, but wanted to make sure of the fish
either for themselves or for friends with a taste for it. Other groups would go shooting,
exploring, etc., in like manner. Another group would probably stay at the main camp, some
because the work of camp fitting was most attractive to them, some because they felt for the
time being more interest in that than in anything else, or knew that others felt so. Then when
the other groups returned, and the party sat down to supper, it would be simply, who would
like fish? who would like game? etc. so long as there was enough of the particular article for
each who cared for it to have a share worth eating; if there was not enough for this, then some
would stand out of their own accord, and if the deficiency was considerable you would leave
the fish, if that was what was short, to those among the fishers who caught it and next to them
those among the unsuccessful fishers, who had fished in the hope of eating fish, or the nonfishers for whom most personally and particularly any of the anglers had gone to the task of
fishing. Then, too, one of you might do something to provide for his own convenience; two
more might do different things for each other; a fourth might attend to something for a fifth,
while the fifth did something for a sixth, and the sixth for someone else; one who had no
occasion for assistance would help another who had, and there would be no thought of taking
formal recognisances for the return of the compliment, or keeping accounts of the things done
for each other, nor would the person who wanted something done go to another who could
not do it, and offer to permit him to cat three meals on condition of having the thing done,
and that one go to another and offer him leave to eat a quarter of a meal to do it, another a
quarter to record the transaction, another a slice for introducing the party who wanted the
thing done, and other slices to divers individuals to stand ready with guns to enforce the
arrangement! The day after, all these groups and combinations might be changed; some
vanished, some composed partly or wholly of new persons, others sprung up new. Nor would
there be any persons privdeged to rule in these combinations; if indeed anyone was accepted
as guide or director in anything you would only take his instructions as advice, and if you did
not approve of them, if it was your affair you would go on in your way, if his affair leave him
to his way.
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Now suppose news came to hand of a flood or war, that would cut you off from the outer
world for some time, you would keep on in exactly the same way, only you would build more
substantial shelters and take more elaborate means for supplying your wants from the
resources around you, and there would be wants that you would experience on a long stay,
that could have been passed over for a short one, and the things on which your energies
would be directed, but not the nature of your relations towards each other, would be
modified. You would still be the party of friends, and the ways of property and law would
have no place among you. And now supposing that your stay was prolonged indefinitely, do
you think that you would want to change all this, and map things out, saying, "this is for me
exclusively," and "that is for him exclusively," to go each for himself against the rest, and lay
out a commercial system, jealously measuring everything by which one benefited another,
and demanding liquidated security for a reward as a condition of doing it? No! Whatever
difference there might be in the things to be undertaken for supplying your respective needs,
you would conduct yourselves in the same free and happy way as when you first set out. And
the fruits of your toil and skill, and of your way of life, would soon be comfort for all such as
the few have by the woe of the many now.
Read W. Morris's NEWS from NOWHERE.
If quarrels or difficulties arose, you would adjust them freely like all other matters. Why
should you pick out a few and bind yourselves that what they call right shall be right, and
what they call wrong shall be wrong? People whose conduct is chosen for them are "selfish,"
because the only thing left them to think on is the immediate convenience or inconvenience
of the result. People who choose their conduct for themselves exercise their social feelings in
doing so, and are satisfied with any sacrifices they make to please their sympathies.
If a dispute arises among associates, it does not follow that the majority should prevail.
Perhaps both majority and minority can carry out their views independently. The majority
may be barely more than indifferent, while the minority are very decided, and in practice it
may please the individuals of the majority best to give way. Or the question may be sunk, or
new ideas conceived, or new persons enlisted. Unless materially impossible, as in the case of
a ship in mid-ocean whose further course has been called in question, where there is nothing
for it but to stay on board, it should generally be optional with everyone whether to remain
associated with what others decide on - though extraordinary emergencies might justify the
majority in coercing the minority, or the minority in coercing the majority, if possible. It is all
a matter for common sense to adjust without being trammelled by formalities and legalities.
An agent, delegate or representative in any matter would only be that of those who procured
him to act. In dealing with another person's representative everyone is aware that he may be a
misrepresentative, and would in Anarchy know therefore that he shared with the party
"represented," the risk of the representative being false. The "represented" would be perfectly
justified in repudiation if the representative had designedly or inadvertently committed them
to something unreasonable or foreign to their purpose in sending him; or in so far as one fair
man would justify another in revoking a promise made even personally, if the circumstances
had materially varied in the meantime. A promise or agreement is simply an expression of
definite intention, for the guidance of others concerned, and the whole moral question upon it
is one of mutual sparing of inconvenience.
The relations of the sexes will be on the same footing of freedom. Here there are always two
persons whose choice in the matter would require to be mutual. All persons are not alike
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sexually. Some are monogamous, others polygamous; some mating, others roving, but all
these can find partners who can take them as they are, and the mating person forced against
nature to go from one to another, the rover kept to one, the monogamist forced to consort
habitually with several during the same period and the polygamist prevented from doing so,
each loses respect for the other sex, and treats a sex-partner as a mere machine for gratifying
his or her sensuality.
Hence, freedom tends to purity. Though ordinarily, the habitual sex partnership is
accompanied by a domestic one, it is not essential or uniformly desirable. Seducing a person
to quit or ignore an existing sexual partnership is, other things being equal, an act that would
call forth the contempt of the lawless, on account of its inconsiderate character towards the
other partner.
Children would not be the chattel slaves of the parents as they are now. They would be to all
on the same footing as any other feeble and inexperienced stranger who might arrive and
become the guest of the community. It would at once be recognised as monstrous to order
such a stranger about, saying, "Do this because you are told." A child may be rightfully
coerced, to avoid more serious harm to itself or others, but without authority, as you would
force a friend who was drinking too much and behaving foolishly - nor for the mere whim of
the parents or anyone else, but with full responsibdity to everyone's sense of fairness and
right.
As older people would have leisure to let the society and wants of childhood enter more into
their lives than at present ... and encourage the natural tendency of children to take the affairs
of their elder friends into their lives . . . children would pick up writing, reading, and all
material knowledge as they acquire speech or the knowledge of games. Special classes
conducted by those whom it would please to so exercise their faculties, and cooperative
classes of students, such as our scientific societies really are, are natural and obvious means
for closer study.
The nature of Anarchy being now understood, how is this state, so desirable, to be realised? It
cannot be imposed; it must come by enlightenment and individual reform. Each must purify
his own life from all taint of the evil, and have courage to ignore what is imposed, as the
Catholics did before pagan and Protestant persecutors, Protestants before Catholic
persecutors, and Atheists in face of both; as science has conquered religious persecution
while the sects are still contending, so Anarchy, the applied science of society, will make its
way with a rapidity and power impossible to barren creeds. In the spirit of the living faith that
works its truth to sight, dwells, and there alone, the hope with the glory of Victory.
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'Anarchy'
J.A. Andrews, Letter to Daily Telegraph,
probably mid-1894.
"You do me the honor of, without particular occasion, quoting a passage from one of my
writings in the course of your leading sub-sermon on the 'Mission of Anarchy' and at the
same time complain that the sentence is not sufficiently lucid. If you want to know the views
which I am doing my best to propagate among the Australian people I can tell you in very
few words.
I never authorised anyone to tell me what I am to do or not to do, and I object to any such
dictation, whether proceeding from the landlord, the employer, the merchant, or the
Government, and I do not intend to respect their dictates any longer than I can help. Might is
right, and those who treat each other as comrades spend their might in only two ways, viz,
overcoming natural difficulties and overcoming those who want to rule over them, while the
latter spend theirs in a third way, also, namely in trying to rob and rule each other; they must
therefore go under, other things being equal, and I have enough confidence in humanity to
believe that it is only the pressure of social conditions dependent on the temporary ignorance
and consequent acquiescence of mankind, that causes people to engage in mutual hostility as
at present. Fix social forms and you fix all possible abuses of them, the effects being
cumulative, leave the individual free, and the forms adjust themselves to shut out abuse. No
amount of 'permission' from a source to which obedience is recognised can constitute
freedom; the only permission the free man can submit to is that of his own strength. There
can be no social union of antagonistic interests, while such exist the only issue is "To the
victor the spoils.' Law, property, religion, government, must be destroyed in people's minds
and in the concrete. There must be no other consideration whatever to regulate matters of
possession, use, conduct, etc than the natural common sense and goodwill of those whose
natures and circumstances make their interests strictly harmonious, and the natural
commonsense and might of those whose natures and circumstances place their interests in
antagonism. Authority and traditional law are superfluous between those whose interests are
naturally and circumstantially united, and as between those who are otherwise situated they
mean simply that one or the other party is to give way by rule of thumb.
The way in which I imagine that Anarchy will come about is this - you profit-mongers and
speculators will not employ the people or permit the lands to be used except on condition that
you can see a money profit coming in. Let the products of the people be divided thus - x =
consumption of the producers, y = consumption of the classes who live by ownership etc, and
z = the reserve or accumulated profit of these classes. So long as there are outside markets
and differential exchange values, a country may keep on transforming these into the monetary
equivalents, a, net wages, b, personal expenses of capitalists etc, c, fortune.
But as the progress of civilisation continues and the world becomes essentially one country, z
is no longer convertible into c but accumulates in the form of unsold goods and conveniences.
Then workers are thrown out of employment still further reducing the purchasing and profityeilding capacity of the population, and causing in turn a further depression. Liquidations
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allow of a partial accomodation to circumstances by the appreciation of the circulating
medium; 'reconstructions' delay it by enforced parity; but later in the former case, sooner in
the latter - the tickets of leave to consume are completely withdrawn from the masses, by the
excess of prices paid by them for their past products over the wages received for fresh
production. Then no more employment is given because there are no more metal or paper
tickets of leave to consume afloat to be attracted to the middlemen and the system is limited
by ticket; no more money, no more operations. Then your newspaper plant becomes of no
more service except for direct and uncommercial puposes, like that great hotel at Marulan
which is tenanted by the fowls of the air and the tramps of the earth; nobody can get any
money out of anyone for permission to make use of it, consequently it ceases to be treated as
property, and needs instead of vested tommyrot regulate its destiny, only more so in your
case because the same conditions are everywhere.
Then you come along, and reckon that it isn't a question of making money, but of living so
you join in with some of my comrades whom you meet on the swag track, and gather in some
stray cattle, regardless of the fact that in the dead past they were sacred to the pecuniary profit
of say Winger Abbot, and in all honest labor and good fellowship, without any
commercialism, start trying to build up conveniences and organise co-operative woks for
direct advantage of the task to be accomplished till the bush smiles with true civilisation;
while I on my part, having done so long ago at the cost perhaps of some individuals who
were foolish enough to enlist in the hopeless task of perpetuating the effete by force, and as I
now want to disseminate my knowledge as to how people may proceed in the path of material
advancement, come to Sydney and find your office empty, and accordingly use a case or two
of type and your galley press.
After we get settled and recover from the effects of the disturbance new combinations spring
up to suit, not commercial exigencies, but the convenience of those who associate towards a
common purpose, and the old mechanical appliances are modified and new ones developed
accordingly."
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'Authority, Law and the State'
J.A. Andrews, Pamphlet, October, 1895.
There are two kinds of Authority: one which rules by Terror, and one which rules by Error.
One is based directly on brute force; the other rests on the voluntary submission of those who
are subject to it - a submission which is voluntary only through their ignorance. But as soon
as any of them cease to be willing slaves, the authority of Force is quickly resorted to.
Anyone can understand and hate the tyranny which rests on simple aggressive violence. Yet
it is far the less dangerous. Men only, submit to it while they have to. The other they submit
to, to their own and each others' harm, when they need not; because they think it is their
"duty."
If there are duties, the first duty of every man is, to be true to himself. True to himself in his
own welfare - true to himself in sacrificing his common welfare, even, for the higher welfare
he feels in making others happy. But that he may so be true to himself, he must be
independent; his will must be free. He cannot be true to his own nature when he is the mere
obedient puppet of another. In giving up his conduct to outside dictation, he becomes a mere
machine - an idiotic body, to move at the command of another's brain, or of brainless blind
custom - a voluntary lunatic.
The man who does so is false to himself, and false, too, to his fellow men; because he has
ceased to move in touch with his and their needs, and has become a weapon against them,
ready to hand for all who can profit by the control of such an obedient force.
Authority is the vested privilege of being obeyed. It means that the choice of your conduct
and the voice of your conscience, are the choice and the voice of someone else. "Ihe right of a
man of having a life of his own to lead" is denied by this pernicious principle, which imposes
conformity to itself as the first purpose and condition of human activities. Men are mere clay
to be moulded in its machinery. It knows no good but obedience, no evil but failure to obey
its dictates.
Law, or Rule, is the opposite of Reason. If you do a thing because it is the rule, you do it right
or wrong, reasonable or unreasonable. If you do it because it is reasonable and right, you do it
rule or no rule and legal or illegal. Law tempts to wrong by blocking the path of right with
red tape. It forbids some acts which are wicked when done wickedly, but cannot prevent their
being done wickedly, while it hinders the good from doing them justifiably. As all exceptions
and exceptions-to-exceptions cannot be provided for (and if they could, regulating every case
by a rule to itself, life by rule would be a secondhand affair) law is the compulsory treatment
of some cases as they ought not to be treated, and enables tyranny and fraud to grow upon
sharp practice. To establish a law is to create vested interests in all the abuses of which it is
capable. Fools say law is to restrict the wicked, so the good should not object to it. With
everyone kept handcuffed, except on leave for purposes officially recognised, have only
rowdies and pickpockets ground to complain?
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The State is the organised conservatism of the state of things actually existing, and therefore
the impersonation of all vested interests and privileges, the embodied affirmation of all vested
liabilities and sufferings, which rules have created. If the function of the State is to regard the
lawful interests of all classes, that means, to prevent new tyrannies and injustices from
arising, and old ones from being got rid of. If its function is to adjust conflicting interests by
forced compromise, that is to see that the lion only half devours the lamb, and that the lamb
submits to be half eaten by the lion. If it exists to submerge individual tendencies, for the
general good, that means for the good of those people whose interests lie most in the
direction of suppressing others. When the lion and the lamb are merged into "One Corporate
Body," there is no difficulty in determining which One!
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'Invicta Spes', (Unconquerable Hope)
J.A. Andrews, Bulletin, October 12, 1895.
To drive no religious consolation
Take I the.pen; no gods or creeds I own,
No ghostly faith supplies my inspiration,
No metaphysic lore of things unknown,
This much I know: I live and all things being
Join for my life, live in my thought, my act;
One dust-mote strikes the sea - the ripples fleeing
Speed to Infinity: who notes this fact
Knows that all things, all thought, all time, all space,
Live in him now and he in them doth blend
Each moment. Lo! his universal race
Changes in form and sense, but has no end!
Think not I speak of atoms only. Life
Is force that works - not the mere tool of clay.
All works to all. The Universe is rife,
With vital impresses, new-born each day,
Creating, as created. I must die.
In form and sense, but form and sense live yet,
Shaped from by past. Enough it is that I
Do well, to better these. I do forget
The babe that once I was; it knew not me;
Dead are its flesh, its form, its sense; yet say,
Was it in vain, the vanished babe should be,
Shaping the man who lives and joys to-day?
Enough! So learn, life is a thing of splendor,
And even suffering holds a keener joy;
The very voice of your despair may render
Wisdom to others for their strength's employ.
In such, you live, rejoicing. Feeling this,
Who can despair? I know fears or pains
But of the moment, and my reasoned bliss
Firm, undismayed, invincible remains
Within the higher thought. Quit gloomy dreaming!
Up, play the man! and with the evil cope!
Read upon Nature's path the signpost gleaming 'Hope lives for all but those who will not hope!'
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'The Anarchist'
'Wyvis' (i.e. A.C. McCay) in 'The Bulletin',
December 7, 1895.
Very little is known of this man, whose initials, according to A. G.
Stephens, stand for Adam Cairns, and whose life spanned the years
1874-1947. Manuscripts of a number of his poems are in the Mitchell
Library.
We trumpet a note to the hearts of men,
A note to stir them to freedom and life,
A note to sound in the darkest den,
Where sorrow and sickness and sin are rife,
To peal in the poorest of prostrate souls
And call them back to their own lost right,
To blare and burst where the way-drum rolls,
And riot and ring in the rage of fight.
A trumpet message to tell the earth
That its creeds decay and its gods are dead,
That its laws and its lying have lost their worth,
That the reign of rapine and wrong is sped;
That a sun, blood-red with a cycle's pain,
Is risen to wither their world away,
That a new light gleams o'er an altered fane,
That a new soul breathes in our quickened clay.
It is time that men should arise from sleep,
It is time for the dead to be vivified,
For human creatures to cease to creep
In object fear 'neath the heels of pride.
On their coward hearts has the cold lain long,
While their limbs were lax and their lips were dumb;
But their hearts wake warm to the trumpet's song,
And their arm's uplifted to vengeance come.
The hueless mist of unchanging woe,
That has folded them round since first they saw,
Is bright with a coming Freedom's glow,
Is shot with the sheen of the steel they draw.
They are wakening fast to a higher thing
Than service and suffering, sin and sweat;
And the trump shall call till its deep notes ring
In the dull slave-souls that are wavering yet.
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'Decision-Making'
J.A. Andrews, found in Dwyer material in
Mitchell Library, probably 1896.
"When a number of people are assembled together, and someone proproses a certain
collective action to be taken by all as a body, that implies that either all those present must be
or become unanimous, or else that one party, say the majority, must govern; there being no
other course except for all who are not of one particular opinion to secede altogether,
although there may be other matters for which they would like to remain.
This way of doing things is entirely wrong. Instead of proposing that some collectivisation in
a particular direction be taken by a number of people who are only assembled to listen and
formulate opinions or in pursuit of some quite independent purpose, what should be done is
to put forward the idea and invite those who agree with it to join and carry it out. By doing
this it is neither necessary that all those present should be unanimous, nor that the majority or any other section - should rule, nor yet that on account of differing upon this purpose
people should break up the combination in which they are united for a purpose which they are
agreed upon.
In the event of a difference of opinion inevitably arising among people who are associated
together for one distinct purpose - owing to new circumstances arising or new ideas being
formed, it is absurd to have a plan such as majority rule agreed to in advance, because
nobody can tell till the occasion presents itself what will be his own best way out of the
difficulty.
Small differences will become smoothed over in discussion. Sometimes the individuals who
find themselves in the minority may think it best to go with the majority. I may believe that
the right hand is best, but still be ready to go with you to the left rather than go alone or rather
than leave you to go alone. But this can also happen if I stand for the majority and you for the
minority, especially as it often happens that the majority have only a slight preference - do
not care very much which way they go; whilst they can see that the minority are very deeply
in earnest about their way of thinking. If the difficulty is not overcome in this way, it may be
possible that some third plan will suggest itself, which all parties would rather accept than
separate. Or the different parties may agree to help. Or again those of each party may go their
own way on whatever scale is possible to them by themselves.
The result of these ideas being applied would be the abolition of government, since instead of
some people deciding what others shall or shall not do, everyone would be deciding what he
himself will or will not do. Thus everyone would have a life of his own to lead, instead of
being required to follow that ordered for him by somebody else. He would cut his life to fit
himself, and not be called upon to cut himself to fit a shop-made life ordained for him to wear
as a uniform.
We anarchists believe that the foregoing is the only just and rational plan of society. We
believe also that all so-called rights which mean that the possessor of them is constituted a
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holder of authority over other people to dictate to them that they shall or shall not do, or use,
or have the benefit of something, and that it is their duty to obey because he so wills, are not
rights, but are lies, are wrongs; that the only reason why people should be associated together
is to increase the amount of satisfaction possible to each individual, and that therefore the
only reasonable way of judging one's own or anyone else's conduct is to consider what needs
he has felt, and whether in trying to satisfy them, he has been as considerate of the needs felt
by other people as the circumstances of the case warrant those who are allied with him to
expect, on the understanding that each will do his best to make possible the fullest
satisfaction of other people's needs, besides his own.
This understanding is the only one upon which society can exist without castes, classes,
privileges, and subordinations; and the first need of everyone is freedom to be himself, to
respond in his own way to the impressions made on him from within and without.
The ultimate deterrent disguised as ceremonial trappings.
Illustrated Australian News, February 1, 1895, p1.
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'Reason and the Social Question'
J.A. Andrews, 'Reason', January, 1896.
We should be more original in profession than in practice if we did not treat reason as
necessary to the solution of the Social Problem. But we are not content with affirming reason
to be the means for discovering a solution; we are convinced, further, that reason is itself the
solution.
To put the case briefly: if there are any social results which are absurd in their nature, that
must proceed from a departure from reason in their causes.
Now, there is only one way of departing from reason as a social principle, and that is to
establish any other principle of a less - there cannot be any of a more - adaptative character. It
is a truism that every rule has its exceptions; make a rule for the exceptions, and you require
another to provide for exceptions yet again upon that. On the whole, if the object of a rule is
to save the trouble of bringing reason to bear upon the particular instances, it seems like the
proverbial "lazy man's short cut," as more effort has generally to be expended in finding out
precisely what rules apply to the combination of points on which a decision is wanted, than
would be needed for forming an original and independent judgment. Then again, while
reason may fail from want of knowledge on which to proceed, rule must go wrong from the
very fact that, being unable to provide for all the exceptions, it has to content itself with
deciding upon some of them as if they were not what they really are - as if they really were
what they are not. And while people may fail to use reason correctly, they are certainly no
less liable to misconstrue rules than to misconstrue facts - so that one fails to see where the
advantage of rule over free reason in any matter at all comes in.
We can understand a common agreement about some point which a number of people will
accommodate each other to observe; that rests on reason. But the extent to which an
understanding arrived at is to be acted upon, is also a matter for reason to determine. If Henry
promises John, "I will be at such a place at 9.30," and a fierce shower of rain occurs, the
question is whether the appointment is of such importance that the parties ex- pect each other
to get wet for its sake. It is for Henry to decide whether John is likely to be waiting for him,
and if so whether it is more serious for him to get wet or for John to be disappointed; whether
John is likely to prefer (and to prefer him) to keep dry, or to keep the appointment. If you
make the keeping of appointments compulsory, however, say under penalty of a month in
goal, you open up a brilliant prospect before a new industry - that of speculating in
appointments with a view to making the other fellow buy their cancellation.
Of course, if there were several persons liable to be disappointed together by Henry's not
turning up, he might need much stronger grounds of excuse than where it was only an affair
between him and John (on the other hand their number might make his presence less
important); but if a million people agree together that they will keep their appointments, they
cannot succeed in making an appointment between Henry and all of them out of a simple
personal appointment between Henry and John - so that, unless indeed you would deem it
your duty for you to seize Henry by force and drag him violently through the streets to keep
an appointment at which you had no business, when he thought he had sufficient excuse for
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not going, you cannot profess that any other outsider ought to do so, and therefore certainly
you cannot profess that all outsiders collectively ought to do it, or anything equivalent to it.
All this apart from the fact that a rule is very often not an agreement at all, but either a simple
habit foolishly treated as obligatory simply on account of being habitual, or a mere command.
The principle, here exposed, of making universal, observances whose desirability or
appropriateness is only general, or even less, and justifying this by the fallacious assumption
that the public have an actual joint and uniform concern in the cases where they have really
only a common liability to separate and variable concern in other possible single cases of the
kind, appears to be the starting point of all evils which are radical in the present system of
society, and the great cause which imposes spasmodic revolutions to remedy abuses and
errors which would otherwise have had already a gradual and easy rectification in the course
of social development, which would have outpaced and not lagged behind their own. It is the
primary departure from the working of reason into practice. And it is the principle from
which the socialists of to-day expect everything!
A correction in this point would be a development of individualism in the true sense, for it is
only through an individualistic medium that reason - since the ends it has to serve and
circumstances which it has to deal with are the matters of the people individually - can freely
and really transform itself into action. And Individualism, if it means anything but isolation,
jealousy, and mutual hostility - if it means INDIVIDUALISM - means the condition in which
all individual satisfaction is rendered most fully and harmoniously possible by the
emancipation of individual action. While such a correction would not be socialistic as
socialism goes, it would certainly reform out of existence all the real evils against which
socialism is protesting, and at the same time reform in the opposite direction - by enlarging
and vivifying them - the imagined evils in destroying which, socialism would make itself a
curse to humanity.
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'Let Us Increase Our Exports!'
J.A.Andrews, 'Reason', March, 1896.
The daily papers are, persistently urging, in common with Parliamentary luminaries and a
host of inspired wiseacres, that every possible effort be made to increase the colony's exports,
in order to abolish the depression.
If, for instance, the farmer sells more butter to the English - what will he do with the credit
placed to his account for it?
Employ Victotian workmen in manufactures? What a commentary on our social system, this
idea of the colony sending its products abroad for permission to the citizens to employ each
others' labor at home! Have we not plenty of bootmakers short of butter, and farmers with
only remains of boots? And that the farmer must make butter and sell it to foreigners for a
mere authorisation to arrange an exchange of services with his neighbour the bootmaker!
Men of every trade unemployed, eager to get each others' products, eager to go to work for
each other; factories idle, farms going to ruin, materials rotting in our stores! Oh yes! let us
sell all our supplies to John Bull, he will pay us with pieces of paper permitting the farmer to
get a piece of stamped metal from a place called a Bank, and give it to the bootmaker, who
will then give a pair of boots to the farmer, and also hand back the coin and take some bacon,
cheese and butter. We shall be enjoying Solid Prosperity when we give away all our wealth
for a permit to make some more and distrubute it among each other!
But this glorious boon is unrealisable. The foreigner would be sending all his bits of stamped
metal to our banks and getting none back; he has to tell the banker, "I owe the farmer so
many coins, he owes them to the bootmaker, the bootmaker owes them to somebody else, and
so on till they are owed back to me. Pay what I owe and keep what is owed to me." But to
this end the farmer or someone he is already able to owe money to must buy the foreigner's
goods to the price of the butter exported. If the farmer benefits on one side of the transaction,
on the other it is the foreign and not the Victorian industrial operative who is allowed to work
for and be in return fed by the farmer - even if it does not mean throwing so many more
Victorian operatives out of work and selling as much less butter at home than previously as
comes to the price of the more sold abroad.
In any case, it amounts to no more than this last for the farmer, in the long run. If he starts by
selling more butter in England - as there is no more chance of opening an exchange of
services with the moneyless there than here, he can only sell to those who are able to spend a
reasonable sum on butter already - he disemploys the Danish or Dutch dairy-farmers; or
granting that there has been less butter in England than would go round among those able to
pay a reasonable price for it, he disemploys people whose living has been oleomargarine,
lard, dripping, cocoanut oil, jam or treacle. Those who are thus deprived of their incomes
cease to give employment to English miners, loom and mill hands, etc. So many people are
deprived of their previous power of buying butter, they can only regain it by working for the
farmer or his creditor, up to the value of the butter he has placed on the market, thus enabling
those primarily affected to eat a part of the butter themselves and pass on the remainder to
those who are dependent for it on supplying them with other things. The farmer can only
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increase his sales in England by displacing somebody else both as a vendor and as a
purchaser in England. The competition to sell butter being accordingly rendered fiercer there
while the relative demand for other goods remains in the old ratio to the supply, there follows
reduction in the price of butter, so that for the larger quantity sold he receives no more value
than for the smaller previously. Then, in order to keep up his English trade he must transfer to
England the purchases he used to make in Victoria, and so starve out his Victorian customers:
or on the other hand, not buying so much of English goods with the smaller sum he now gets
for a given quantity of butter (and any increased quantity he tries to sell at the reduced rate
only repeats the complications) he must similarly lose English customers. Thus is "prosperity
established on a sound and permanent basis."!!! !!! !!!
No amount of wriggling under the present social system will set things right, and the only
way we can do any good by 'increasing our exports" is to export those people who have not
the sense, the honesty or the courage to rightly conceive, desire, and work to realise, a radical
transformation of society.
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'The Social Question Not a 'Class'
Question'
J.A. Andrews, 'Reason', March, 1896.
There are persons who see in the social problem, only that presented by a war of classes;
there are malcontents and reformers who perceive nothing as a false principle in society
except class domination and class servitude.
But the class domination and class servitude of today are not independent facts - nor primary
elements of the social constitution; they are evolved phenomena, produced from one
fundamental error, namely the desertion of individualism, the substitution of rule for the free
action of individual reason, in short the abnegation of freedom, and particularly in the
economic field by that particular rule called Ownership, which, first substituting a cataloge of
things sacred to this or that person, for the rational principle of respect for one's fellow-man's
purposes, (whereby it implies that, contrary even to the possibility of itself being in good
faith socially recognised, the normal relation of human beings to each other is one of the
grossest avarice and rapacity) arrives at imposing a jealous and haggled exchange upon the
distribution of natural resources, of products, of services, of the entire social wealth. This
system has naturally created all the evils which it took for granted. In a Society cramped
down upon lines of rigid mistrust and mutual hostile isolation, the efforts of individuals to
secure their own position could only result in developing from the casual inequalities of
advantage for the enforced struggle, a condition in which some were placed by rule at the
mercy of others more favorably situated.
Hence the antipathy of Socialists to individualism; which should be against the conditions in
which a, by these, mutilated remnant of individualism is restricted to operate.
If there were any real body with a distinct and positive interest in maintaining this state of
things, there would be nothing for it but war, having for its object, on the one side the
thorough and permanent subjection of herds of human cattle, on the other the slaughter and
extermination of a race of vampires. Happily, the case is very different.
In the first place, there is nothing permanently identifying individuals, let alone families, with
any class. Every day, someone previously wealthy sinks into commercial insignificance, into
actual poverty. As continually do we not see wage workers, stimulated by ambition or more
often by the lack of wage employment, become the founders of small establishments which,
especially in times of depression, nibble like swarms of rabbits at the custom of the larger
houses? In vain that these latter seek to defend themselves by making prices less than cost;
they may crush individual puny competitors by the dozen, but those who perish are replaced
by more. Sooner or later, the giants fall, exhausted; and it will be found after a few years, that
some of the small establishments have taken rank among large capitalistic concerns, while of
the old houses that have been able to retain their importance the owners are new men, and the
former owners either serving where they used to be masters, or conducting a powerless
rivalry, on a diminutive scale. The children of the worker at a trade, or of the "unskilled"
laborer, become clerks, his grandchildren merchants; and the offspring of the well-to-do
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stream down by thousands into the ranks of the sterility of poverty, the hereditary
degeneration of exhausted vitality, among the masses who have lacked power or opportunity
to rise.
The landlord, the employer, the merchant, the financier, in following these avocations,
occupy an immoral position; but the immorality is not, at the foundation, their own. The
victims share in it - it is that of Society; of the System which everyone feels compelled to
adhere to because every one else adheres to it. The exploiters themselves are driven slaves of
the system. And, instead of plundering and oppressing the rest of society for their benefit, the
System, having plundered and oppressed at large, turns upon them with all the fury of an
appetite only whetted by devouring. Even the landlord, commonly regarded as of all
exploiters the one who robs in most cowardly perfection of security, knows not but next year,
next week! the closing of a factory, the extension of a railway, the reconstruction of a bank,
the introduction of new machinery into a trade, will put a sudden end to his rents, and reduce
him to poverty, it may be to beggary.
When we look at the immense productivity which science and invention have rendered
possible with a minimum of labor, and, on the other hand, at the enormous amount of toil
actually consumed, not in production, not in distribution, not in the organisation of demand
and supply, but in the mere struggle for Ownership, in the task of struggling along each for
himself on the lines imposed by social superstition and its resulting system - we cannot
possibly escape the conclusion that the members of the "privileged classes" would, as simple
producers intelligently associated for mutual supply, be able to procure all the real means of
enjoynicent which they can at present, and with no more exertion and less anxiety than they
must now expend to secure them at the cost of their socially subjected brethren.
Actually, in the civilised world the families that live by performing the muscular or mental
work of production, preservation and distribution as such, do not exceed one half of the
population. The other portion, half or more consists of families dependent in some way on the
mere traffic in ownership. (By making allowance for the dual character of some occupations
connected with commerce and management, anyone practically versed therein, and knowing
how far they really subserve effective ministration to the needs of the consumer, and how far
they are concerned with restricting it to subserve the exigencies of a rigid property-system
and the profit of a proprietor, will readily perceive how small a proportion of commercial
labor termed distributive, for example, is so in reality.) Even of those classed as productive
laborers, great numbers merely furnish the material implements of this traffic. Look, for
instance at the formidable army of workers of all grades, from miners and ragpickers to
engineers, type founders, paper makers, carriers, chemists, artists, engravers, literary
specialists, printers, whose labors are absorbed in the production of this only sum total, this
marvellous addition to the world's wealth and happiness - endlessly varied in repetition,
infinitely monotonous and inane in essence : behold!
DON'T BUY FROM
DON'T BUY FROM
SMITH:
JONES:
Buy from JONES
Buy from SMITH
And you will be happy for ever afterwards!

And this vast army is only a small fraction of the horde who have their food, clothing, and
comforts as members of the gigantic Establishment that the Ownership-System must keep up
to nourish its activity and continue its existence.
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Adding to these the producers of luxuries consumed only by the wealthy - producers who
consume the products of the residuum of producers, but whose own products do not
reciprocate to these latter - and taking into account the periods of enforced idleness endured
by producers, who have to prepare all the supplies for themselves and their devourers for a
whole year in much less than a full working year per head, we cannot be rash in computing
that every family of social producers, besides its own maintenance for the time during which
it is at work, is saddled with the maintenance of three families more for an equal period out of
that same labor. In fact, an intelligent analysis of official statistics will go to show that this
estimate is much below the reality.
Thus on the average each family has, at most, a fourth of what it could have away from the
System. But if the wealth available weekly per family throughout a community is raised, say
from that now represented by £2 10/- to that now represented by £10, the increase in comfort
to any one of them will be many times greater than what would be represented by the present
addition of £7 10/- to its own resources alone. For when means of enjoyment become
plentiful, although at first this enables the private possession of what only a limited partial
resort to could be had before, the smaller economy of utilisation is not only set off by the
greater convenience, but there arise new economics in the process of production; and when
they become still more plentiful, there is no inconvenience in their being used in common
instead of further quantities being produced; so that ample energy is set free for attending to
new gratifications, and each person is enabled to satisfy more needs than if the increase to
him had not been accompanied by the increase to others. Be- sides, their prosperity benefits
him by enabling him to find so many the more people possessed of the leisure, the means,
and I the culture to become his congenial associates. And it is then easy to obtain many
gratifications by the cooperation of those intent on them, that an enormous fortune (i.e., an
enormous command of other people's task-labor) alone could procure for a man isolated in a
community of the overworked, the poor, and the ignorant.
Hence, the alteration of the social constitution is requisite in the interest not of a class, but of
all people.
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'Hard Cash'
Unable to trace the editor or printer, the police, wanting to Stop
'Hard Cash' publicising banking corruption etc., selectively arrested
certain newsagents. All were agitators for labour.
'Sydney' Worker, 4 November, 1893, p1.

L to R Standing: Beasley (newsagent), Rochaix (detective), Rosa (newsagent),
McNamara (newsagent)
L to R Seated: Routley (newsagent), Bear (newsagent)
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'On the Social Question,'
Dr Fauset MacDonald, '(Sydney) Worker'
July 18, 1896.
I promised to write my views upon the social
question, and would have done so long ago but for
the sudden call this alarming tick plague made upon
my time and attention.

Dr MacDonald was a Queensland
specialist in agricultural veterinary
matters and a member of the
Australasian Association for the
Advancement of Science
There are times when abstract reasoning must give
(forerunner of ANZAAS) to which
place to action, and all the resources of science and
he delivered a paper on
common sense must be taxed to their utmost to save Kropotkin's anarchism in 1897. I
Australia from the ravages of this terrible enemy - the have no other details. (McDonald
tick.
moved to New Zealand - brief
comment available)
However, I have not failed to follow the movements
of labor, and several points I have noted in reading 'The Worker' which I wish now to speak
about. In the first place, I must protest against the use of the word 'anarchy' as frequently
made by you and others writing in the paper. You speak of the present social condition as
being a condition of anarchy, which is not only an untrue interpretation of present society,
but, since there exists a well-known school of philosophy which is founded upon a
straightforward and logical use of the word, it is unfair to the exponents of that philosophy to
confuse the minds of the workers by continuing to use the world 'anarchy' in an oldfashioned and illogical sense.
How can you, Sir, speak of anarchy which means without government in face of all the
Government interference with society, in spite of your continual assertion that we want men
in Parliament more to repeal laws than to make them?
Present society is saturated with Government. A man can hardly turn but what Government
stares him in the face, either in the shape of courts, goals or custom houses and Government
buildings of one sort or another; every other man you meet is a soldier, sailor, policeman,
exciseman, inspector or detective, while the other man is a victim of their cursed presumption
and bluff. Can you touch a single article in use not taxed in some shape or form by
Government? Can you transact business without Government blackmail? But why multiply
examples of Government in the present social system, when the present system is based upon
the idea of Government. Now, I do not object to you trying to defend the idea of Government
or Government institutions, but for goodness sake don't call them anarchy. Call them misarchy, bad-archy, or any other archy; but AN-archy, never.
I know you are logical enough to admit this reasoning. You know I am sincere and earnest
enough not to wilfully add confusions to an already confused social question, and, therefore, I
ask you to print this letter.
I would have it clearly understood that anarchists have a new idea on social matters, which
briefly put is this - Anarchy Is Order. I ask everyone of your readers to reflect upon this
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statement, though at first sight the idea appears ridiculous. But reason it out. Twenty years
were well spent in finding the truth contained in these words; yet twenty minutes clear
thinking should be enough to convince those who earnestly endeavour to know.
1. The laws of the universe are anarchical - gravitation hold the stars and motion changes
them. One force tends to rest, the other, of course, to movement, while growth is a result. For
instance, one action of matter is acted upon by the force of rest and the force of motion - the
result is not rest, but limited motion, while moving in this limited sphere the atoms meet
another, and they act upon each other in accordance with a new force - chemical
combination. If the atoms have affinity for each other they combine to make a larger unit of
matter, which again acts upon other units automatically, according to chemical and physical
laws; and so on larger and larger combinations grow in time. Thus the stars are built up, so
the flowers grow, and the animals too, by biological laws, which are eternal and unalterable;
not like the laws of man, which are powerless in themselves, and always being changed to
suit the convenience of those who made them. The laws of nature are just in so far as they act
uniformly on all units by definite and determinable action. Whenever human power opposes
itself to natural law there is disaster to humanity and humiliation to men, destruction and
disorder all round; but when on the other hand men work with nature, there is harmony,
effect, a general progress in natural growth.
Nature's laws are above all bibles. Men must obey them or perish. If the law of man and law
of nature direct an individual differently, the law of man must go. Those who make laws not
in accordance with natural dictation are murderers like those who obey them. Man and
animals learn by long experience those things harmful to them by continual use, and in a like
manner the things which do them good. Animals have discovered that to associate with each
other on friendly terms, working for the common good, is the most pleasant and useful
system of society; men are finding that a system of slave labour is, destructive to the whole of
their society.
Men found by experience that authority in questions of religion produced untold crimes and
cruelties - in fact, set men so at variance with their utmost feelings that a revolution was the
result, and the authority of the Church to dictate and enforce a moral code was broken for
ever. So it will be with authority in social matters. Men will revolt againt any dictate as to
their social action; they will revolt bitterly one day when they learn the truth and break the
authority of State as they have that of Church.
I have no personal objection to others following their own convictions upon religious matters,
but I do oppose them in forcing their religion upon me. Nor do I object to men having
governments of their own, such as exist in unions and secret societies, where men voluntarily
submit themselves to authority; but I do strenuously object to be included and forced to obey
laws I do not endorse.
What right has Government to tax any individual who objects to law and authority? It is a lie
to say taxation is necessary for the benefit of all. If men think taxation a necessity they will
voluntarily subscribe the funds, as they do in unionism and in religion.
Our fathers fought, For right of thought,
And bled for right of speech;
And will fight too,
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For right to do
What seemeth right to each.
Men will and must be free individually. Freedom is one of the constituent principles of a
man, and he who discovers the spirit of freedom in himself is first to recognise it in others.
For ethical reasons a man must be free, and for economical purposes he must combine with
his fellows; by natural impulse from within men are moved to freedom and to free
association. In their desire for association they overstep the mark and try to force men. Here
they infringe a natural law. When the workers once learn that Governments are a fraud they
will laugh and ridicule them off the face of the earth.
When once the workers are educated up to the idea of no government a thousand new aspects
of the social question present themselves. The plan of campaign for emancipation of the
workers from their wage-slavery becomes simple. The tendency towards new or political
unionism, will be counteracted and the sooner the better. The great idea of unity in the labor
cause will take shape in practically each union helping the most oppressed and each worker
giving his mite to every strike.
To carry every strike through triumphantly and to make a science of strikes should be every
worker's ideal. Not to continually protest in the most unmistakeable and practical fashion
against this putrid system of social parasitism is to accept the position of the slave.
Sir, tell the workers, and tell them plainly, to obtain Socialism in our time we will have to
fight; and I mean real fight. This political sparring is enervating in the extreme - both the
unions and the men suffer.
See the success of your Surplus Labor League! It is a grand movement capable of infinite
development.
Yours etc,
'Fauset MacDonald.'
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